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STATEMENl' OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ROBERT S. McNAMARA 
BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENI' OF DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS 

ON THE FISCAL YEAR 1963-67 DEFENSE PROGRAM AND 1963 DEFENSE BUOOET 
FEBRUARY 14, 1962 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

We come before you this morniDg with the first Defense :program 
and budget :prepared vholly by President Kennedy's Administration. 
It is also the first to be developed under the nev :programming and 
budgetillg :procedure. Under this nev :procedure, the Defense :program 
is developed in relation to the :principal military missions of the 
Defense establishment,· rather than by organizational cam:ponent as in 
the :past. Accordillgly, I have arranged my statement in the same 
mar.ner and will :present to you our fiscal year 1963 budget :proposals 
a.ld. our loDger range :program :projections in terms of the :principal 
missions of the Defense establishment. Later in your hearillgs 
Mr. Hitch vill summarize the Defense budget in the traditional 
manner, by budget category and by appropriation title. The Service 
Secretaries and Chiefs will then :present statements on their respective 
Services. 

To :present the :program, I will have to cover a considerably 
broader scope than has been the custom in the :past. Furthermore, 
I believe you vould vant to have before you essentially the same 
body of facts upon vhich ve have drawn in reachiDg our decisions in 
the formulation of this :program. Therefore, my statement todey- is 
unusually long by :past standards and I vould :propose, if agreeable 
to the Committee, to present it in sections, holdiDg myself available 
for questioniDg at the end of each or several sections, as it mey 
:please the Committee. 

Briefly, my :presentation is organized in eleven sections. 
The first section is a general introduction coveriDg the manner in 
vhich ve developed the :program and budget, the assessment of the 
international situation as it bears on military :policies and 
:programs, and major defense :policy :problem areas. The second section 
deals with the strategic Retaliatory Forces; the third with the 
Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces; the fourth, the General 
Purpose Forces (tactical ground, air, and sea forces); the fifth, 
Sealift and Airlift; the sixth, Reserve and National Guard :programs; 
the seventh, Research and Development; the eighth, General Support 
:programs not directly allocable to a mission; the ninth, Civil Defense; 
and the tenth, the organization and management of the Department of 
Defense. The eleventh and concludiDg section is a financial summary 
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of the fiscal year 1963 program and budget and a reconciliation of the 
program costs with the total budget request and with the amounts 
included in the Bill now before this Committee. 

Throughout the presentation I will discuss the programs primarily 
in terms of forces and quantities of weapons and equipment, and not 
only for fiscal year 1963 but also for the five years through 1967. 
Because of the great technical complexity of modern-day weapons, their 
lengthy period of development, their tremendous combat power and their 
enormous cost, sound choices of major weapon systems in relation to 
military tasks and missions have become the key decisions around which 
much else of the Defense program revolves. But the full cost implications 
of these decisions, present and future, cannot be aseertai~ed unless 
both the programs and their cost are projected over a period of years, 
ideally over the entire life cycle of the weapon system. Since such 
long-term projections are very difficult to make with any degree of 
precision, we have fixed on a five-year period, which is short enough 
to ass~re reasonably accurate estimates and long enough to provide a 
good approximation of the full cost. 

I am sure you realize that the further into the future we project 
the programs, the more provisional they should be considered. As we 
move along, changes will have to be made in the projected programs 
and entirely new projects, the need for which cannot now be clearl~ 
foreseen, will have to be added. As you well know, all such long
term projections tend to have a downward bias, simply because we 
cannot see clearly the course of future developments. 

These uncertainties are even more pronour.ced in the "costing" 
of the forward programs. Although we have costed the programs 
projected through fiscal year 1967, ·we do not yet have a very high 
degree of confidence in our estimates beyond 1963, since they have 
not been subjected to the detailed and rigorous review accorded to 
the 1963 and current year estimates. Therefore, I will not attempt 
to project program costs beyond 1963. Perhaps next year, after we 
have perfected our costing techniques and gained greater expe_rience 
with the new procedure, we will be able to develop more reliable 
cost estimates for the years further out in the future. 

The costs I will be talking about will be in terms of what we 
call "total obligational authority." This will differ from new 
obligatio~ authority in many cases, particularly in the procurement 
accounts where certain prior-year f~~ds are available for 1963 
programs. Furthermore, most of my discussion will ieal with the 
total cost of a program, including the directly attributable costs 
of military personnel and operation and maintenance, as well as 
procurement, research and ~evelopment, and military construction. 
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A reconciliation of the program costs with the appropriation accounts 
and budget titles for fiscal years 1962 and 1963 is shown on Tables 
27 and 28. 

* * * * * 
I. INTRODUCTION 

A. APPROACH TO THE FY 1963-1967 PROGRAM AND FY 1963 BUDGET 

When I took office in January 1961, Pn sident Kennedy instructed 
me to: 

1. Develop the force structure necessary to JUr military 
requirements without regard to arbitrary budget ceilings. 

2. Procure and operate this force at the lowest possible cost. 

I followed this guidance in all of the three amen~ments to the fiscal 
year 1962 program and budget, and I have applied it to the development of 
the fiscal year 1963-67 programs and to the fiscal year 1963 b•Jdget. 

Our first step in the formulation of the fiscal year 1963 budget was 
to initiate a series of studies nealing with what we judged to be the 
most critical requirements problems. At the same tille we began a det!liled 
review and analysis of the Communist threat, now and in the future, based 
on the latest and best intelligence information B'lailable. 

While this work was under way, we requested the Military Departrner..tl3, 
in May, to submit their progrn.m proposals for the period 1963 th::oush 
1967 .. No dollar ceilings were a~signed. Instead, the Mil!tary 
Departments were instructed to eubmi t proposR.ls for sur:l:l forr:~n ~md ~·uch 
new programs as 1 in their judgment, were requit' ed to support our b~,:;~c 
national security objectives. The Depart::ents were particularly 
encouraged to submit alternative forces and programs so that we would 
have before us in reaching our decisions the principal ehol.cee nvr.!}.;..'.:>le. 

The Service proposals were received during July and Aug•ll3t. 
Including Civil Defense and the Military AMi stance Pr.og!:'am, t·n,~y 

aggregated over $63 billion in obl:J.gational authority for fln•:·r•L .v'o(i ~ 
1963 and more than $67 billion for fiscal year 1966. Sine" tb.~:;.;. 
submissions were prepared unilate!"ally by each Service .• it i'3 
understandable that duplication and overle.pping occurr:d in ~~~t<li.r> 

areas, particularly the Strategic Retaliatory Forces. 

The Service proposals vere consolidated and subjected to A. 

systematic analysis by the OSD staff. With the essl.stP.n<:e of 'Jill' 

principal military a>:~n civilian advisers, Mr. Gilpatric end I t.hcn 
reviewed in great detail each of the p!"og:-ams in the light of: 
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l. The mission to be accomplished, 

2. The cost/effectiveness relationships among the various 
alternative means of performing the mission, and 

3· The latest intelligence data on the capabilities of the 
Soviet Union and its satellites. 

In September, upon completion of this review, my tentative program 
decisions were forwarded to the Military Departments and the Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to serve as the basis for the preparation 
of the detailed budget requests for fiscal year 1963. In order to 
assist the Services in their forward planning, this guidance, in most 
cases, was projected through fiscal year 1967. 

In my memorandum forwarding the guidance I made the following 
points: 

l. The Services should feel free, in preparing their fiscal 
year 1963 budget requests, to change details of the guidance wherever 
they felt such changes essential to meet military requirements. 

2. I expected to continue discussing the tentative program 
decisions with the Service Secretaries and the Chiefs until the final 
fiscal year 1963 budget decisions were made. 

3· Our major objective would be to increase combat power and, 
therefore, non-essentials and expensive programs that contribute only 
marginally to our combat strength must be eliminated. 

4. The cost estimates associated with the tentatively approved 
programs projected in the guidance were approximate and, in many csses, 
probably too high, and would be subjected to detailed scrutiny by me 
during the budget review. 

No attempt was made to preclude the Services from recommending 
programs over and above those contained in the guidance. In effect, 
this arrangement provided the Services with an opportunity to reclama 
my tentative program decisions. We did this to ensure that all 
reasonable alternatives would be thoroughly considered before the 
final 1963 budget decisions were made. 

The last step involved the formulation and review of the fiscal 
year 1963 budget request. The Military Departments submitted their 
requests beginning on October 23rd. As has been the custom in past 
years, the requests were reviewed jointly by the budget examiners of 
my office and the Bureau of the Budget. The findings and analyses 
developed in this review were forwarded to me for decision. 
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Again, in consul.tation with our principal advisers, Mr. Gilpatric and 
I reviewed and decided some 56o individual i terns ranging in value from 
several hundred thousand dollars to several hundred million dollars. 
These decisions were transmitted to the respective Services, and in the 
final step of' the review outstanding differences were resolved. 

Throughout the program and budget review phases, discussions were 
held with the Service Secretaries, the Chief's of' Staff', and the Director 
of' the Bureau of the Budget. Progressively, during these discussions, 
outstanding differences were resolved. I believe it is fair to say that 
the Defense budget recommended to the Congress by President Kennedy is 
the product of' the best thought available in the Department of' Defense 
and the Executive Branch of' the Government. Through our collective 
efforts, we were able to provide a balanced program adequate to our 
needs and at the same time to reduce the budget, in terms of new 
obligational authority, from about $54.2 billion requested by the 
Services to about $51.6 billion proposed by the President. 

There is one basic qualification implicit in our fiscal year 1963 
budget request which warrants special comment. Obviously, no one can 
foretell at this time how or when the Berlin crisis will actually be 
resolved. Therefore, simply f'or the purposes of' preparing this budget 
we arbitrarily assumed that the special measures associated with that 
crisis will terminate by the beginning of' fiscal year 1963. Accordingly, 
the force structure and personnel strength shown in the budget f'or the 
end of' fiscal year 1962 will not necessarily mesh with those shown f'or 
the beginning of fiscal year 1963. Depending on the course of future· 
events, therefore, one or the other of' these force and strength projections 
will have to be adjusted. 

Because the international situation may require higher force 
levels at that time, we have requested f'or fiscal year 1963 the 
continuation of' the authority contained in Section 6l2c of the 1962 

. Defense Appropriation Act. This provision authorizes the Secretary 
of Defense, upon determination by the President that it is necessary 
to increase the number of military personnel on active duty beyond 
the number f'or which funds are provided, to treat the cost of' such an 
increase as an excepted expense. The vi tal importance of' being able 
to respond promptly to sudden changes in the international situation 
was clearly demonstrated last fall. In view of' the critical uncertainties 
which still confront us in Berlin, re-enactment of' this provision f'or 
fiscal year 1963 is clearly warranted. 
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B. ASSESSMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION AS IT BEARS ON MILITARY 
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS 

Although we have taken certain special measures directly related 
to the Berlin crisis, the defense program we are recommending for the 
coming fiscal year is geared to our global requirements over the long 
term. He are well aware that the Berlin crisis is but another chapter 
in the continuing struggle between Communist Imperialism and Freedom. 
Even while we meet here today, the forces of Freedom and Communism 
are locked in an armed strJggle over the future of South Vietnam. The 
sovereignty of Laos still hangs in the balance. Even now the Soviet 
Union is exerting strong pressure on Finland. The Communists are 
seeking to gain a foothold in the Congo. Already they have sec~red a 
grip on Cuba, only 90 miles off our own coast. 

Serious instability in other parts of the world may provide the 
Communists other opportunities to enlarge the area of the struggle. 
As we have seen in the past, the Communists are quick to take 
advantage of a breakdown of law and order in any part of the world. 
They are quick to identify themselves with any change in the status 
quo, and with ~~y emerging threat to existing authority. One has only 
to contemplate the ferment which exists in many countries around the 
globe, including the \{estern Hemisphere, to appreciate the potential 
for new crises. Clearly, one of the major problems confronting this 
nation and its allies is how to help safeguard freedom during a period of 
rapid and often drastic change in many parts of the world. The problem 
is particularly acute in the emerging nations of Africa, the relatively 
new sovereignties in Southeast Asia and in those nations in South and 
Central America which are now and will be going through a period of 
great social reform. 

Obviously, military power alone cannot solve all of these problems. 
Diplomacy, economic assistance, and ideological conviction all have 
their roles to play in the struggle to safeguard freedom. The principal 
purpose of our military programs, including military assistance, is to 
.deter the Communists from resorting to the use of armed force in 
seeking to achieve their objectives. Even here, the line of demarcation 
is far from clear. As we have seen in recent months, the Communists 
have stepped up what Mr. Khrushchev calls "wars of national liberation" 
or "popular revolts" and which we know as covert armed aggression, 
guerrilla warfare and subversion. To meet this form of the Communist 
threat, new means must be devised. 

Meanwhile, we must continue to guard against general nuclear war 
and local wars which may escalate into general war. These continue 
to be the most acute dangers to our national security and, indeed, to 
the security of the entire free world. 
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But our policy is not merely defensive. We need not and are 
not merely reacting to the Communist initiative. Our ultimate 
objective is a peaceful world in •~hich every nation large and small 
is free to determine its own destiny. To this end we shall continue 
our efforts to achieve a safeguarded system of disarmament or arms 
reduction. But, we shall not hesitate to take up arms to defend 
freedom and. cur own vital interests. We are resolved to continue 
the struggle in all its forms until such time as the Communist 
leaders, both Soviet and Chinese, are convinced that their aggressive 
policies, motivated by their drive to c=nunize the world, endanger 
their security as well as ours. 

C. MAJOR DEFENSE POUCY PROBID! AREAS 

1. Collective Defense 

Our military policy, as in the past, continues to be firmly 
based on the principle of the collective defense of the Free World. 
Aside from the obvious fact that we are stronger united than alone, 
any loss in the Free World position is a loss to the security of 
the United States. 

The issue of Berlin is a prime example. What is at stake there 
is not only the territory of that city or the freedom of its 2 million 
people, but even more important, the ability of the Free World Alliance 
to continue to be master of its own destiny. What Mr. Khrushchev seems 
to be seeking is a virtual capitulation by the Alliance. He is trying 
to show that the Soviet Union now has the power to dictate the future 
shape of the world. 

It should be clear to all Americans that we cannot enhance our 
own safety by a retreat in Berlin. The slippery road of appeasement 
can only lead to our isolation and ultimately to disaster. It would 
inevitably lead to the breakdown of the NATO Alliance and to a loss 
of confidence in the strength and purpose of the United States -
everywhere. 

For the sake of our own safety we must be prepared to defend 
the outposts of Freedom around the world. We must be ready to meet 
the Communist challenge in its various forms using whatever means -
military, economic, political or ideological -- best serves the purpose. 
l·le cannot, and need not, do this job alone. Our allies around the 
;,•orld have great and growing economic and military strength. What is 
needed is a unity of purpose -- a common determination to use this 
strength effectively in the collective defense of the Free World 
Alliance. 
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In this ~ance, NATO plays a very special role. Not onl.y do 
our NATO partners represent, after the United States, the greatest 
source of economic, political, military, and ideological strength 
opposing the Communist camp; they also constitute the bastion of 
Free World power closest to the center of Communist military strength. 
There is no question but that European NATO represents the balance 
of power in the struggle against Communism. The loss or neutralization 
of this area would be a disastrous blow to our own security. Therefore, 
if for no other reason than our own self-interest, we must maintain 
within the NATO Alliance the closest kind of cooperation at all levels 
and in all spheres; we must concert our efforts no matter how great 
the difficulties. And, indeed, the existence of difficulties should 
not dismay us. After all, we are dealing with sovereign nations whose 
history extends back far beyond our own, nations with their own particular 
devotion to democracy and freedom. They are entitled to their own views 
and their views are entitled to the most careful consideration by us. 

~us, in planning our own military forces we must take into 
account the plans of the other Free World nations, particularly our 
NATO partners. We must continue to plan for the collective defense, 
with each member of the ~ance providing the forces best sui ted to 
its capabilities and talents. Collectively, particularly within NATO, 
these forces should be brought into better balance with the changing 
character of the threat. 

After long and intensive study, we have reached the conclusion 
that, while our nuclear forces are increasing, greater emphasis than 
in the past must be given, both by ourselves and our NATO ~es, to 
our non-nuclear forces. This does not mean that we would hesitate to 
use nuclear weapons even in a limited war situation, if needed. As 
I stated in my appearance before the Committee last spring: 

". . • Even in limited war situations we should 
not preclude the use of tactical nuclear weapons, for 
no one can foresee how such situations mi~develop. 
But the decision to employ tactical nuclear weapons 
in limited conflicts should not be forced upon us · 
simply because we have no other means to cope with 
them. There are many possible situations in which 
it would not be advisable or feasible to use such 
weapons. What is being proposed at this time is 
not a reversal of cur existing national policy but 
an increase in our non-nuclear capabilities to provide 
a greater degree of versatility to our limited war 
forces." 
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That is still our policy. 

With the help and support of the Congress, I believe we have made 
a good start in adding to our conventional forces. But much more 
needs to be done. We must not only raise the general level of our 
non-nuclear forces, but we must also bring the various elements into 
proper balance. If we are to have the capacity to respond promptly 
to limited wars in any part of the globe, and possibly in more than 
one place at the same time, we must have: 

a. Adequate combat-leady conventional forces. 

b. Airlift and sealift to move these forces pr~mptly to wherever 
they may be needed. 

c. Tactical air support for the ground forces. 

d. Sea forces to ensure control of the seas. 

e. Balanced and properly positioned inventories of weapons, 
equipment, and combat cons~~bles to ensure that these forces have 
what they need to fight effectively. 

We have also made a good start on building up the specialized 
forces required to cope with covert military aggression, guerrilla 
warfare, etc., and we are pressing forward vi th the development of the 
specialized equipment and weapons required by such forces. 

But, even more important, we must help the less-developed and 
less-stable nations of the Free 'lorld to develop these same 
capabilities. This is the primary need in such countries as South 
Vietnam. We must help them, not only with the specialized weapons 
and equipment required, but also with training and on-the-spot 
advice. All of us in the Free World have much to learn about 
counter-insurgency and guerrilla warfare operations, but learn we 
must if we are to meet successfully this particular aspect of the 
Communist threat. 

Admittedly, it will take much more than military force alone 
to stamp out Communism permanently in such places as South Vietnam. 
We must help these people to provide a more desirable alternative 
to Communism, .and to do so will require all the means at our 
disposal -- political, ideological, technical, scientific and 
economic, as well as military. 
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2. Balance Between Regular d.!l.d Reserve Forces 

Another area of milit~ry ~ol!cy which has caused us a great deal 
of concern is the balance >o~t.;;e~n our regular and reserve forces, 
and the role of the rescrv-o fc·r-::.es in this cold war period. 
Particularly pertinent is ;;:..e '..lse to be made of the reserve forces 
in situations short of gen<;l!'al -;;ar 1 and especially in periods of 
cold war crisis when cur ra.~::<..t;;ry forces may have to be brought 
up to peak readiness wittou~ ;_-;,..:essarily being committed to combat. 
If the reserve component; -~:e ";o serve a limited war or cold war 
role, they must be available, at least in part, for an immediate 
call-up in times of criEi~ ·- •.L.d these crises may occur q_ui te 
freq_uently in the year:;: ~~;..:.. We recognize the hardships such 
repeated call-ups wcul..i : .. >::.f1: cct :m the resernsts involved. 

What then can be do::.c t.-:: mi~imize the penalties to the 
reservists while maint&.i::.:J.~g :_::;~.per military strength? First, we 
could reduce our reli~~e C'- the reserve components for limited 
war and especially cold wer duty by increasing the size of our 
regular forces. Second, ••e coul.d establish in the reserves 
selected, priority forces with e high state of readiness. By 
providing these forces ¥1 th a truly high level of manning, training 
and eq_uipping, we could ::i>i~., f;.ie:!.r readiness to a point where they 
could be committed to ccmbs~ .,"i -:tin a period of weeks after being 
called up. 

·Plainly, if we cou'..e. brlz:og e.t least selected units of the 
reserve components tc. a !J.ig,h ::.e.vel of combat readiness, we would 
not need to call them -:o ac·~~ Ye -~·..:.ty until the situation had 
reached the point where <:>onfli~t had started or was clearly 
imminent. This is what ';e te.': :!.~ mind in the Second Amendment to 
the Fiscal Year 1962 Budge'.;, ~d. c·.tr plan was overtaken by events. 
It would have required <::!ll:.7 m·:;:.':ts of hard work to bring the 
selected un1 ts up to ";he :;:;·,o·£>1 ~:~ ccmbat readiness desired and we 
did not get the time. 7.~'0-:'"ifcr.·e, when the Be!'lin crisis reached 
a point where prudence d~. ~:.,;;.t~! 5.:l. increase :In our combat ready, 
limited war forces, we b.a;l !r. a.l~ernative but to call up· two 
National Guard divisions ~d th~i~ supporting forces, plus a 
large number of other re!!"i:!:7e u.."l.i te required to round out and 
expand the active forces. (;bvicusly 1 these reserve units could be 
made combat ready much more 1ui~kly on a full-time basis than 
they could on reserve sts.h~g. 

This action b.as served. 1 t.!! ".lurnose well. We are convinced 
that the rapid build-up in our ~onv~ntional forces made possible 
by the call-up of the rese~reg has done much to stabilize the 
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Berlin situation. But improvisation is not a substitute for a sound 
long-term policy. It is not a practical policy to rely on the 
reserve forces to meet the repeated crises which inevitably lie 
ahead. We must maintain an adequate level of active forces to 
meet these crises, relying on the reserve forces for augmentation 
only when armed conflict is imminent. Those reserve units which 
are subject to call for limited war crises must be brought to a 
much higher level of corrbat readiness and given first call on all 
the resources available to the reserve components. 

The increase in the regular forces and the planned improvements 
in the readiness of the reserve forces should make possible some 
reduction in the size of the latter. The time has come when the 
reserve forces must be tailored to fit our over-all force requirements 

· anc all unnecessary drains on our resources eliminated. The concept 
of "one military establishment" must be made a reality. This is not 
a new problem. It has been under study for many years. We believe 
that now is the time to start doing something about it. 

3. Civil Defense 

Another problem of long standing is Civil Defense. If we 
believe what we say about being prepared to fight an all-out nulear 
war if one should be forced upon us, then we must take whatever 
reasonable measures are available to us to protect our population. 

It is universally recognized that there is no practical way to 
protect the population within the immediate range of a nuclear bomb 
detonation. Even blast shelters would offer no protection in a 
direct hit and the feasibility of providing such shelters for any 
large part of our population is questionable. But we can protect 
our population against the after-effects of a nuclear attack, 
namely, fallout. This is a real and widespread danger which could 
kill or injure tens of millions of our people. He have already 
made a good start in attacking this problem, but the hardest and 
by far the costliest part of the task still lies ahead. 

4. Impact of the Defense Program on the Economy 

~~jor changes in the size, composition and pace of the Defense 
program are bound· to have an important impact on the Nation's 
economy, both directly and indirectly. The rapid advance of 
technological innovation not only creates the need for new weapon 
systems and facilities but also renders obsolete the old. 
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We recognize that these changes create very difficult prob~ems for the 
businesses, communities, and individ~s affected. Therefore, we have. 
taken whatever reasonable measures lie w1 thin the capabilities of the 
Government to alleviate hardships. Within the Defense Department 1 

itself, we have established a speciM office to deM with problems 
stemming from such dislocations. In this endeavor, we have J:~"d the 
help of other agencies,. notabl,y the Department of Colll!llerce and the 
Department of Labor. 

We shall continue these efforts in the fUture but we caonot 
compromise the basic principle that the Defense program must be 
guided primarily by nationM security requirements. All other 
considerations, as important as they may be, must be considered 
secondary to this primary objective. I am sure that all of our 
citizens recognize this imperative. 

5. Balance of Payments 

Another area in which the Defense progr!!lll has an important 
economic impact is in our international bMance of payments. 
Defense expenditures entering the bMa.nce of payments, including 
military functions 1 mill tary assistance and the purchase of uranium, 
hs.ve been running at a rate of about $3 bi~on per year. Wherever 
it has been possible to curb this dollar outf~ow without disturbing 
vitM foreign programs or reducing needed mi~itary strength abroad, 
the necessary steps have been taken. During the past year Department 
of Defense personne~ overseas have undertaken a vo~untary program to 
reduce their personM e:x;pendi tures in foreign economies; the number 
cf foreign ci villans emp~yed by the Defense Department is being 
reduced; purchases of supplies and equipment of foreign origin --
by both appropriated and nonappropriated fund sctivities -- are 
"being curtailed; and the !IDvement of dependents to Europe has been 
suspended -- Mthough for military rather than bMance-of-payments 
reasons. 

We have ~o undertaken to persuade our financi~-capable 
allies to make offsetting purchases from us of military goods and 
services and to share and finance jointl,y support and training 
facilities which we maintain abroad. Recent negotiations to this 
end with the FederM RepUblic of Germany have been very successful., 
and we are pursuing simi~ arrangements with other countries. 

6. Financial Burden of the Defense Program 

F1na.Jly, we are not unmindful of the burden which our defense 
effort pl.il.ces on the American ta:x;payer. We have tried, in deve~ping 
our 1963 budget request, (summarized on pg 122) to eliminate all 
unnecessary and margins] expenditures, in order to keep the totM at 
the ~west possible ~evel consistent with our military needs. 

* * * * 
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II. STRATEGIC RETALIATORY FORCES 

I would now like to turn to the specifics of the program 
proposed for the coming fiscal year and planned through fiscal 
year 1967 . 

First, I would like to discuss the Strategic Retaliatory Forces. 
These are the forces which are designed to carry out the long-range 
strategic mission and which would carry the main burden of the 
battle in a general nuclear war. They include the long-range bombers, 
their air-to-ground and decoy missiles, and their tankers; the land
based and submarine-based strategic missiles; and the system for the 
command and control of the forces. 

A. THE REQUIREMENT 

In contrast to most other military re~uirements, the re~uirement 
for strategic retaliatory forces lends itself rather well to reasonably 
precise calculation. A major mission of these forces is to deter war 
by their capability to destroy the enemy's war-making capabilities, 
including not only his military installations but also his production 
and government-control centers, and under certain conditions, his 
urban society. With the kinds of weapons available to us, this task 
presents ·a problem of reasonably finite dimensions, which are 
measurable in terms of the number and type of targets or aiming 
points which must be destroyed and the number and types of weapon 
delivery systems re~uired to do the job under various sets of conditions. 

The first step in such a calculation is to determine the number, 
types, and locations of the aiming points in the target .system. 

The second step is to determine the numbers and explosive yields 
of weapons which must be delivered on the aiming points to ensure the 
destruction or substantial destruction of the target system. 

The third step involves a determination of the size and character 
of the forces best suited to deliver these weapons, taking into 
account such factors as: 

1. The number and weight of warheads that each type of vehicle 
can deliver. 

2. The ability of each type of vehicle to penetrate enemy 
defenses. 

3. The degree of accuracy that can be expected of each system. 
i • e. , the CEP. 
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4. The degree of reliability of each system, i.e., the proportion 

of the ready operational inventory that we can count on getting off 
successfully within the prescribed time. 

5. The cost/effectiveness of each system, i.~., the combat 
effectiveness per dollar of outlay. 

Since we must be prepared for a first-strike by the enemy, 
allowances must also be made in our calculations for the losses which 
our own forces would suffer from the initial enemy attack. This, in 
turn, introduces a number of additional factors into our calculations: 

1. The size, weight, and effectiveness of a possible enemy attack-· 
based on estimates of the size and character of the enemy's long-range 
strategic offensive forces and the warhead yields, reliability and 
accuracy of their weapon systems. 

2. The degree of vulnerability of our own strategic weapon 
systems to such an attack. 

Clearly, each of these crucial factors involves various degrees 
of uncertainty. But these uncertainties are not completely 
unmanageable. By postulating various sets of assumptions, ranging 
from optimistic to pessimistic, it is possible to introduce into our 
calculations reasonable allowances for these uncertainties. For 
example, we can use in our analysis both the higher and lower limits 
of the range of estimates of enemy ICBM's and long-range bombers. We 
can assign to these forces a range of capabilities as to warhead yield, 
accuracy and reliability. 

With respect to our own forces, we can establish, within reasonable 
limits, the degree of reliability, accuracy, and vulnerability of each 
type of offensive weapon system and its ability to penetrate the enemy 
defenses under various modes of operation. Obviously, the last factor 
also involves an estimate of the size and character of the enemy's 
defenses. 

This is, admittedly, a somewhat oversimplified version of the 
actual calculation, we made to help us determine the size and character 
of the Strategic Retaliatory Forces required, now, and over the next 
five or six years -- t.o assure that we have at all times the ca,pability 
to destroy any nation which might attack us, even after we have 
absorbed the first blow. 

B. PRESENT STRATEGIC RETAliATORY FORCES 

There is no question but that, today, our Strategic Retaliatory 
Forces are fully capable of destroy~e1g the Soviet target system, even 
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after absorbing an initial nuclear surprise attack. We have a total of 
about 600 manned bombers on 15-minute ground alert plus about 50 
operational ATLAS and TITAN missiles on launchers and 80 POLARIS missiles 
in deployed submarines. These forces can carry about 1300 weapons 
aggregating about 2500 megatons of yield. Allowing for losses from an 
initial enemy attack by about 200 bombers, about 25 ICBM's, and, perhaps, 
a few submarine-launched missiles and allowing for losses enroute to 
target, we calculate that our forces could destroy virtually all of the 
Soviet target system, and without any help from the deployed tactical 
air units or carrier task forces. 

C . FUTURE STRATEGIC RETALIATORY FORCES 

As to the future: How large a strategic retaliatory force and what 
c·ombination of weapons system do we need over the next several years to 
continue to deter the Soviet Union, or, if deterrence fails, to be able 
to strike back decisively even after absorbing an initial nuclear attack? 

Obviously, the size and kind of forces we will need in the future 
will be influenced, in large part, by the size and kind of long-range 
nuclear forces the Soviets_ could bring against us and our allies and by 
the effectiveness of their defensive system. If we assume, as in fact 
we have, that the Soviet Union will eventually build a large ICBM force, 
then we must concentrate our efforts on the kind of strategic offensive 
forces which will be able to ride out an all-out attack by nuclear
armed ICBM's in sufficient strength to strike back decisively. As the 
Soviet Union hardens and disperses its ICBM force and acquires a 
significant number of missile launching submarines (as we must assurne 
that it will do in the period under discussion), our problem will be 

· further complicated. 
I 

Furthermore, it is possible that the Soviet's initial strike might 
be directed solely at our military installations, leaving our cities 's 
hostages for later negotiations. In that event, we might find ic to 
our advantage to direct our immediate retaliatory blow agai.nst their 
military installations, and to withhold our attack on their citiP.s, 
keeping the forces required to destroy their urban-industrial c-omp1_ex. 
in a protected reserve for some period of time. 

Accordingly, we should plan for the 1965-1967 time period a fe>:·ce 
which could: l. Strike back decisively at the entire Soviet target. 
system simultaneously; or 2. Strike back, first, at the Soviet bomber 
bases, missile sites and other military installations associaterl '-'i t.h 
their long-range nuclear forces to reduce the power of any follmr-on 
attack -- and then, if necessary, strike back at the Soviet urban and 
industrial complex in a controlled and deliberate way. Such a force 
would give us the needed flexibility to meet a wide range of possible 
general war situations. 
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With these over-·.J.ll objectives in mind and utilizing the analytical 
procedures I outlined earlier, we studied a large number of alternative 
combinations of weapon systems and finally arrived at the force structure 
presented in Table 2 to this statement. 

As you can see from this Table, we plan to continue a mixed force 
of missiles and manned bombers throughout the entire planning period, 
1963-1967. Although most of the aiming points in the Soviet target 
system, because they are fixed, soft and of known locations, can best 
be attacked by missiles, there is still a role to be played by the 
manned bombers. They will be useful in tracking down and destroying 
targets of uncertain location anr1. in attacking hardened targets. 

In order to improve their chances of penetrating to their targets, 
the manned bombers will need the help of missiles for suppression of 
enemy air defenses HOUND DOG and SKYBOLT air-to-ground missiles , and 
MINUTEMAN ICBM's. Hard targets could also be attacked directly by 
ATLAS and TITAN missiles because of their heavier warheads, but they are 
less accurate than bombs dropped by manned aircraft. Because the POLARIS 
has the greatest survival potential of any of our long-range nuclear 
delivery systems in a nuclear war environment, it would be one of the 
most suitable weapons to hold in the protected strategic reserve. Thus, 
a properly balanced combination of all of these weapon systems is 
required in our Strategic Retaliatory Forces. 

l. Aircraft Forces 

a. Bombers 

The build-up of the B-52 force to 14 wings or 630 operational 
aircraft will be completed by the end of this year, and that force will 

. be maintained at least through fiscal year 1967. Sufficient advance 
attrition aircraft have been procured with fiscal year 1961 and prior-year 
funds to maintain the 14 wings at authorized strength through this time 
period. The $515 million appropriated last year for the procurement of 
additional B-52's will not be required and, subject to the approval of 
the Congress, will be applied against fiscal year 1963 Air Force aircraft 
requirements. 

I believe my reasons for not using the additional B-52 funds are 
well known to this Committee, but it may be useful to restate them 
briefly once more. Procurement of another wing of B-52's would increase 
the operational inventory of that aircraft by only 7~, and the total 
inventory of long-range nuclear delivery vehicles by less than 2~ at 
end fiscal year 1964. Furthermore, manned bo~bers present soft and 
concentrated targets and they depend upon warning and quick response for 
their survival under nuclear attack. This is a less reliable means of 
protection than hardening, dispersal, and =obility. Moreover, reliance 
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on warning and quick response means that the bombers must be committed 
to the attack very early in the war and cannot be held in reserve to be 
used in a controlled and deliberate way. Finally, bombers are expensive. 
It costs about $1.4 billion to buy a wing of B-52's, together with its 
tankers and SKYBOLT missiles, and to operate it for five years. For the 
same cost, we can buy and operate for the same period of time 250 
hardened and dispersed MINUTEMAN missiles or 6 POLARIS submarines. 

Twenty-nine of the 42 B-52 squadrons will be equipped with the 
HOUND DOG air-to-ground missile. Initially, each squadron will be 
provided with 20 missiles . .' As the SKYBOLT becomes available, beginning 
in 1965, we plan to reduce the-number of HOUND DOG squadrons but increase 
the number of HOUND DOG missiles per squadron to 24, and start to equip 
some of the B-52 squadrons with the SKYBOLT. Since the B-52 can carry 
4 SKYBOLT in place of 2 HOUND DOG, each squadron will be provided 46 
SKYBOLT missiles. By the end of fiscal year 1967, we should have 17 B-52 
squadrons equipped with 408 HOUND DOG and 22 squadrons equipped with 
1012 SKYBOLT, for a total of 39 squadrons of aircraft and over 1400 
missiles. With this air-to-surface missile inventory, the B-52 '~:L"l·t 
::vrce will be loaded t_o it's, full capacity, keeping in mind that not all 
B-52's can carry SKYBOLT. One note of caution; the SKYBOLT is still 
under development and there are a number of serious technical problems 
yet to be solved. 

By the end of the current fiscal year, fourteen B-52 squadrons will 
also be equipped with 28 QUAIL decoy missiles each and this program will 
be maintained at least through fiscal year 1967. 

The planned B-58 force of 2 wings or 80 operational aircraft will 
be in place by the end of this year. We plan to maintain two wings 
throughout the programmed period. 

As the missile forces are built up, the numbar of B-47's will be 
gradually reduced until by the end of fiscal year 1966, all have been 
phased out of the force. We will, of course, continue to have the 
option during this period of retaining some of these aircraft in the 
force if later developments should make that necessary. 

Thus, our total manned bomber force by end fiscal year 1966 would 
comprise 710 operational aircraft, 630 B-52's, and 80 B-58's. 

b. Alert measures for manned bomber force 

In July of last year, we implemented a program to place 50~ of the 
manned bomber force on 15-minute ground alert. This measure is 
essential to the survival of the bomber force in the event of a ballistic 
missile attack, and will be continued throughout the programmed period. 
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Although we do not now foresee a need to expand the present air 
alert program of 12 sorties per day plus an on-the-shelf capability 
to fly one-eighth of the force for one year, we do strongly recommend 
that Section 612b of the fiscal year 1962 Defense Appropriation Act 
be continued. This Section authorizes the Secretary of Defense, upon 
determination by the President that such action is necessary, to 
provide for the cost of an airborne alert as an excepted expense. 
Until we build up greater experience and confidence in our warning 
systems, it would be very prudent to retain this option to increase 
quickly the airborne alert in periods of great international tension. 

c. Tankers 

We have programmed for 1966-67 a force of 645 KC-135's. About 
470 are required to support the B-52's, a ratio of somewhat more than 
2 tankers for every 3 bombers. Eighty tankers are required +.o support 
the 80 B-58's, a ratio of one for one. Seventy KC-135's are required 
to support the Tactical Air C=and and 25 are needed as airborne 
command posts. Together with command support, attrition requirements, 
etc., we will need to buy a total of well over 70C KC-135's. Six 
hundred and thirty-six have already been funded and an additional 92 
are included in our 1963 budget request. 

d. Strategic Reconnaissance Aircraft 

For strategic reconnaissance, we plan to procureJIIIspecially 
configured C-135's to replace the 45 RB-47's still in the force. 
These new aircraft, designated RC-135, will be acquired over a 
2-year period and all are expected to be operational by fiscal 
year 1965. 

2. Hissile Forces 

a. ATLAS 

Turning now to the strategic missiles, our program provides for 
the completion of the 13-squadron ATLAS program and 12-squadroL TITAN 
program. As sho;m in Table 2, all 129 NrLAS missiles on launchers 
should be in place by the end of fiscal yea:r 1963 and the ll4 TITAN 
a year later. As we build up the MDME!-IAN and POLARIS forces, it 
may be desirable to start phasing out some of the soft MLAS. The 
reduction from 129 at end fiscal year 1965 to 114 by end 1967, 
shown on Table 2, is merely indicative of the trend. As I pointed 
out at the beginning of my statement, our force projections beyond 
fiscal year 1964 or 1965 are still quite tentative and we may decide 
later on to retain all of the MIAS missiles through fiscal year 1967 
or to phase them out faster. 
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~- TrTAN 

Yle .:onsidered again a proposal to increase the planned number 
.. TIT!Ul II's. This missile ~<ill use storable fuel and will be 
,::r.; .l.9.:ed in well-dispersed and hardened sites. But its total 
'."'-te:n ~c-5t per missile on launcher is estinated at 4 times that 
·_•f 9. MINtTEMAN missile. Although the TITAN II 1<1.11 be able to 
-:ieliver 9. warhead, compared with the--warhead 
; l.e.~.r.ed fer the MINUTEMAN missiles to be procu~four 
MINUTEMAN are preferable to one TITAN II for the follol<ing reasons: 
F; r,t, f·:ur separate sites are less vulverable than one. Second, 
:·.:..;.r MINUTEtllAN missiles provide greater target coverage than one 
T:rAN TI. Third, the planned force of 114 TITAN, 129 ATLAS, and 
71.0 >;:2 ~ ~:·.0.0-;3'» 1<1.11 provide all the large yield delivery 
o:: ;<:<3ms we will need to take care of those targets which can be 
i~:troyed only by such weapons. 

c- MINUTEMAN 

T;.;elve ;;quadrons totaling 600 hardened and dispersed MINUTEMAN 
::.iosiles have been funded through fiscal year 1962. These should be 
ic place by the end of fiscal year 1964. We propose to increase this 
f-~rce by 200 missiles in fiscal year 1965 and 150 in fiscal years 
1966 and l967, respectively, making a total of 1100 missiles on 
i •nr.~tero by 1967. Although our thinking is still q_ui te tentative, 
·•= envision a total MINUTEMAN force of about 1200 missiles, to be 
~r, -;:-Lace by the end of fiscal year 1968. 

Further study of the rail-mobile MilruTZMAN has convinced us that 
'~"' benefi-rs to be gained are not worth the cost. Because of the 
e,.:remely large research and development req_uired, the per-missile 
:•:::t -Jf the mobile MINUTEMAN, for any reasonable size force, would 
~" a·tout $15 million, several times the cost of the fixed-base version. 
P~'"- it <;e>uld be much more expensive to operate. Furthermore, the 
:c·:ic ile MINUTEMAN would be less reliable and less accurate than the 
f: xecl- ':iaoe version. It would be much more susceptible to sabotage and 
··~·:..li in'l:)lve many difficult operational problems such as protection 
r'r•:·m fall•Jut_, safety, etc. We therefore decided to cancel the 
C.eveloprr.ent of the mobile system with savings of $30 million in 1962. 

Al !ilough the MINUTEMAN program I have outlined will not fully 
•1t i.t: '·e the 30 per month production capacity already built, we still 
believe we should complete the expansion of production capacity to 
.S:) &. .-r.,x,th which was started last year. Because of such crucial 
.n.:·ertaim:ies as the timely development of the SKYBOLT missile and 
r.he 6ize, pace and character- of the future Soviet ICBM build-up, we 
-J-';~rr. it pr-udent to incur the relatively small amount of additional 
~x;conse to provide now an option for a I!Illch faster build-up of our 
M rNUTEttJl.N f•:>rc:e, if that should be needed later. 
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d. POlARIS 

Twenty-nine POLARIS s'io.ma.rines were funded through fiscal year 
1962. To this force we propose adding siX more submarines in fiscal 
year 1963 and siX L'1 fisc"l year 1964, bringing the total to forty
one, all of which shoU:d be ~perational by the end of fiscal year 
1967. Ass'.llllirlg that two-thir.is of these submarines would be on 
station at any one ti:ne, ·,;e wmud have a force of approximately 44o 
POLARIS missiles within range of t;;e>ttllll'clilist bloc targets by that date. 
This force would constitute a ·""in element .. of the protected .. reserve 
which we coul•i hold for ·clo;e agairdt the Soviet urban-industrial 
target system in the i'Ovent that strategy appeared advantageous. 
Consideri.11g the m ... "nber of MINc1'1'EMAN missiles and other strategic 
delivery vehicles available, it is difficult to justify a POLARIS 
force of more than 41 sclbmarines. 

The first 6 POLARIS submarines are equipped with the A-1 missile 
which !cas an effective range of 1200 nautical miles. The 7th to the 
19th submarines will b.o eq;_<ip:;;ed with the A-2 missile which has an 
effective range of 1500 na· .. tLal miles. The 20th and all subsequent 
submarines will be equip::;:ed. wit'r. the A-3 missile with an effective 
range of 2500 nautical miles. Subsequently, all of the earlier 
submarines will be re-equi~pbi with the A-3 missile, although the 
missile tubes of th: fi:rst 5 .}EORGE WASHINGTON-class submarines will 
have to be replace·i to accollli:1odate the larger missiles. This work 
will be done during their second overhaul, sometime during 1965-66, 
so as to minimize the ti.m.e of'~~~station. 

The fiscal year 1962. Budget, as amended by President Kennedy, 
did not :provide f'.mds for the advanced procurement of long leadtime 
components for submarir!es subseq·c.ent to the 29th. Following the 
suggestion of the Congress, we are borrowing $83 million of 
unobligated fu.."lds ea=a.rked for the 1962 POLARIS shipbuilding 
program to procure, i."l 1962, tr.e necessary long leadtime components 
for the 1963 submarines and one submarine tender. Our 1963 budget 
request for the POLARIS program includes funds for 6 complete 
submarines and advance procurement of long leadtime items required 
to support a program of siX su·omarines for 1964. 

The 12th to the 29th POUL~IS submarines are scheduled to be 
delivered at the rate of cne a month. The 30th to the 41st 
submarines are planned to be delivered one every two months. 

The question naturally arises, "Why, if the urgency was 
sufficient to justify producing the 12th to 29th boats at a rate of 
one per month, it is noc sufficient to justify continuing that rate 
beyond the 29th"" The answer is that our force of hardened and mobile 
missiles is now very small. It is urgent that we build it up rapidly 
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When we reach 29 submarines {by which time over 600 MINUTEMAN will be 
in place·), nearly three-fourths of our total POLARIS requirement will 
be met. Meeting the balance, though in my judgment well worth the 
cost, will not be so urgent as to warrant continuation of what amounts 
to a crash program. 

The presently planned 41 boat POLARIS force will require a 
supporting fleet of 5 tenders, 6 resupply ships, plus .a number of 
floating dry docks and other support ships. Through the 1962 program, 
3 tenders and 5 support ships have been funded. The 1963 _budget 
contains funds to complete construction of the fourth tender and for 
the conversion of a resupply ship. The balance of the requirement will 
be brought into the force in phase with the deployment of submarines. 

A large logistics support and training complex has been provided 
on the East Coast and only small additions to these facilities will 
be required. However, present Navy facilities on the West Coast mUst 
be augmented substantially to permit the planned deployment of 
POLARIS submarines to the Pacific in FY 1965. $44. 5 million has been 
included in the 1963 budget to begin the construction and equipping 
of the West Coast complex -- inciuding a missile assembly facility 
similar to, although sma.ller than, the Naval Weapons Annex at 
Charleston, Soutch Carolina; overhaul,_ repair and maintenance fa.cilitiesj 
and a training center. In addition, about $10 million is requested for 
additional lgostics training and test facilities at Charleston and 
the Atlantic Missile Range. 

e. Penetration Aids 

Although we do not believe that the Soviet Union now has an 
operational anti-missile defense system or will have an effective 
system within the next few years, we know that they are working on 
subh a system and prudence dictates that we take the possibility of 
a Soviet capability in this area into consideration in our future 
planning. While we have no way of knowing whether the Soviet Union 
will ultimately decide to make the tremendous investment required 
to try to protect even their principal urban-industrial and 
government control centers., we must assume that they have the 
technical knowledge and production know-how required to develop, 
produce and deploy an anti-ICBM system. 

A careful analysis of the problem which a Soviet anti-missile 
defense system would pose to our offensive forces leads to the 
conclusion that an effective solution would require the development 
of various penetration aids for our strategic missiles. Multiple 
warheads, a combination. of warheads and decoys, maneuverable re-entry 
vehicles, tankage fragmentation, electronic countermeasure devices, 
and salvo firing for ATLAS, TITAN, MINUTEMA1f and POLARIS are among 
the possibilities. 
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~ne b~dget transmitted to the Congress last January provided 
$15 million for the Air Force for this purpose. In President 
Kennedy's first amendment to that budget this sum was increased to 
$35 ~ll!~n. ~he 1962 fi~~e has now been increased to $56 million 
and we are requesting $206 million more in the fiscal year 1963 budget. 
In addition, $33 million is requested for POLARIS in 1963. Work 
of a ::elated nature will be conducted in conjunction with other programs 
su:oh as NI!ffi-ZEUS and DEFENDER. 

D. NEW STRATEGIC RFI'ALIATORY SYSTEMS 

Looking beyond fiscal year 1967, there will clear:cy be a need 
fer new st::ategic retaliatory systems. Not as clear are the kinds 
of systems which will be required in that time period. 

1. Manned Aircraft Systems 

As you well know, we have had under development for some years 
a Mach 3 high-altitude manned bomber, the B-70, for which the Congress 
last year provided $180 million more than President Kennedy requested. 
we have again restudied the role of the B-70 in our strategic Retaliatory 
Forces in the period after 1967 and again have reached the conclusion 
that t!:le B-70 will not provide enough of an increase in our offensive 
capa't:ilities to justify its very high cost. Our reasons for this 
.)'.J.dgznec.t are alrea.d.y kn0111l to this Committee, but it may be useful 
t;o sunnnarize them again at this point. 

The principal advantage of the B-70 is its ability, in connnon 
•ith other manned bombers, to operate under positive control and 
to deliver a large number of nuclear weapons in a single sortie. 
Considering the increasing capabilities of ground-to-air missiles, 
the speed and altitude of the B-70, in itself, would no longer be 
a very significant advantage. Furthermore, it has not been designed 
for the use of air-to-surface missiles such as HOUND DOG or SKYBOUT, 
and in a low altitude attack, it must f:cy at subsonic speeds. In 
addition, the B-70 is not well suited to an era when both sides have 
1.9.rge nuobers of ICBM's: it would be more vulnerable on the ground 
than hardened missiles and it does not lend itself to airborne alert 
measures. 

Nevertheless, we plan to complete the limited development program 
o::..tlined to the Congress last year -- namely, to demonstrate the 
technical feasibility of the aircraft structure and configuration, as 
well as certain major subsystems required in a high speed, high 
altitude environment. This approach would still preserve the option 
of developing a malllled bomber if we should later determine that such 
a system is required. The total cost of this program is estimated at 
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$1.3 billion. About $800 million was funded through fiscal year 1961. 
$220 million of the $4oo million appropriated by the Congress last year 
will be applied to 1962 and$171 million to 1963. The balance of the 
$1. 3 billion will be funded in subsequent years. 

If not the B-70, what manned bomber system, if any, should we 
develop? Certain alternatives are now being considered. For example, 
the Air Force has studied the reorientation of the B-70 to a 
reconnaissance strike vehicle. Such an aircraft might be useful in 
providing damage assessment and reconnaissance information for the 
retargeting of the missile force during the attack period. It would 
also have a capability to attack previously unlocated, undetected or 
incompletely destroyed targets. The Air Force proposal would involve 
the development of improved reconnaissance sensors, display systems, 
augmented communications subsystems and the development of controlled 
air-to- surface glide bombs and powered missiles. 

The Air Force proposes an initial force of 45 RSB-70's in addition 
to the 3 test aircraft included in our present program. The total cost 
of this proposal, including the $1.3 billion already earmarked for the 
B-70 program, would amount to at least $5 billion or more than $100 
million per aircraft. The next hundred-plus aircraft to build a force 
of about 150 aircraft, would cost on the order of $50 million per 
aircraft. Obviously this proposal will require a great deal more 
study to determine whether the advantages to be gained from this 
force are worth the great costs involved. 

2. Missile Systems 

In addition, we are quite sure that technological progress will 
in time produce more efficient systems than the present ICBM's. 
Looking to the period, say beyond 1965, there may be a need for a 
more advanced solid fuel ICBM which would have the capacity to carry 
a heavy load of penetration aids, a larger warhead, multiple warheads, 
more accurate guidance, or some combination of these features. 
Accordingly, we have requested funds to initiate a study of an 
advanced ICBM. 

We have also initiated, in the Research and Development program, 
preliminary studies of an advanced sea-based deterrent system. Such 
a system might be a follow-on to the POLARIS submarine-launched 
missile or it might involve entirely new concepts of launching. I 
will discuss these and other exploratory projects related to the 
strategic.retaliatory mission in greater detail when I take up the 
Research and Development program. 

E. COMMAND AND CONTROL 

Achievement of our over-all national security objectives requires 
that our strategic retaliatory forces be kept continually under the 
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control of the constituted authorities, from the President on down 
to the commanders. of these forces -- before, during, and after a 
nuclear attack. The present Strategic Air Command control system, 
with certain basic improvements, can aiequately perform its functions 
in peacetime and in the pre-strike phase of a nuclear war. But 
because this system is essentially soft and thus vulnerable, we 
cannot count on it functioning after a~sorbing an initial nuclear 
attack. 

L~fortunately, this system is so large and complex that it is 
not practical to harden it sufficiently to ensure its survival under 
a determined attack. It is therefore necessacy to devise an 
alternative which we could 
post-attack 

The improved pre-strike system (SACCS or 465L) -- consisting 
of a computer and a communications netvork -- is now under development 
and is expected to be operational in 1963. Its total cost is 
estimated at $320 million, a large part of which will be funded in 
fiscal years 1962 and 1963, with smaller amounts in 1964, 1965 and 
1966. 

The post-attack system (PACCS) will be developed in three phases: 

Phase 1, a system of airbon:e command post and communications 
relay aircraft with manually operated equipment aboard, is to be fully 
operational by December 1962. Part of this system is already in 
operation and when fully implemented •"ill provide a minimum of one 
command post continuously airborne and a fleet of communications 
relay aircraft on either ground alert or actual continuous airborne 
alert. 

Phase 2, equipping of the CCZ!mland post and relay aircraft 
with automated communications and data processing equipment, is 
planned for completion by December 1963. 

Phase 3, construction of a aeep underground command post 
capable of surviving extremely heavy and prolonged attack, is planned 
to be completed sometime in 1965. 

While all three phases have been approved in concept, we are 
presently requesting funds to begin i=plementation of Phases l and 2 
only; Phase 3 requires further study and a more detailed planning 
before we are ready to ask for funds. The total cost of Phases l 
and 2 of PACCS is about $500 millio::1; for Phase 3 our current rough 
estimate is about $85 million. 
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The airborne and underground features of PACCS are complementary 
and both are necessary to ensure, with a high degree of probability, 
that we will be able to maintain effective control of the forces in 
the post-attack period. The airborne c=and post and relay aircraft 
are virtually certain of surviving the initial attack and their 
ability to with 

The deep underground command post, on the other hand, would have 
. almost unlimited endurance in the post-strike environment and would 
have space and facilities for extensive staffs, computer equipment, 
etc. However, it will take some time to construct and place in 
operation. Furthermore, a determined enemy attack with very high 
yield weapons could cut off its communication outlets if not actually 
damage the center itself. Therefore a combination of both systems 
is required. 

F. ADEQUACY OF THE PROPOSED FORCES ll THE 1965-67 PERIOD 

We believe that the Strategic Retaliatory Forces programmed 
through 1967 are fully adequate to acco~plish the objectives which 
I discussed earlier. We base this conclusion on the series of 
analyses which we have made, and which I described on page 13, to 
test the proposed forces against the assumed Soviet target system 
ur~er a wide variety of possible contingencies, ranging from the 
most optimistic to the most pessimistic. 

We have even tested the forces against the possibility that by 
1965-67 the Soviet Union might have a significant number of ICBM's 
armed with 50 and 100 megaton warheads. 'Ihere is no gainsaying the 
fact that such weapons would wreak great devastation on the United 
States, but they could not destroy any considerable number of our 
dispersed ana hardened ICBM' s ana, assoing we received 15 minutes 
warning, they could not destroy our alert manned bomber force. 
Obviously, they would have little effect on the POlARIS force. 
Therefore, the attainment. of such a force by the Soviet Union would 
not change the calculations of our force requirements to any 
significant degree. 

Fin~y 1 · to judge the value of more forces 1 we also tested a 
strategic retaliatory force roughly one-third larger than the one 
we are proposing here today. We found that the additional 
capabilities that this larger force would provide are quite marginal 
in relation to the additional cosr: . 
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Therefore, ve concluded that the forces proposed for the 1963-67 
period are adequate to the task of deterring war through their ability 
to destroy the attacker, even after absorbing the first strike. 

G. STRATEGIC RETALIA'roRY FORCES · FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

Tbe Strategic Retaliatory Fo::ces I have outlined will require 
total obligational authority of $~.4 billion for fiscal year 1963, 
compared with almost $9.5 billion for fiscal year 1962. 

Shown in Table 3 is a breakdown of total obligational authority 
for fiscal years 1962 and 1963 by program element and by research 
and development, investment, and operating costs. "Research and 
Development" costs include the amounts associated with developing 
a new capability to the point where it is ready for introduction 
into operational use, including the necessary related equipment, 
facilities, supply and personnel costs; "Investment" costs include 
the one-time or initial outlays required beyond the development 
phase to introduce a new capability into operational use, including 
initial training, initial stocks of spares and supplies, etc.; and 
"Operating" costs are the recurring amounts required to maintain 
and operate the capability for the year, including the cost of the 
personnel, directly identifiable training, repair and overhaul and 
supply. 

As you can see from this table, R&D funding is declining 
slight:y in this program, reflecting the coffipletion of the R&D phase 
of many of our major systems. Investment and operating costs, 
however, continue to increase as the total force continues to grow. 

* * * 
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III. CONTINENTAL AIR AND VJSSILE DEFENSE FORCES 

Closely allied to the Strategic Retaliatory Forces are the 
Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces, i.e., those forces 
SFecifically designed to defend the North American continent from 
enemy attack. Because our gegraphic position and great naval 
strength still provide us a large measure of security from attack 
by land or across our beaches, we are concerned here principally 
with attack through the aerospace environment, by land-based 
bombers and ICBM's and by shorter range missiles fired from 
submarines. The Continental Air and Vassile Defense Forces, therefore, 
include those weapons systems, warning and communications networks 
and ancillary equipment required to detect, identify and track 
unfriendly forces approaching the North American continent and to 
destroy them. 

A. TEE DEFENSIVE TASK 

I know that this Committee is well aware of the increasingly 
difficult problems we face in carrying out this task. In large part, 
these problems stem from the same factors which I discussed in 
relation to the Strategic Retaliatory Forces. But in contrast to 
the offensive mission, the defensive mission does not lend itself to 
even a reasonably close calculation of requirements. Further, we 
must bear in mind that no matter how much we spend, we simply cannot 
in this day and age provide an absolute defense for the continental 
United States. 

We have today on the North American continent and across the 
seaward approaches a very extensive and sophisticated air defense 
system, costing in the neighborhood of $2 billion a year. But 
this system was designed primarily to defend against mass attack 
by manned bombers. In that role it is quite effective, particularly 
since the Soviet Union did not build the large manned bomber force. -. 
anticipated many years ago by the planners of the system ... / We 
currently estimate that now or at any time during the next few years 
the Soviet Union could place over North America approximately 200 
bomber-s in an initial attack, using two-way missions. 

But the threat is now shifting to the ICBM and submarine-launched 
missile. Against this the existing system is completely 
ineffect s of the warning network, i.e., 
BMEWS Moreover, we must 
in prudence assume ack on the United 
States would strike first with its missiles and then with its manned 
bombers. In that event, the effectiveness of the existing air 
defense system could be seriously degraded before the enem&'s 
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bombers could be engaged, and therefore would have limited effective
ness once the Soviet Union achieves a substantial ICBM force. 

When that time comes, we will also need an effective system of 
warning ·against ICBM attack. A good start has been made with· the . 
construction of the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System.· But · 
the importance of timely warning is so great that we must do 
everything feasible to extend the period of ~ and assure its 
reliability. Unambiguous and timely warning is crucial to the 
survival of our alert manned bomber :forces and the soft elements of 
our missile forces. 

We must also do whatever is feasible to develop, produce, and 
deploy an effective system of active defense against ICBM attack. 
We have extensive development programs on NIKE-ZEUS and on more 
advanced versions of terminal defense systems, as well as on other 
ideas involving underdeveloped technology. For any system which 
we could now deploy, however, there are relatively easy ways to 
modify the ICBM attack so that much of it would penetrate the 
defense. 

Even if we could devise an anti-missile system with a very 
high degree of-effectiveness, we would still not necessarily solve 
the problem of nuclear fallout from surface explosioqaoutside the 
defended areas. There is a limit to the range of effectiveness of 
any terminal defense system, and fallout from IC!M' s landing outside 
this range could still be lethal. Therefore, we must provide, in 
any event, for the protection of our population against that danger, 

We must also take steps now to improve our defenses against· 
the growing threat of submarine-launched missiles. [As I pointed 
out earlier, the Soviet Union probably already has some missile
firing submarines, a few at which may be nuclear-powered, This 
fleet ma.y be expected to grow in numbers and in capability, and 
new measures will have to be devised to counter that threat. 

Fina~v, there is the possibility farther out in the future 
of a satellite-borne threat. The problem of detecting, tracking 
and identifying satellites is already with us. Although the 
Soviet Union may have the capability to place in orbit bomb-carrying 
satellites, there does not appear to be any logical reason for them 
to de so, since there are m~ch more efficient ways for them to 
deliver nuclear warheads on the United States, But we should not 
ignore the possibility of that ·kind of a threat developing in the 
future. 

Thus, the defensive task over the next few years is to: 

l. Reduce the vulnerability of the existing bomber defense 
system to ballistic missile attack. 
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2. Improve the certainty and timeliness of warning of 
ballistic missile attack. 

3· ProvideJto the extent feasible,for an active system of 
defense against ballistic missile attack. 

4. Improve our defenses against attack by submarine-launched 
missiles. 

5. Develop a system for the t'"ctection, tra.cl{ing and 
identification of satellites and study the problem of destroying 
unfriendly satellites. 

6. Provide, to the extent feasible, fallout protection for 
our population. 

Shown in Table 4 are the Forces and Programs (excluding Civil 
Defense) proposed through fiscal year 1967 to accomplish this task. 

B. DEFENSE AGAINST MANNED BOMBERS 

The bomber defense system is composed of the surveillance, 
warning and control network and the manned interceptors and 
surface-to-air missiles. 

1. Semi-Automatic Ground Environment System 

The heart of the entire aircraft control and warning network 
is the Semi-Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) system. · When the 
present system was conceived about 10 years ago, the major threat 
envisioned was a mass attack by long-range bombers. It was 
thought then that the management of the air battle would require 
a single integrated and automated system through which all or most 
of the air defense weapons could be controlled. As a result, 
most of the new interceptors and all of the BOMARC's are heavily 
dependent on the SAGE system for their efficient operation during 
the air battle. 

The system consists of 22 direction centers, one of which is 
in Canada. None of the U.S. centers are hardened and eight are 
located in close proximity to SAC bases. Thus, a successful 
Soviet attack on the SAC base complex would also destroy more 
than one-third of the 22 centers. The remaining 14 centers 
could be destroyed with less than 30 Soviet ICBM's. 

As this Committee knows, there was a plan some years ago t(.• 
harden the SAGE system, but it was abandoned because of the 
impracticality of hardening all elements of the system, particularly 
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tne communications links. Yet, unless the entire system could be 
hardened, it would be no stronger than its weakest link. We have 
re-e~ned in the light of current technology the feasibility of 
hardening SAGE and have reached the conclusion that it is still 
impractical. Therefore, our present problem, and a most urgent one, 
i~ "o find some feasible alternative to complete dependence on SAGE. 

last year, in our amendments to the fiscal year 1962 budget, 
we requested and the Congress approved funds to begin the 
reconstitution of the manual backup to the SAGE system, These 
maL~l-control facilities are being installed at certain of the 
heavy radar stations, and fallout shelters are being provided for 
"he crews. Additional funds in the amount of $48.2 million are 
re::rc1ested for this purpose and for the semi-automatic backup 
Eystem (SABU) in the fiscal year 1963 budget. The completion of 
this program will give us an alternative means of controlling our 
ai:::· defense weapons in the event that all or most of the SAGE centers 
are p·:xt out of cOI!!IIlission. 

SAJE, ho-wever, will continue to perform a very useful and 
irnport=t function in peacetime and in the pre-air battle period, 
primarily scu-veillance of our air space. In peacetime, we must 
&"i~l coLtinue to check out intrusions of our air space and this, 
SAGE already does quite well. In the pre-air battle period, SAGE 
~o~d pre~lude a Soviet manned bomber or bomber-missile attack 
frc.ru _;at·~r.ing u& by surprise. As long as we have the ability to 
d.ete-:t a manned bomber attack, the Soviet Union would have to hold 
i"t& b:mibers beyond the perimeter of our radar system until a:f'ter 
thej.r D!issile attack was launched. 

~~t we must face up to the fact that SAGE, in its present 
for11.t1 would be of questionable value once the air battle had 
sta.rteii. Accordingzy, we do not now plan to add to our 
invest~ent in this system, beyond what is already under way. 
The sa•r.i.ngs realized from this source will be applied to offset 
the cost of the backup systems. 

Th~ other elements of the control and warning ·system do not 
s·..:::·:·er the same shortcomings; sufficient duplicate coverage has 
beer.: pr-ov:!.ded in the radar networks for them to function effectivezy, 
ew,z:. during an attack. (An attack on them, of course, would in 
i'oso::;.f· provide the necessary warning.) We plan to continue all 
~lellientc of this system, including SAGE, the radar picket ships, 
!l.:l:.'i the airborne earzy warning aircra:f't. This system is all in 
pla~e and in operation. 
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2. MISSILE MASTER 

The MISSILE MASTER command and control centers, located in ten 
metropolitan areas. within· the continental United States, will also. 

· be contiini'ed and improved. MISSILE MASTER consists of an integrated 
group of warning and height-finding radars, data processing and 
display e~uipment, automatic and manned communications sUbsystems 
and auxiliary power sources. Within its geographical area, this 
system can provide a limited capability to detect and identifY 
incoming aircraft, and can exercise operational control over the 
Nn:E-AJAX and HERCULES batteries in the area, with or without SAGE 
control. Some of the centers have been modified to permit limited 
local control of interceptor aircraft also. Although all 10 
installations have been activated, an additional $2.0 million is 
re~uested in this budget for improvements to the system. 

3. Manned Interceptors 

At the present time we have an active force of about 900 
all-weather interceptors in units committed to the defense of 
the North American continent -- mostly F-101, F-102, and F-106 
fighters. In addition, there are 25 Air National Guard s~uadrons 
providing r.mway alert aircraft and a number of Canadian s~uadrons 
committed to NORAD. 

We plan during the FY 1963-67 period to retain in the active 
forces the maximum possible number of these aircraft -- allowing, 
of course, for obsolescence, attrition, and wear-out. Thus, by 
the end of FY 1967 we would still have about 170 interceptors -
all F··lCl, F-102, and F-106 models. 

No additional procurement of interceptor aircraft is 
contemplated this year. The principal reason for this decision 
is simply that the Soviet manned bomber force, which they are 
designed to defend against, is expected to decline gradually in 
size over the period, even though there may be some ~ualitative 
improvement if the supersonic BLINDER comes into operational 
service in any significant numbers. Later on, if a new interceptor 
is re~uired, we could consider the new TFX fighter for that role. 
Developrucut of an advanced long-range fire control system and 
air-to-air missile is also continuing. 

More im;portant than procuring additional interceptors, in 
our judgment, is the need to improve the survivability and 
effectiveness of those that ve already have. One of the chief 
weaknesses of our all-weather fighters is that they are heavily 
depend.ent on the SAGE system for their direction and control 
during the air battle. With the survival of the SAGE direction 
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centers so uncertain in an all-out nuclear attack, we cannot be 
sure the interceptors will be able to function effectively when 
they are most needed. As I explained earlier, there is little we 
can do in a practical way to harden the SAGE centers, but· 
provision of the manual back-up capability at the prime radar 
sites will ensure that some degree of guidance and control can 
be furnished to the fighters in engaging enemy bombers. 

Another serious deficiency, which we are now taking steps to 
overcome, is that the fighters and their bases are soft and relatively few.in 
number; in fact, of the present 39 bases on which interceptors are 
deployed, 25 also have SAC units. Thus, a successful ICBM attack 
on our SAC bases could also eliminate most of our interceptors, 
even before the Soviet bombers arrived. 

Work is already under way to disperse the fighter interceptors 
to additional bases and $5.0 million is being requested in this 
budget to continue the dispersal program. Over the next two years 
we plan to provide a turn-around and re-load capability at 
additional bases for emergency dispersal of interceptors away from 
the bases in critical target areas -- thus reducing the losses of 
interceptors due to an ICBM attack. 

Some further dispersal of the interceptor force already 
exists, since most of the Air National Guard fighter squadrons 
are located at commercial rather than military airfields. 

4. Surface-to-Air Missiles 

During the coming fiscal year we will have a BOMARC force 
of 389 missiles, of which 188 in u.s. plus 56 in Canada will be 
the longer range "B" model. We plan to retain this system 
throughout the FY 1963-67 period, but no new procurements will be 
made. BOMARC suffers from the s~e defects as the manned 
interceptors, but to an even greater extent. They are concentrated 
on just 7 soft bases and are therefore highly vulnerable to an 
initial ICBM attack. 

In contrast to the interceptors, the BOMARC cannot take off 
to avoid the attack and J.e-cer return to base. They must sit there 
until they can be used against the incoming bombers. Furthermore, 
the BOMARC missile, and the "B" model in particular, are almost 
cor:ple·cely dependent on the SAGE system for their effectiveness. 
Thus, if the SAGE system were destroyed or severely damaged by 
ICBM attack before the bombers arrived, the usefulness of the 
BO¥~C force would be drastically degraded. 
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We have considered the possibility o~ dispersing the BOMARC I 
force, but have reached the conclusion that the potential benefits 
would not be commensurate with the high cost since the system would 
still remain dependent on the SAGE direction centers. . . . . -

. The NIKE-HERCULES ~orce represents a very useful air defense 
weapon system. The batteries deployed around our major urban 
industrial complexes, together with the MISSILE MASTER ac~uisition, 
tracking and control system, constitute a sel~-contained system, 
which can operate independently o~ SAGE, although with a degraded 
capability. We plan, there~ore, to continue the HERCULES force of .'. 
2, 340 UE missiles through fiscal year 1967. As shown in Table 4, I 
however, an increasing share o~ the force will be assigned to the 
Army National Guard for on-site operation. 

There are certain measures which should be taken to enhance 
the operational capabilities of the NIKE-HERCULES batteries under 
conditions of nuclear warfare. I believe that additional NIKE
HERCULES missiles should be procured to increase the number from 
12 to 18 per battery and that procurement of high power radar and 
associated e~uipment should be completed. $105 million for these 
purposes has been included in our fiscal year 1963 budget re~uest. 

NIKE-AJAX, of which we still have 19 battalions operated by 
the Army National Guard, will gradually be phased out by ~iscal 
year 1965. 

All of these measures are designed to enhance the ability of 
our bomber defense forces and systems to survive and function in 
a nuclear attack environment. 

C. DEFENSE AGAINST ICBM ATTACK 

The next group of forces and systems shown in Table 4 is for 
defense against ICBM attack. In this area, we are in better shape 
with respect to warning than active defense. 

1. Ballistic Missile Early Warning System 

The Ballistic Missile Early Warning System is well along 
toward completion. The first two stations -- one at Clear, Alaska 
and the other at Thule, Greenland -- are already operational. 
The third at Fylingdales, U. K., will become operational in fiscal 
"ear 1963. 

The Thule site is equipped with 4 detection radars and one 
tracking radar and can cover launches from the central portion of 
the U.S.S.R. The Clear site has 3 detection radars and together 
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with the Thule site can cover la;mches from most of the U.S.S.R. ! 

The _Fylingdales site is to be eq_uipped with 3 tracking radars vhich, !' 
together With ~e other 2 sites, would be able to cover launches 
with trajectories from almost arry- point in. the . 
U.S.S.R •. 

. ' . ' . 
... ~ - . ! ... ·-. '- ..• ·' . 

It is conceivable that the Soviet Union, using shallow 
trajectories, could launch a ~ted ICBM attack from certain 
selected sites which would not be detected by BMEWS. Also, it 
is conceivable that the Soviet Union could launch an ICBM attack 
over the Antarctic, thus, in effect, end-running the BME:WS system. 
But these contingencies we consider highzy unlikely, as the 
accuracy would be degraded and the peyload significantly reduced. 
It seems fairly reasonable to assume that BMEWS will provide 
reliable detection of the most 
mass ICBM attack over the Arctic, 
~ The BMEWS re,iars 
~warheads at ranges of 
miles. The system could be jem:::.ea by an on the 
part of the ene!I(Y, but this in itself could provide the warning. 

2. Missile Def.::nse Alarm Syste:!l 

Because of the critical imp;:,rtance of warning of ICBM attack, 
we are al&o continuing the development of MIDAS, the Missile Defense 
.Ale.rm System. ~'his system cf· orbiting satellites would detect, but 

track, enemy ICBM' s in their the 
arllii:<R time EMEWS. 

required -- one 
one in the U.K., and one oth.;,:-. The data from these stations would 
be transmitted instanta:<.eo·.!Sly through the BMEWS circuits to a 
central computing B.Ld displey center located in the u.s. 

MIDAS is an ex~reme~r c.:m.:>::tcated. B!ld sophisticated system. 
We still have a numaer of ve~ tiffi~~t technical problems to 
solve before we can co::;sider ::.t for operational use. Therefore, 
we have not included. it in ceca-· force projections through fiscal 
year 1967, even though theonot!~all,.v this system might become 
operational by 1964 or 1965. 

~'he developmer.t cost al:.ns- :'.s expected to total about $700 
millicn of which $374 million. will have been committed through 
19621 ani $100 million is re~uested for 1963. One-half billion 
dollars will be required, in adiition to the development costs, 
to attain an operational sys~e~, and the operating cost could 
rBJ:Jge from $100-400 million per yea:::, depending on the degree of 
reliability that can be built iztc the satellites. 
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Meanwhile 1 we are exploring other ty-pes of warning systems 
such as Over-the-Hori~on radar, and are also doing a great deal 
of exploratory work in this area in Project DEFENDER. 

3· Bomb AJ.arm System 

Another ty-pe of warning program which became operational hst 
year is the bomb alarm system. · This system is designed to provide 
automatic detection of nuclear detonations at selected sites in 
the NORAD area of responsibility, e.nd immediate automatic relaying 
of the data to central display centers, both for military and civil 
defense use. It is the only syst~ designed to provide data on 
both the time and place of such detonations. The system consists 
of: 

under adverse a~ospheric 
would be 

2. A signal generating station which would automatically 
send the message. 

3· A master control center; and 

4. Display centers which visually present the status of all 
the detectors in the system and the alarm information. 

We hope in time to refine this system further so that it can 
also provide timely information for the evaluation of fallout 
data and damage assessment. For this purpose, we will need more 
elaborate detection devices, which have yet to be developed. 
Funds are included in the Research and Development program for 
this purpose. 

4. NIKE-ZEUS 

The problem of providing an effective active defense against 
ICBM attack still remains critical. The principal system now under 
advanced development is, of course, NIKE-ZEUS. Well over 
$1.1 billion has been budgeted for this program through fiscal 
year 1962, $235 million is requested for fiscal year 196t? and the 
total development cost through fiscal year 1965 is estimated at 
about $1.7 billion. 

NIKE-ZEUS is what we call a terminal defense system. The 
incoming targets are detected and tracked by radar, the ZEUS 
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missile is lau.,~hed and by command guidance steered to an intercept 
point, and then its nuclear "arhead is detonated by cround command 
-- thus destroying the target toward the end of its ballistic 
trajectory. 

We believe the system could be quite effective against 
individual ICBM warheads used without decoys. A standard 2-battery 
deployment could handle six targets simultaneously at a maximum 
range of about 75-100 nautical miles, and repeat this engagement 
approximately every 30 secondsuntil its 192 missiles are exhausted. 

However, in an ICBM attack in which the enemy used saturation 
fire, including multiple warheads and decoys, the effectiveness of 
the system would be rapidly degraded. First, its effective range 
would be reduced because of the need to hold fire until atmospheric 
discrimination is effected between the live warheads and the decoys. 
Second, because the NIKE-ZEUS radars are relatively soft, they could 
be destroyed by the detonation of a warhead anywhere nearby. Third, 
if the defense is saturated and one warhead gets through, the entire 
target area would be destroyed. 

These are very real shortcomings. It is entirely feasible to 
develop ICBM' s with multiple warheads and/or decoys, and to reduce 
the effectiveness of the radars by jamming them electronically or, 
under certain circumstances, with "blackout" from high altitude 
nuclear explosions. That is exactly what we are developing in our 
"penetration aids" program. The Zeus system is very expensive, and 
the attacker, with a much smaller outlay of resources, can always 
offset any increases in the defense, particularly by use of multiple 
warheads and/or sophisticated decoys. 

Because of these serious questions as to the practicality of 
the NIKE-ZEUS system, we are not recommending funds for its 
procurement a.;.1d deployment at this time, but we are requesting 
the maximum amount of funds which can be effectively used in 1963 
in the Research and Development Program to continue development 
and testing on a top priority basis. The start of these tests 
had been delayed by about three months by a munber of technical 
problems, especially the difficulty in developing the acquisition 
radars, but they are now under way and should yield a significant 
amount of additional data on the many problems of ballistic 
missile defense. 

5. Other Approaches to ICBM Defense 

We consider an effective defense against ICBM attack to be 
of such importance that we are also exploring a number of other 
approaches. Although they are included in the Research and f 
Development Program, it might be useful to review them here. ~ 



One of these approaches is the so-called ARPAT concept. Under 
this concept final weapon commitment would be delayed until targets 
have reached 150,000 to 200,000 feet altitude, ·E<.nd then ·all 
targets, decoys, as well as warheads, would be attacked·by a 
barrage of relatively inexpensive interceptors. But it would 
still be a very expensive program. 

Another approach is the so-called "hard pointtr defense. ' 
This type of defense system would, of course, be limited to 
installations which can be hardened. Since the target is hard, 
the incoming missile could be allowed to come within 10,000 feet I 
of its target prior to interception, thereby permitting the use 
of shorter range, less expensive interceptors. Since a very 
limited cone in space would have to be searched, it could also 
very likely reduce the cost of other elements of the system. 
To a considerable extent it would solve the decoy problem since 
by the time the attacking elements reached the altitude (say 
50,000 feet) corresponding to the time at which the missile 
must be launched to intercept at 10,000 feet, it would be quite 
easy to discriminate between the decoy and the warhead. 

To further the "hard point" defense concept, we now have 
under development tl:e ZMAR phased array radar and the SPRINT, 
high performance, quick reacting, anti-ICBM missile, both of 
which would be hardened and both of which would be compatible 
with the ZEUS system. About $33 million is included in the 
1963 Research and Development program for these two projects. 

A variant of the hard point apprca ch is HELMET. Rather 
than employ anti-missile missiles, this concept would use a 
barrage of pellets which would be designed to destroy warheads 
and decoys alike. 

BAMBI is ·still another approach to the problem. Under 
this concept, the interceptor would be carried by satellites in 
orbit and would attack the ICBM during the launch phase. This 
would, of course, be an exceedingly expensive program, since 
it would involve placing and maintaining in orbit literally 
tens of thousands of interceptors. And, of course, there are 
seemingly endless technical problems yet to be solved. We 
are continuing to explore all of these and other approaches, 
and funds for this purpose are requested in our fiscal year 
1963 budget. 

D. SPACE SURVEILLANCE 

1. Space Detection and Tracking System (SPADATS) 

Closely related to the problem of defense against ICBM 
attack is the potential problem of defense against satellite 
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attack. The first task is to detect, track,and identify all 
satellites in orbit. This we are doing through the NORAD space 
detection and tracking system (sp;~;~s). This system consists 
of two major components, both ULder the control of NORAD. The 
Navy's Space Surveillance System (S?ASUR) operates a "fence" of 
detection devices across the sout~ern United States and a 
computer and correlation center located at Dahlgren, Virginia. 
The second component of SPADATS, the P~r Force SPACETRACK system, 
has a series of radars located on the North American continent. 
Data from these two systems plus additional information from 
scientific centers and other military systems such as BMEWS~ . . 
' ' ' "' ~. ' ': ·'' ~ ' ' ! . " ' . - , are fed to the surveillance 
center at NORAD where a catalog of all space objects is 
maintaine1. $31.4 million was allocated to the.SPADATS system 
in FY 1962 and $37.0 million is i~cluded in this budget request 
for 1963, These funds will supp~rt the development of greatly 
improved radars, other sensory de·;ices, and computers,.as well as 
the operation of the system. 

2. Satellite Inspector Program 

The next task is to develop a neans of inspecting objects 
in space to determine whether they are friendly or hostile. This 
is the purpose of the Satellite Inspector Program, formerly known 
as SAINT, for which $40 million is requested for fiscal year 1963. 
Under this program a satellite would be placed close to and in 
the same orbit as the object to be back to 
the ground station its observatic~. 

E. DEFENSE AGAINST SUBMARINE-I.Ji.UNCHED MISSILES 

A more immediate problem is defense against submarine
launched missiles. To provide strategic and tactical warning 
and provide intelligence on submarine locations and 
concentrations prior to SLBM la~ches, research, and exploratory 
development work is being conducted under Projects TBIDENT and 
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CONTINENTAL AIR AND MISSILE DEFENSE FORCES 
SUMMARY 

.. • 

FINANCIAL 

The Continental Air snd Missile Defense Forces I have 
outlined will require total obligational authority of $2.1 
billion for fiscal year 1963, corrpared to $2.2 billion for 
fiscal year 1962. As I pointed cut before, total obligational 
authority representD all of the funds to be applied during the 
fiscal year to the forces in this program, regardless of the 
appropriation account in which funded or the year in which 
provided. 
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Shown in Table 5 is a further breakdown of the total 
obligational authority for the c::mtiriental Air and Missile Defense 
Forces by program element; and by development and investment 
costs, and operating costs .. \ 
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Investment for the Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces 
will decline in 1963, reflecting the substantial completion of ·· I 

the manned bomber defense system. Operating costs, however, will . ~I 
remain at a high level. Most of the research activity associated 
with this mission is for anti-ICBH defense and is reflected in 
the Research and Development program. 

* * * * * 
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IV GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES 

I would now like to turn to what we call the General Purpose Forces. 
These are the forces on which we would depend in any conflict short of 
general nuclear war. Obviously, we could also use certain elements of 
the Strategic Retaliatory Forces and Continental Air and Missile Defense 
Forces for particular limited war tasks and, of course, all our forces 
would be employed in a general war. But it is the limited war mission 
which primarily shapes the size and character of the General Purpose 
Forces. 

A.THE REQUIREMENT 

The specific requirements for General Purpose Forces are most 
difficult to determine with any degree of precision. This is so for 
c. ._·v.:ral reasons: 

1. The great diversity of un'its and capabilities included in 
these forces. 

2. The relationship between our General Purpose Forces and those 
of our Allies around the world. 

3. The wide variety of possible contingencies that they must be 
prepared to meet. 

4. The important role that thEO reserve components play in these 
forces. 

5. The sheer number and diversity of weapons, equipment and supplies 
involved. 

I am far from satisfied that the longer range aspects of the General 
Purpose Forcf:'S program have re-ceived. the intensive a:1alysis they deserve, 
:· .t I bel ievc· the increment that owe are proposing for the coming fiscal 
year is soundly conceived. Mean-while, we will continue to -work on the 
programs projected beyond 1963. 

With re[,.q . . 1 Lo our General Purpose Forces, owe should beaT in mind 
that the United States carries only a part of the burden in the 
C0llecthe defense of the Free World. Indeed, in the NATO area and 
the f !.r East, the forces of our Allies clearly outnumber our own, 
and that is as it should be. Nevertheless, our General Purpose Forces 
represent the essential margin .. particularly in modern weapons -
needed to counter the weight of the tactical forces of the Communist 
blcc. 
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This role of ou.r Cienel~.s.: ?J.:~}c2e FGr.::es in the collective defense 
has a most important bearing on the t~nds of forces we require. 

First .• they nrust either be stationed in potential trouble areas-
or must be highly mobile and readily depl:Jyab:::.e, if they are to serve 
as a central reserve in the United States. 

Second, if we retain a central reser;e of forces in the United 
states, we must have adequate airlift and sealift tc move them promptly 
to wherever they may be needed. 

Third, since there is a practical limit a: the volume of material 
that we can ship in any short period of t~e, we must consider the 
possibilities of pre-positioning stocks for our mobile forces in 
vario".J.S parts of the world. 

Fourth, since l-Te cun...':.ot be stre r:rhere in the world our forces may 
have to f:.ght, we must build ir,tc. the!:", a g:cs:;t ·les.l cf versatility. 

Fifth, since o'.ll' General Purpose r,·orces to a la=·ge exter..t are 
designed to complement the forces of our Allies, their size and 
character will be affected by the size and cr~acter of the forces of 
our Allies. 

B. C:JLLEC'I'IVE D.'·,'J<'.•,N3E 

T·his collect:i ve aspect of the pr.:JO:l·"rr. ::s Jl' .• ost apparent in the 
NATO area. The e"'(.rents o'!: the last year have con1fir.ceC. i.'!.S that the 
NATO :"orces in Europe must be gr~a.tly st:-engt.t'=::cd. W1"'~le we will 
a.lvrays be prepaz-·e..i to use our nu~:e~ wes.pcns 1-!!'-.:.e:l nee-ied;, "re also 
''ant to have a choiee other thc.n doir'<S nothiDg or deliberately 
in.itiatir.:e n general n-~~1-:!ar· w~; cr s.s Pree:.~e::-J"J~. Karlliedy said~· a 
choice between : 1 i:tg.l.:)~iou3 ret~eEit 0r ,}.:li.lx:;5.t.e'l re":al::a·t.ton. 11 No 
one can ];t..!t a p:."e~~i:.~~ f~.go..l!'e 0.7.! vhf .. -:-. t.hB convP.r..t~.c:ra~. ~.trength oug!rt 
to be_, b·;.rt "\Te d.o };::n·)·w it. must bt ~·:Jl~t" the.::-~ 1-1::a:t 1-:t h~:.a a.v!lila.b:.e last 
yea:r. 

Clearly th:i.s is !10~ a probl6:=! sc,lely fo:-· t:'1.:: "..Tn.iteC. States ~ut 
rather· for· all -::.ht.: :lA..:O partne2:s. !31)_t. 'r~·) a.s th0 strvngest of the 
NATO partr:e::..~s: ~ave a duty to lJrU\"":.i~ :;2},:_ lec.C:!.'rs:r_::p a...--::d se-t the 
e.xampl~. Acc.:>r:"!t:1gly, t~..rcl.l[;h t1:: !2Gas~J.::-·es reco!!l!!le:!c1.ed by Pres::O.ent 
l~c!l!!e:::y a.!ld app:.·(:.7e•.! ':Jy the Cc.ncr~:;s l:.:...s·c. :vo:s.2·.~ ve ::;it7-if'i=a.."1tly 
incre;:.sed our Gene~~g,l Purpose: F'::•:::-e;~s. J:112f:.. I cs.t~ rt-p::"Jrt- that our NA!·O 
partners are responding to our example. 1\E a res".l.:.t NATO w'ill soon 
have on the central front in Europe the equi·r~ent of 26 divisions, 
includ.i~ the 5 fully mr:i!!ned 8.!ld. ready lT. 2 ... X:Yi.s:Lo::-.s a:Id. thei:
suppot·ting f'.-,rces. At home, ve h~ve 0:1 e.·~~:l. .. ~ .. e G:..i.ty 92: add:::iv:la.2. 
10 combat-rea1ly divisions -- 6 regul8.!' k:;:p:y, 2 P...:...~- Nat:io:lal Guard, 
and 2 Ma!'ine Ccrp.s divisions. 
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As I pointed out to the Committee last year, the force build-up I 
is directed at the major problem of Communist threats and pressures 

1 all around the globe, and not solely at Berlin. We have not lost , 
sight of the dangerous situation in Southeast Asia or the possibility·: 
of sudden outbreaks in other areas of the world. But the problems / 
outside of the NATO area are substantially different. Most of our -
Allies in the Far East, for example, and particularly those on the 
periphery of Communist power, do not have the financial resources to j' 
support their military forces. They have the manpower but they do 
not have the materiel -- and in some cases they cannot even meet the I 
military payroll. Here, military assistance, and in many cases 
economic assistance, is absolutely essential. 

Where the nations involved have the will to defend their 
independence we can help them best by providing materiel, training, 
and budgetary support for their military forces instead of bringing 

' 

our own forces into the conflict. It is in the interest of the entire 
Free World for the nations directly involved to ~ight their own battles 
insofar as possible without the direct intervention of u.S. military 
forces. And it is in our own national interest to provide these 
nations with the military and economic means to do so. We must, of 
course, continue to be ready to meet our obligation to our SEATO 
partners and our other Allies. 

C. THE PROBLEM OF SUBLIMITED WAR 

There has come into prominence, in the last year or two, a kind 
of war which Mr. Krushchev calls "wars of national liberation" or 
"popular revol!;s," but which we know as insurrection, subversion, and 
covert armed aggression. I refer here to the kind of war which we 
have seen in Laos and which is now going on in South Vietnam. It is 
sometimes called "sublimited war" because the scale and character of 
the hostilities are kept just below the threshold where the world 
would recognize it as overt military aggression. Actually it is not 
a new Communist technique: we have seen it in many other parts of the 
world since the end of World War II, notably in Greece as well as in 
the Philippines and Malaya. It was defeated in those countries and 
I am confident it can be defeated in Southeast Asia. 

You will recall that Mr. Krushchev, in his speech of January 6, 
1961, made it quite clear that he considered world wars and even local 
wars too dangerous for the Soviet Union; he favored "wars of national 
liberation" or "popular revolts" as the preferred method of armed 
aggression against the Free World because it was, in his view, the 
safest. 



It lll!I.Y well be that as long as we maintain the kind of forces 
which would make global nuclear war, and even local wars, 
unprofitable for the Soviet Union, we could deter them from starting 
such wars. But this still would leave us with the problem of 
guerrilla or sublimi ted wars . Indeed, to the extent we deter the 
Soviet Union from initiating these larger wars we may anticipate 
even greater efforts on their part in the sublimi ted war area. 
Conflict, as Mr. 1-Dlotov so rightly pointed out 1 is a cardinal tenet 
of Co=mist doctrine. · 

I think we can all agree that the Communists have a distinct 
advantage over the democracies in this area of conflict. '!bey are 
not inhibited by our ethical and moral standards: political 
assaesination, robbery, arson, subversion, bribery .. -all are acceptable 
meer.s to further their ends. They are quick to take· advantage of any 
breakC.Own of law and order, of any resentment of people toward their 
government, or of any economic or natural disaster. They are masters 
of m.aes psychology and of propaganda, having had many decades of 
experience in these fields. We have a long way to go in devising 
and implementing effective countermeasures against these Communist 
techniques. But this is a challenge we must meet if we are to defeat 
the Coll!!!!unista in this third kind of war. It is quite possibl,e that 
in the decade of the 6o•s. the decisive struggle will take place in 
this arena. 

But to meet successfully this type of threat will take much 
more than military means alone. It will require a comprehensive 
effort involving political, economic, and ideological measures as 
well as military. What we need to do in our own Defense program -
and in the Military Assistance Program -- is to develop the kind 
of m1lite.ry forces -- the weapons, the equipment, the organization 
and training, and above all the techniques -- which can deal with 
this type of covert armed aggression. We made a good start toward 
these objectivee in our revision of the fiscal year 1962 budget, 
and we are provieing for a continuation of this effort in the 1963 
b'.ldget. 

D. BALANCE WITHIN THE GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES 

One of the most difficult problems in this area has been to 
achieve a better balance among the Army, Air Force, Navy, and 
Marine Corps elements of the General Purpose Forces. There has 
been a tendency on the part of the Services to base their planning 
and force structures on their own unilateral view.11 .cf how a future 
war might be fought. Admittedly, there has been Joint planning 
for military operations, but it has not affected significantly the 
basic strategic thinking and planning of the individual Services. 
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Joint rL:.Er::int;, up to th~.s poili.t, ha5 represented more 11 Combincd" 
pl~m'~'~ tbn unii'icd planni~, in tl'..at the divergent views 
of the Services are often accorr.modated in the plans. 

A clear exrunple of this lack of br,lance is the amount of airlift 
furnished by the Air Force for strategic deployment of all the 
Services. Although the record shows that the problem had been studied 
repeatedly over. the years, this r:e.tion still did not have the capacity 
to airlift the forces, particularly the Army's, that had to be moved. 
One of the first actions taken by this Administration, therefore, 
was to increase the available airlift so that we would, in fact, have 
the ca~acity to move our forces in accordance with our deployment 
objectives. 

Another example is the imbalance between the Army ground forces 
and tl:e air support provided by the Air Force. This, too, was a 
long-standing issue and had been studied many times. In contrast to 
the Marine divisions which are supported by the Marine air wings 
with an average of 170 aircraft per division, there are only about 80 
tactical aircraft in the Air Force to match each of the Army's 
divisions. 

Closely related to the foregoing is the problem of balance in 
our inventories of weapons, equipment and, particularly, combat 
consumahles. Because of a lack of truly unified planning, we find 
signific~~t discrepancies in the policies of the Services with regard 
to combat stocks. For example, the Air Force, planning primarily in 
terms of a short nuclear war, did not provide sufficient stocks of 
combat consumables for conventional limited war. Thus, we find that 
the Air Force could not fight a conventional war for as long a period 
as the Army which it has to support. 

On the other hand, the Army had been basing its requirement 
calculations o~ plans for a large-scale conventional war of long 
duration. Hovever, the resulting large requirements were never 
actually used as the basis for the annual procurement programs. The 
net result vas that the Army had on hand in inventory, on the average, 
only abcut one-third of the so-called requirement. And even the 
inventories on hand were sadly out of balance, ranging in some extreme 
cases from zero to well over lao% of requirements. No useful purpose 
is served by such unrealistic requirements, either for procurement or 
operationsl plar.ning. There is no point in building forces, unless 
they are furnished the weapons, equipment and combat consumables they 
need to engage in sustained combat over a reasonable period of time, 
and as a well-balanced and integrated force. 
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Accordingly, we have established as the logistics objective for 
our procurement program for the General Purpose Forces a properly 
balanced inventory sufficient to provide a conventional combat· 
capability for approxiinately 6 calenaar months. It is assumed, for · 
this purpose, that an average of two-thirds of the force would be 
engaged during the six month period and that combat beyond the six 
month period would be supported by current production; This objective 
is designed to provide our forces with an over-all capability which 
will permit them to cope with a wide variety of situations. 

I then directed the Service Secretaries and Chiefs to select the 
most critical combat items needed to meet the l.ogistics objective 
and make a detailed readiness study of each. ·The Military Departments 
devel.oped a list of about 550 major items, accounting for aPJ)ro.ld.lluitely 
85',£ of the total planned procurement, other than ships and aircraft, 
for the General Purpose Forces. 'nle studies, although still 
preliminary in character and requiring much refinement, considered 
all l.ogistic implications which would have a bearing on the quantities 
to be procured in FY 1.963, incl.uding: 

1.. Present inventories and condi t.ion of assets. 

2. Substitute items which e.re operationally acceptable for 
short-term empl.oyment. 

3. Peacetime and wartime consumption rates . 

4. Present and prospective production schedules. 

5. Production l.imi tations, or the need to stretch out production 
in order to preserve a. production ca.pa.bili ty and "going l.ines" for a 
l.onger time into the future. 

6. The need to phase the production of a particular item to the 
ava.ila.bility of related items, e.g., lllll1lillilition with guns, or 
vehicl.es vith the activation of new units. 

1. The dee:!.rabil.i ty of spreading procurement over a l.onger 
period to avoid future ''bl.ock obsol.escence ". 

The item readiness studies were personall.y reviewed by the 
Secretaries a.nd Chiefs of the Mill tary Departments and by mysel.f. 
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E. BAlANCE BE'IWEEN THE REGUlAR AND THE RESERVE FORCES 

One of the most difficult problems we encountered in .the 
formulation of our General Purpose Forces vas that of achieving 
a proper balance between our regular a.I:d reserve forces. It had 
been trad.i tional throughout our national history to reduce our 
military forces in peacetime to a minimum level, sufficient only 
to serve as a nucleus for a much larger force in the event of var. 
We relied on our civilian reserve components and a general mobilization 
for the additional personnel needed in a var. This "militia" system 
served the country well in the past, but the Korean War demonstrated 
that it would not meet the needs of the present era. Since that ·time 
we have maintained a very sizeable permanent military establishment, 
while at the same time greatly improving the t:i-aining and readiness 
of our civilian components - the· reserve forces. 

It has long been accepted that our Strategic Retaliatory Forces 
must be immediately ready and therefore part of the regular 
establishment. It has also been accepted that most of our Continental 
Air and Missile Defense Forces must also be immediately ready and part 
of the regular establishment, and that even those reserve elements 
participating in this mission must be ready within a matter of hours 
or even minutes. 

But vi th regard to the General Purpose Forces, ve have continued 
to rely, in large part, on a cumbersome pre-Korean style mobilization 
of the reserve components. We have maintained, particularly in the 
case of the Army, very large active reserves on the assumption that 
in a general war we would mobilize all of our resources, and in a 
limited war we would have the time necessary to mobilize selectively 
whatever manpower would be required. Implicit in these plans vas 
the further assumption that there would be a period of months in 
which to complete the organization, training, and equipping of the 
Army reserve components ordered to active duty before they were 
committed to combat. However, the events of the last year have 
convinced us that these assumptions are no longer workable. 

It vas apparent to this Administration, from the very beginning, 
that we did not have sufficient strength and readiness in our General 
Purpose Forces to meet all our commitments around the world. Of the 
14 Army divisions, 3 were engaged in training and, therefore, were not 
combat ready or available for immediate deployment. Furthermore, 
there were insufficent technical service units to support the combat 
units. In the Army Reserve Forces, we found that most of the units 
were only partially equipped, undermanned, and would require up to 
nine months to become combat ready. ~lis, we had available for 
immediate use only ll Army divisions plus the 3 Marine Corps divisions. 
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'lhis vas inadequate to meet our obligations in Europe, Korea, South
east Asia., and the rest of the world -- particularly, if we were to 
have some choice in Europe other than all-out nuclear war or retreat •. 

OUr first step was to initiate a. plan to increase Array procurement 
and to bring selected units of the ArTIIy National Guard and Arm:! Reserve 
up to a. lllllch higher level of rea.d.iness • But we needed t1IIle to make 
the reserve plans effective and that t1IIle Mr. Khrushchev did not g1. ve 
us. 'Ihe Soviet threat to our posi t1on in Berlin necessi ta.ted far 
more urgent imd drastic measures. I need not recount them here. I 
am sure you are all flllllillar with what has been done since last 
July to strengthen our conventional military forces. 

But these measures, as I stated to this COmmittee last July, 
were not meant to be permanent. 'What we sought· to achieve then -
and to achieve quickly -- vas a peak rea.d.iness of our military 
establishment to respond promptly with appropriate forces, and in 
a.d.equate strength, to any kind of Communist aggression imywhere in 
the world; and to maintain that posture until we could see· more 
clearly how events would develop. This we have done. Now, our 
problem is to determine the course for the fUture. 

'Ihe events of the last six mnths have convinced us that we 
must permanently maintain in the regular establishment larger, 
better equipped, and mre mbile General Pur:pose Forces· than has 
been the case in recent years. We must have available in this 
country up to 6 divisions for rapid deployment to Europe,if needed, 
and yet have a. reserve of ready divisions a.vaila.ble for deployment 
to other _parts of the world. This means we must have more than the 
3 Marine divisions plus the 11 combat -ready and 3 tra.1n1ng divisions 
in the reguliu' Arm:!. And, we sha.lJ.. also need a. much higher degree 
of rea.d.iness in the reserve forces, particularly the Army components. 

it the extent that the active forces are increased and the 
rea.d.iness of the reserve improved, we bel1eve the number of men in 
the reserve forces can be slightly reduced. We are convinced the 
time has come when our resources must be concentrated on combat 
rea.d.iness instead. of mere numbers of reservists on paid status. 

F. THE GENERAL PURI'OSE FORCES THROUGH 1967 

The attached tables show our tentative plans for General Purpose 
Forces through fiscal year 1967. Because of the number, size, and 
diversity of the program elements constituting these forces, we have 
grouped them by Service for convenient reference. 
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l. Army General Purpose Forces 

a. Active Forces 

It is assumed that at t:le l :,;:" 1"-"lir~ c:f' t!le next fiscal year we will 
have a total of 16 divisions -- 2 airborne, 3 arm:>red, 9 ini'antry, 
and 2 mecha.'lized. Under this assumption the. 2 National Guard divisions, 
1 armored and 1 infantry, will be replaced by 2 new mechanized regular 
division;; now being formed at Fort Hood and Fort Carson. 'Dle first· · 
new division should be combat ready in August and the second division 
in October. Both will be organized in line with the ROAD concept. 

As you know, in 1956 the Army divisions were reorganized al.ong 
so-called pentomic lines in order. to fit them better for operations 
in s. nuclear war environment. Nuclear weapons were made organic to 
the divisions and non-nuclear firepower was reduced. Although the 
armored division structure was not substantially al.tered1 the 
organization of the airborne and infantry divisions was markedly 
changed., and the old triangular arrangement of three regiments was 
abandoned and replaced by five smaller battle groups. 

Five years of experience with the pentomic structure as well as 
chanees in the. international situation have pointed up certain needed 
improvements : 

l. The structure of the divisions must be made both m:>re 
uniform and m:>re flexible so that they can, by Brlding or rem:>ving 
subordinate units, be properly tailored to meet varying requirements 
in different parts of the world. 

2. Their commar.d and control structure must be made more 
effective, the span of control reduced, and greater opportunities 
prov:l d~d. for the training of small units and their coumanders. 

3. Their non-nuclear firepower must be raised. 

4. Their tactical.oobility must be increased. 

We believe ROAD or "tailored division" concept meets these needs. 
The basic ~uilding blocks of the ROAD division are the "division base" 
and the "combat lll&lleuver battalion". 'Dle division base is uniform 
for all types of divisions and includes command and control, combat 
s:l.pJX>rt, and administrative or service support elements. To improve 
the epsn of control, each division normally has an intermediate 
co~d echelon composed of 3 brigade headquarters, each of which 
has two t0 five combat maneuver battalions under it -- depending 
on the particular task to be performed. 



The combat maneuver battalions are of four types -- infantry, tBDk, 
mechanized infantry, and parachute infantry. Divisions are formed by 
corr~ining t~e division base with a mix of varying numbers of the four 
kinds of maneuver battalions, thus permitting them to be tailore;l to 
particular tasks. Each division ~ould have from 5 to 15 battalions, 
with an ave~age, in most cases, of about 10. This arrangement produces 
four bas~c kinds of divisions -- armored, mechapized, infantry, and 
airborne. Armored and mechanized divisions are heavier and stronger. 
Infantry and airborne divisions are organized and equipped to provide 
maximum firepo~r consistent with strategic mobility. All are more 
flexible. 

In the light of present ~orld tensions and because ROAD has not 
been fully field testec,it ~auld not be prudent to commence the 
reorganization of the existing 14 regular Army divisions at this time. 
Some loss of combat readiness is inevitable in such reorganizations. 
Instead, ~e will concentrate our efforts, for the time being, on the 
organization and equipping of the t~o ne~ divisions on the ne~ ROAD 
pattern and give them a thorough field service test. This will enable 
us to ~ork out any prOblem ~hich may develop from the ne~ organization 
before ~e undertake the much larger task of reorganizing the existing 
14 divisions. 

Of the 16 regular Army divisions to be supported through 1967, I 
all ~o-.,ld be combat ready and none would be used as training divisions. 
Five would -.,sually be deployed in Europe, 2 in Korea, and 1 in Hawaii. 
The remaining 8 divisions ~uld normally be held in the United States 
forming a central reserve. I 

The Army General Purpose Forces at the end of 1963 will also I 

6 ! include 3 brigades, armored cavalry regiments, 10 battle groups, l 
3 mis&ile collll!lB.Ilds, and 34-3/4 air defense battalions. The latter are ;_ 
over and above those ~ air defense battalions deployed for , 
continental air defense. In addition, the Army program calls for ,: 
4o other carr~at battalions and 33 surface-to-surface missile battalions.' 

'fr,e drop in the number of surface-to-surface missile battalions 
from 1963 to 1964 reflects primarily the phaseout of 9 liquid fueled 
CORPORAL and REDSTONE battalions. By that time the Army will have 
9 separate battalions of solid fuel missiles -- 4 SERGEANT and 5 i 
PERSHING, plus the equivalent of tw SERGEANT battalions in the Missile r 
Commands. 

The forces sh~ in Table 6 will be manned within a total of 960,ooo; 
military personnel at end fiscal year 1963, compared with a strength of 
about 860,000 on July 1, 1961. 
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b. Army Reserve Components 

Although all the reserve components are grouped together· in a 
separate program, all the Army National Guard and Army·Reserve forces, 
except for the on-site air defense battalions comprising about 9,500 
men, are primarily designed to augment the General Purpose Forces 
of the Army. Therefore, I believe that they can be discussed more 
meaning:fully in this context. 

We believe the Army reserve components should satisfy two specj.fic 
requirements: 

(l) The ability on short notice to augment significantly the 
active Army during periods of grave international tension or during 
limited wars. For this purpose we require a relatively small reserve 
force maintained at a very high state of readiness. 

(2) The sllili ty to provide a base for a large scale 
mobilization in the event of general war. For this Plllll ose we need 
a large but not necessarily highly ready reserve establishment. 

We now have 37 divisions in the reserve components:· ·27 Army 
National Guard and 1D Army Reserve. Although under the present system 
some units are provided slightly higher manning and somewhat more 
equipment than others, there is no sharp distinction between the priority 
and the non-priority units. Furthermore, military p~s do not require 
37 reserve divisions. With a l6-division active force, all that is 
needed is 27 to 29 reserve divisions. This is 8 to lO less than the 
number now being maintained and would still give us a total. force of 
43 to 45 active and reserve divisions. 

You may recall that in President Kennedy's Second Amendment to 
the l962 Budget of May 25th we had planned to sUbstitute 8 operational 
headquarters for 8 of the reserve component divisions. -At thet .. t:!E.e 
the following reserve readiness objectives were estslllished: 2 
divisions and supporting forces with 3 weeks notice; 2 more divisions 
and supporting forces with 5 weeks notice; and 6 additional divisions 
and their supporting forces with 8 weeks notice. This gave a total 
of lO divisions deployable within 8 weeks. The 2-division increase 
in the active Army eliminates the need for the first requirement, and 
we now believe it would be wise to substitute 9 brigades for 2 of the 
remaining lO priority divisions. Accordingly, it now appears that an 
active Army of l6 divisions plus a priority reserve of 6 divisions, or 
a total force of 22 divisions plus the independent regular and reserve 
brigades, would meet the first priority requirements. 
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The priority reserve force would require about 465,000 men, 
155,000 in units needed to reinforce the active Army, 203,000 in 
6 divisions and their supporting forces, 32,000 in 9 brigades, 
68,000 for training and base units, and about 7,400 to man the 
on-site air defense battalions. These priority units would.be 
provided higher manning, additional equipment, and more full-time 
technicians than they now receive under current plans. 

To avoid the administrative problems that occurred in the 
recent call-up, a ready pool of obligated reservists, preferably 
those with only 6 months of training, would be created within the 
existing Ready Reserve Reinforcement Pool. These persons would be 
carefully screened to eliminate all those not available for 
immediate recall for reasons of occupation, family status, etc., 
and would be the first to be called as individual fillers for the 
priority reserve units to be added to the active Army. 

The non-priority forces would be organized in 21 to 23 divisions 
and their supporting units, plus 8 to 10 operational headquarters. 
The operational headquarters would provide general officer and staff 
supervision of non-divisional units. A portion of the units from the 
eliminated divisions would be utilized in the priority brigades and 
as priority non-divisional units; the others would be inactivated. 

An analysis of Army reserve troop strength indicates that at 
least 13G,ooo personnel can maintain individual and unit proficiency 
with less than 48 weekly drills per year. These individuals are in 
units such as support battalions, truck companies, MP companies, 
civil affairs or postal units which require less extensive training. 
For these units, we recommend 24 drills annually instead of the present 
48. This proposal will require legislative action to repeal the 
requirement that not less than 48 drills annually be provided for all 
National Guardsmen. 

With these adjustments, we believe a drill pay strength of 670,000 
in the Army National Guard and Army Reserve is all that is required. 
This is a reduction of 30,000 from the combined Army National Guard 
and Reserve strength funded in the fiscal year 1962 Appropriation 
Act. However, there would be no parallel reduction in costs or in 
our appropriations requests for fiscal year 1963 since these reserve 
components will be maintained at higher levels of combat readiness. 
Shown in Table 7 is the proposed distribution of the 670,000 
reservists by type of unit assignment. 
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We consulted with the Army's General Staff Committee on National 
Guard and Army Reserve policy -- known as the Section 5 Committee -
on January 26 with, respect to our reserve reorganization proposals. 
On February 1, the proposals were also discussed with the Reserve 
Forces Policy Board, my princ~l advisor on reserve matters. After 

·we·have he.d an opportunity to consider their-recommendations carefully, 
we will be in a position to submit' our f:\.nal plan. · 

It is quite possible that in !"iscal year i%3 the Army Reserve 1 
components ·will not be able, to maintain even the 670, 000 stre~h 
level. This is ,largely attributable to the ;suspension of the 6-month 
training program from September. through ·December 1961, in ·Order to 
assist the build-up of the ·active J.rrrJy forces; We plan .that a 
substantial part.of.the unusually.large requirement for·reserve 
replacements in :fiscal 'Year 1963 be met by a more thorough screening 
of the half -million individuals~ in the ready reserve pool wl:io have an 
unfulfilled obligation to serve 'in a un_it, rather than by an abnormal 
increase in the 6-month traiiling prog'ra.ul. By 1964~ tf!e increased 
draft calls of the current-fiscal y~'will ~ve prOduced a large 
number of 2-year draftees .with im obligation to serve an additional 
2 years in the reserve, tbus eliminating the replac~ent problem. 

• r •. , 

I am fully· ·aware that the program we are proposing will n~ fully 
satisfy everybody conce~ed .. The record .is clear that the Army· reserve 
component program has been a matter of controversy over many years . 
. The previous Administration .clearly indicated· its dissatisfaction with 
the existing program and three· times recommended a: lCJI, reduction in 
the number of Army National Guard .and· Army Reserve personnel on drill 
pay status and in the funds provided for the reserve. With the increase 
of 100,000 men in 'the size of the active Army, we believe there is no 
longer a requirement. for 700,o60'men on drill paystatus. In v:i.ew of 
the significantly''increased level of De.fe.nse eXpenditures, we owe_it 
to the taXpayer to ma.ke whatever savings. we can without adversely' 
affecting our combat ·capability. · 
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c. Army procurement 

To properly equip the 16 regular and 6 priority reserve divisions 
and provide sufficient stocks for 88 division-months of combat 
consumption vill necessitate a considerably higher level of· Army 
procurement in FY 1963 than the level of the past four or five years. 

Fiscal year 1962 procurement vas increased from $1.8 billion 
planned in the January budget to $2.6 billion. We are recommending 
for fiscal year 1963 a program of about $2.7 billion (the 1963 figure 
includes about $200 million of items previously fund~d in other 
appropriation accounts). This is almost double the level of Army 
procurement in the five years prior to fiscal year 1962. The fiscal 
year 1963 Procurement Program was derived as follows: 

SUMMARY OF ARMY FY 1963 PROCUREMENT PROGRAM (PEMA) 

GROSS REQUIREMENT UNFUNDED THRU FY 1962 
(excluding NIKE-ZEUS) ( $ MILLIONS) 

1. 161 Principal Items Intensively Studied 
2. Remaining PEMA Items . . 
3· Initial Parts Support ...••• 
4. Production Base Program ..•• 
5· First Destination Transportatiori 

PROCUREMENT TO BE DEFERRED BECAUSE OF; 

1. Substitute Assets Which Can Be Applied ..•• 
2. Production Limitations (need to keep sustained 

level, inability to produce, desirability of 
stretchout to incorporate improvements) •. 

3· Phasing of deliveries among related items, 
and to match activation of unit~ . . . •• 

Proposed FY 1963 Procurement Program . • . • • . . . , • • , 

*Does not include provision for ROAD 
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$9,400 
399 
126 
127 

22 

3,400 

1,100 

7,400 

$ 2,674 



Almost all of this procurement is for the Army's General Purpose 
Forces. It would be impossible in this discussion to deal exhaustively 
with the several hundred iine items on the Army's procurement list. 
However, I will attempt to describe the trend of Army procurement by 
broad categories and illustrate our over-all procurement objectives ·by 
using the most important or significant items within each category. 

(1) Small arms, etc. 

Army procurement in 1963 in this category will total $136 million, 
approximately double the 1961 level. 

One of the major modernization objectives for the Army has been to 
replace the old . 30 caliber weapons with the new NATO standard 7 .62mm 
family of small arms. The principal items in the new family are the 
M-14 rifle and the M-60 and M-73 machine guns. The M-14 rifle was 
designed to replace the .30 caliber M-1 rifle, the M-1 and M-2 carbines, 
the Browning automatic rifle and that portion of the .45 caliber 
submachine gun inventory which is not assignEid to tank crewmen. The M-60 
machine gun replaces several older models of • 30 caliber machine guns 
which have been standard. items since World War I. The M-73 machine gun 
replaces the M-37 machine gun, and is primarily designed for mounting 
in tanks and armored vehicles. Thus, instead of eight weapons we now 
have three, all firing 7 .62mm ammunition common to the NATO countries. 
The logistics, training and operational advantages gained in this 
replacement program are quite impressive. 

The 300,000 M-14 rifles included in the 1963 program, together with 
those previously funded, will give us about 5r:Jf> of the current inventory 
objective of about 2 million. This quantity will be enough to meet our 
highest priority requirements (i.e., the u.s. Army forces in Europe 
and the eight divisions of the Strategic Army Corps, together with ! 

training and 18o days of combat support for these forces) -- particularly ' 
in view of the fact that we still have a considerable stock of the .30 
caliber weapons on hand which can still be used. Similarly, in the 
case of the 7 .62mm M-60 machine gun, the 1963 procurement will giv~· tl'; 

a modernized inventory 'equll.l to about, f3!:J:1, of the current objE'ct:~.v-~, t,h!' 
balance being filled by the older .30 caliber machine guns. 

The M-73 machine gun is a newly developed item which had been. 
funded at a very low level in previous years. The 1963 quantity of 
about. 8,000 is the first major procurement of this gun and, when added 
to those previously funded, will provide about half of the current 
inventory objective of about 22,000. However, here again we have a 
considerable stock of the older .30 caliber machine guns. 

Another important item is the DAVY CROCKEl'T nuclear delivery system,_ 
which provides a standby nuclear capability to the battlefield commander.'. 
With the $12.6 million requested in the 1963 program, we will be able 
to reach about 60% of our inventory objective. 
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(2) Combat vehicles 

For Army combat vehicles ve propose a total of $452 million, 
about three-quarters again as high as 1961. The most significant 
item in this category is the M-6c main battle tank. As you knov, 
last year ve increased the production of this tank to 100 per month 
in order to complete the equipping of Army forces in Europe more 
quickly. Commencing in fiscal year 1963, the production rate Yill 
go back to 60 per month. Accordingly, the 1962 program vas increased 
by 305 tanks through the reprogramming of available funds, and 720 
tanks are requested for 1963. 

The 1963 procurement, together Yith those previously funded, 
vill give us a total of 3,335 M-60 tanks. This is enough to equip 
the U.S. Army forces in Europe and provide combat and training 
support for those forces. For Army forces in areas other than 
Europe ve are currently planning to utilize the M-48 series tanks, 
of vhich ve have almost 10,000, pending the development of a nev 
main battle tank. Some 600 90mm gun M-48Al tanks are being 
retrofitted Yith the use of 1962 funds to replace the light tanks 
nov being used by the armored cavalry units in Europe. Future 
procurement of the E <'::J tank, or retrofit of additional M-48 series 
tanks, vill depend upon the progress made in the development of a 
new main battle tank, as vell as on changes in requirements vhich 
may develop as a result of the proposed reorganization of Army 
divisions. 

Another of the important steps ve are taking to increase the 
mobility and firepover of the modern Army is the introduction of a 
nev family of self-propelled artillery. This family includes the 
105mm, the 155mm, and 8- inch self-propelled hoYi tzers and the 1:.. 2 
in~h self-propelled mortar. During 1963 ve propose to buy about 
1,615 of these weapons, vhich when added to those funded in prior 
years, and including acceptable substitutes, Yill give us almost 
two-thirds of our current inventory objective of about 6,600. In 
subsequent years ve plan to continue or even increase the current 
production rates. We consider these nev combat vehicles to be a 
major improvement over the older models and vant to replace them at 
the earliest practicable date. In this connection, I vo\.1ld like to 
point out that our current assets include some 1,670 of the older 
models, all of vhich vere either produced or rebuilt to their present 
configuration during the 1953-1958 period. 

Finally, ve plan to procure 3,000 M-113 armored personnel carriers, 
thus bringing our assets of these modern, air transportable, 
amphibious vehicles to about 9,400 -- or about 72~ of the current 
inventory objective of over 12,900. With appropriate modifications, 
this vehicle can also fill a number of Army requirements for missile 
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carriers, medical treatment facilities, communications vehicles and 
commend posts, so the ultimate inventory objective for the item will . 
no doubt be increased in future years. As you may know, the 
Federal Republic of Germany is also buying 1,030 of these vehicles 
and negotiations are under way for a considerable increase in that 
quantity. Because the M-113 is a considerable improvement over the 
older types of carriers, we want to replace them as soon as 
practicable, particularly in the higher priority units. However, we 
still have about 6,000 of the older models, many of which were built 
in recent years. 

(3) Tactical and support vehicles 

1963 procurement of tactical and support vehicles will total $361 
million, more than double the 1961 level. 

\ 
'· I 
t 

; 

\ 
' Over two-thirds of the funds in this category will be used to 

procure some 36,730 tactical trucks in the 1/4, 3/4, 2t and 5 ton 
categories. Most of these will replace older trucks for which further 
repairs are uneconomical. Our over-all inventory objective for these 
four tactical trucks is 273,000. The 1963 program will give us an 
inventory of the latest models of these trucks equal to about two-thirds 
of this objective. When older substitute models are included, our stocks 
will total about ~ of the objective, which we consider an adequate 
degree of readiness for equipment of this type. 

(4) Electronics an6 communications 

Procurement of Army electronics equipment in 1963 will total $296 
million. 

The largest item in terms of value is the new AN/VRC-12, a rugged 
and easily maintained vehicular radio set. The 1963 budget provides 
for 6,74q sets at a cost of nearly $30 million, which will increase our 
stocks to 40% of our inventory objective. Present assets of less 
desirable, but useable, vehicular radios are available to provide the 
remainder of the inventory objective. 

Another important item in this category is the "man-portable" 
radio, AN/PRC-25, which fills a most vital requirement . 
for mere effective communications for company-size combat units. $13 
million is included for 8,100 sets, bringing our assets up to 
approximately 26% of our inventory objective. The balance of the 
objective can be met from present stocks of older radios. 
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( 5) Aircraft 

The 1963 budget provides $219 million ror 582 Arm.y aircraft, \ 
compared vi th $248 million and 537 air:z;aft planned for 1962, · il:ad 
$lto million and 379 aircraft procured in 1961. . ·. : 

Iz:.cluded are 48 Caribou, tvin-engine, .transport aircrai't, 'Which \ 
vill give the Army an inventory of 148 aircraft or 55~ of the 1nveD.1;ory: 
objective, the balance being met by the older and less capable Ottei:-. ! 

360 Iroquois helicopters, for personnel, cargo !!.lld casualties .. are 
also included-to replace older helicopters and fixed ving aircraft. 
The 1963 p~curement vill give us an inventory of 914 helicopters or 
38'/> of the objective. Together vi th older models 1 77~ of the 

\ 

objective vill be met. 

We are also requesting a contiD.uation of procurement of the 
Chinook helicopter to replace the older medium and light helicopters 
such as the H-21, the H-37, and the H-34. We propose to buy 24 Chinook 
transport helicopters in 1963, increasing the inventory of this aircraft 
to 68. This quantity, together vith older aircraft1 will meet about 
t-hree-quarters of the inventory objective. 

150 observation helicopters vill be procured in 1963 to·replace 
the older fixed ving observation aircraft. The 1963 procurement vill 
give us an inventory of about 1,675 of these aircraft -- almost half 
of the inventory objective. When the older L-19's are added, ve shall 
have an inventory of over 3,200 aircraft -• almost 90~ of ~e objective. 

(6) Other major equipment 

Procurement of other majPr e~uipment for the Army in 1963 will 
amcuz:.t to $198 million -- abOut -~-times the 1961 level. This 
category includes .construction equipme·nt, such as crane shovels, road 
scrapers and tractors; materials handling equipment, such as fork-lift 
trucks and warehouse tractors; protective field masks, and chemical 
warfare warning'devices; and other heavy equipment, such as the 
amphibious lighters BARC and LARC. 

0ne of the largest single items in dollar value is the nev 5-ton 
amphibious lighter, commonly called the LARC-5. This is an amphibious 
vehicle deaigned to replace the World War II "Duck." The 1963 
procurement or 315 vehicles will give us about three-quarters of our 
inventory objective. 

(7) Ammunition 

Army procurement of ammunition in 1963 will total about $328 
million -- slightly above the 1961 level. The items involving the 
largest dollar- volume are 7 .62mm cartridges and l55mm T-379 projectiles. 
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The 7. 62mm cartridge will be phased in with the deli very of the 
new weapons. Procurement of over 395 million rounds in 1963, 
together with the quantities funded in prior years, will give us an· 
inventory of over 550 million rounds. This will meet the current 
inventory objective and provide adequate ammunition for peacetime 
training purposes. 

The new T-379 high-explosive projectile for the 155mm howitzers 
provides increased range and lethality against personnel and materiel 
targets. Our inventory objective for this projectile is almost 
860,000 rounds. The 200,000 rounds funded in 1962, together with the 
360,000 rounds requested in the 1963 budget, will give us about 
two-thirds of the current inventory objective. 

(8) Missiles 

Almost $560 million is included in the 1963 budget for all types 
of missiles. Three air defense missiles will be procured in 1963: 
662 liTKE-HERCULES, l, 200 HAWK, and 3, 900 REDEYE. The NIKE-HERCULES 
procurement will fully meet the tactical requirements and provide 
training missiles for the future. The HAWK procurament will meet 
95'/o of the deployment objective of 21 battalions. The remaining 
quantity for tactical tise and for training missiles for later years 
will be provided in the 1964 budget. 

Tentatively, the REDEYE will be placed in production with an 
initial procurement of 1,670 missiles in the 1962 program. Another 
3,900 are included in the 1963 budget. Recent tests of this missile 
have not gone well and our production plans are very uncertain at 
this moment. 

The 1963 procurement of 180 SERGEANT missiles, together with 
those funded in prior years, will completely meet the inventory 
objective for the approved six-battalion force, except for future 
requirements for training missiles. 120 PERSHING missiles are 
included in the 1963 budget, raising the total tactical inventory 
to about 150 missiles - against the ultimate requireme~t of 350 for 
the five-battalion force. 

( 9) Production base program 

$127 million is requested for the ~·s production base program··
more than 5CJ1, above the 1961 level. The major reason for this increase 
is the substantial expansion of the procurement program, with a 
resulting requirement for greater production facilities. 
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2. Na.vy G--;;neral Ptl.rpoG~ Forces 

a. Active Navy forces 

For the General Purpose Forces of the Navy ve are recommending 
an active fleet of R24 ships for the end of fiscal year 1963, 
including 15 attack carriers, 9 anti-submarine warfare carriers, 14 
cruisers, tvo command ships, about 250 destroyer types, 103 
submarines, and over 400 amphibious, mine warfare and auxiliary ships. 
These forces are shown on Table 8. We nov plan to continue the same 
number of carriers and cruisers through fiscal year 1970, but a 
gradual reduction is planned in other types as ve increase the combat 
power of individual units of the fleet over the years. Thus by 1970 
ve would have about 240 destroyer types, 98 submarines and about 420 
other ships, or a total active fleet of 761 general purpose ships, 
compared with 824 planned for end 1963 and the 864 nov in the fleet. 
The reduction from 1962 to 1963 is of course predicated on the easing 
of the Berlin crisis. 

(l) Attac~ carrier forces 

We are recommending in the fiscal year 1963 shipbuilding program 
one nev attack carrier, conventionalLy powered. We have &i~o 
tentatively programmed one more in fiscal year 1965 and another in 
fiscal year 1967. By 1970 ve would have in the fleet 9 Forrestal-class 
carriers, the nuclear powered carrier Enterprise, 3 Midway and 2 
Essex-class carriers, for a total of 15. 

The principal use of the attack carriers ia the years ahead will 
be in the limited var role. As ve acquire larger forces of strategic 
missiles and POLARIS submarines, the need for the attack carrier in the 
general var role will diminish. However, they will still maintain a 
significant nuclear strike capability which could augment our strategic 
retaliatory forces. But in the limited var and cold var roles, the · 
attack carrier force provides a most important and unique capability. 

There are many potential trouble spots in the world where the 
attack carrier is and will continue to be the only practical means of 
bringing our air striking power to bear. Carrier airpover can be 
employed without involving third parties, without invokinr treaties, 
agreements, or over-flight rights. And, as has been demo; ~trated many 
times before, the carrier task force is a most effectiv! ~eans for 
presenting a show of force or establishing a military presence, which 
often has helped to maintain the peace and discourage. hostilities. 
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There is no reason to expect that the need for this form of 
airpwer will diminish in the future. All of Africa is, today, an 
'"'Stable area, and most of this area is within reach of our carrier 
airpower. Southeast Asia, the South Pacific and, indeed,.the whole 
Far East present potential trouble spots in which the carrier would·· 
play a major role. Even in the European-Mediterranean area they 
pr.ovide a stabilizing influence, and they constitute a highly useful 
force for limited war operations in such places as North Africa and 
the Near East. The fact that they may be vulnerable to attack in a 
ge~eral nuclear war does not detract from their value in limited war. 

To meet our commitments around the world we believe a force of 
15 attack carriers is required. The ESSEX class carrier is marginal 
for this purpose. Most are about 20 years of age and despite extensive 
modernization, they no longer are fully effective in their role as 
attack carriers. For example, a FORRESTAL carrier can launch aircraft 
tvice as fast as can an ESSEX class carrier. The added length and 
tonnage of the FORRESTAL carriers are a distinct advantage under 
severe sea conditions prevalent in the Western Pacific-China Sea 
area in the typhoo~ season, or the northern oceans in the winter. 
:::n. the North Atlantic, for example, aircraft can be operated 345 
oaye per year from the FORRESTAL class ca..""!'ier and o!Lcy 220 days 
frolll the ESSEX class carrier. Moreover, the FORRESTAL carriers 
have about 300% more jet fuel and over 150% more ordnance capacity. 
Fi.n9.lly, for the same type aircra:f't the accident and fatality rates 
on t.he ESSEX class are considerab:J;y higher than on the FORREST.AL 
class. Carrier operations are hazardous, and aside from the property 
losses involved, we should take every reasonable step to minimize the 
lees of life. 

We have carefully considered the ~lestion as to whether the new 
c=riers should be conventional or nuclear· pOII'ered. OUr studies 
i~!cate that a nuclear-powered carrier costs about 1/3 to 1/2 more 
tc construct and operate than a conventio~· powered carrier of 
othe~se equivalent characteristics. The operational benefits to 
ce derived from the nuclear-powered ce_~ier, particularly in limited 
war operations, do not, in our judgment, j-:..stify the higher cost. 

We now have one nuclear-powered carrier and one nuclear-powered 
cruiser. The first nuclear-powered frigate will join the fleet in 
1963. Another was in the 1962 program and we are reccmzmending a third 
in this budget. Together, these five slips vould constitute a small 
n'lClear-powered task force which would give u,;; a unique capability for 
sustained high speed operations and provide invaluable operating 
experience. 



The application of nuclear power to naval vessels is still in \ 
its ear:cy stages. Together with the Atomic Energy Commission, the \ 
Defense Department is continuing its efforts to develop a more 
economical nuclear power plant. No doubt the time will conie when \ 
nuclear power will become more competitive with conventional power. i 
That will be the time to introduce nuclear propulsion into the fleet 
on a larger scale. Meanwhile, we should proceed with the gradual 
modernization of the attack carrier force with conventionalzy powered 
ships. 

(2) Anti-submarine warfare carrier force 

With regard to the ASW carrier force of nine ships, no new 
construction is required. As ESSEX-class ships are released from the 
attack carrier force, they will replace the older carriers in the ASW 
force. We also plan, during the fiscal year 1963-1967 period, to put 
one CVS each year through the fleet rehabilitation and modernization 
program, thus keeping the force in good operating condition. 

(3) Cruiser forces 
I 

By the end of the current fiscal year we will have a force of 
14 cruisers, one of which - the LONG BEACH - is nuclear powered. 
Ten of these cruisers are armed with either TERRIER or TALOS 
missiles, while the remaining four are armed sole:cy with guns. 

In fiscal year 1963, two guided missile cruisers which have been 
converted to TALOS and AS!lOC will join the fleet, replacing two of the 
cruisers armed sole:cy with guns. 

We present:cy plan to continue this force through fiscal year 
1970. Considering the increase planned in the frigate force, we 
do not now consider that further major modernization of the cruiser 
force is justif!e~. Ha•evcr, the role of the cruiser in the years 
ahead is still under active study, particularzy with regard to the 
construction of new TYPHON cruisers. 
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(4) National command ships 

We now have 1n the fleet one cruiser type co!!Verted to a command 
ship - the NORTB:AMPTON. 'lhis ship, 'Which· ca:a serve as an alternate 
x:.atio!!Sl command post, provides a capability essential in a nucl"'a:r war 
environment. Because of the urgent need tor this type of capability, 
we are reprognmanir.g FY 1962 tunds to eta.rt tht conversion of one ' 
mothballed CVL hull to a command ship in place of the major 
communications relay ship (AGMR) in the 1962 program. 'lhe AGMR is 
included in the 1963 budget along with a second command ship 
con.-erEion. 'lhe first command ship conversion will be ready about 
the end of fiscal year 1963,and the second about a year later. For 
the 1964-67 period we have tentatively programmed the construction 
of one new command ship in each year, providing a total of 6 in the 
fleet by the end of fiscal year 1970. 

(.5) Destroyer-type ships 

we now have in the general purpose forces of the Navy about 29) 
destroyer-type ships including 15 frigates, 222 destroyers and 56 
escorts, and small patrol ships. Included are the 4o destroyers 
and escorts ordered to active duty last year, In consonance with 
our asrumption that the Berlin crisis will have abated before 
June 30, 1962, we have programmed a force of 254 destroyer types 
tor the end of fiscal year 1963. Seven guidAd mi&eile frigates, 
including the first Il!l.Clear powerea frigate, vill Join the fleet 
during the coming fiscal year, giving us a total of 17 guided missile 
t~lg~tes and 5 gun frigates, 

Five more guided missile destroyers will jo:!.n the fleet in 1963, 
raisir.g the total to 18. In addition, we will have 214 other 
destroyers, destroyer escorts, and patrol shipe. 

For fiscal year 1963, we are recommend.ing the construction of 
one nuclear pcrwered guided missile frigete. Thie ship will be 
desigr;_ed to accommodate the TYPHON system. Tte nev c;onstruction 
program also incll:.des 5 DE's and 3 DEG' e. ~::.ty-four more World War 
I! type destroyers vill undergo major modi:!'i<-&tir-::. under the FRAM-I 
progr=. 

For the period 1964 through 1967 we have te::te.tively progl'!l!llZilSd i 
2 more frigates in each year, also designed tc s.::<:ommodate the TYPHON \ 
system. We also plan to convert 4 of the gun t~gates to missile 
armemeor,t during thie period -- 2 in 1964 cnC. 2 in 1965. · 



Twenty-four more destroyers will be put through FRAM-I in 1964. 
This will complete the last of the World War II destroyers and 
initiate FRAM-I conversions for the DD-931 class built after the wa."· .. 
Five of these ships will receive FRAM-I in 1964 and the remaining 13 
in 1965. We also plan to start 36 more DE's and 10 more DID's during 
the 1964-67 period. j 

! 
The proposed program, plus ships already in the fleet or authorized, ' 

will give us a total of 237 destroyer types by the end of fiscal year ! 
1970, including 39 guided missile frigates, 3 of which will be nuclear I 
powered, 45 guided missile destroyers and 17 guided missile destroyer ! 
escorts. Under this program all of these ships will either have joined 1 
the fleet since the end of the Korean War or will have been put through ! 
the FRAM program since 1960. Thus we will have gone a long we:y in 
overcoming the block obsolescence stemming from the fact that the bulk 
of the destroyer force was built during World War II. 

(6) Attack submarine forces 
i 

By the end of the current fiscal year the submarine force, 1 
excluding POLARIS and RIDULUS, will number 104 submarines, including 1 
17 nuclear powered. For the end of fiscal year 1963 we plan a force of • 
103 submarines, 21 of which will be nuclear powered. We propose to f 
start 8 more nuclear powered submarines in 1963, and during the period 
1964-67 we .have tentatively programmed 30 more. This will give us e. 
force in 1970 of 98 submarines, 70 of which will be nuclear powered. 
Of the remaining 28 conventionally powered submarines 18 will have 
joined the fleet after the Korean War or will have been put through 
major modernization since 1952. 

(7) Mine warfare forces 

Our mine warfare force consists of 84 ships, the same number as 
planned for the coming fiscal year. Our 1963 program includes one 
conversion, a mine countermeasures support ship. We have tentatively 
programmed another such conversion for 1964 and the construction or 
conversion of about 13 mine warfare ships during the 1964-67 period. 

(8) Amphibious ships 

Last year we substantially increased the amphibious lift for 
assault units from a 1-1/2 division/wing capacity to a full 2 division/ 
wing capacity and the number of amphibious warfare ships from llO tc 
130. We plan to continue the amphibious force at this level through 
1964, reducing the number thereafter to 103 by 1970,as the force is 
modernized with new and vastly more efficient ships, 
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The 1962 program, as amended, includes one LPH, a fast, high
capacity troop carrier with adequate facilities for large-scale 
helicopter operations; and 3 LPD's, high speed ships capable of 
landing troops, heavy equipment and cargo over the beach by means 
of embarked landing craft, The LPD also has a limited helicopter 
capability. One LPD was included in the 1961 program. For fia"al 
year 1963 we propose the construction of 4 more LPD's and 1 LPH. 
During the 1964-67 period we have tentatively" programmed 14 more 

I 
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LPD' s, 6 more LPH 1 s, and 3 AGC 1 s, (amphibious force command ships) , 
In addition, in 1966 and 1967, we would make a start on the construction 1 
of new L&r 1 s and LSD 1 s -- over-the-beach assault craft -- to begin the 
replacement of these types, most of which were constructed during 
World War II, 

( 9) Logistic support auxiliary ships 

We are proposing for 1963 a total of 213 auxiliary ships, about 
the same number we have at the present time. This force will decline 
gradually" to about 205 by 1967 as new and more efficient ships are 
introduced into the fleet. Our proposed 1963 shipbuilding program 
includes one new AOE, a fast underway replenishment ship, anc! 1CP 
conversions. During the 1964-67 period we have tentatively" programmed 
the construction of 58 logistic support ships and the conversion of 14. 

( 10) 'Landing and service craft 

$15 million is also included in the budget for landing and 
service craft, compared with $7 million in 1962. We have tentatively 
programmed about the same level of funding for this purpose through 
1967. 

b . Active Marine Corps Forces 

For the coming fiscal year we recommend the continuation of the 
present Marine Corps force of 3 division/air wings plus a nucleus for 
a fourth division, and a total strength of 1901 000 military personnel. 
We currently" plan to continue this force through the fiscal year 
1964-67 period, with perhaps some changes in the force· structure as 
may be required by the introduction of new weapons. 

c . Navy & Marine Corps Aircraft Inventory 

The total combat operating aircraft inventory for the general 
purpose forces of the Navy, including the Marine Corps, as shown in 
Table 10, will average about 3,950 in the cu=ent fiscal year, 
reflecting the increase resulting from the Berlin crisis. In 1963 
we plan to reduce the combat operating inventory to about 31 tl00 
as certain reserve units called to active duty revert to inactive 



status. Based on our tentative programs for fiscal year 1964-67, the 
inventory would decline gradually to about 3,6oo as new and more 
eff·ective aircraft are introduced into the forces. 

Of the 3, &:lo aircraft in the combat operating inventory planned 
for 1963, about 1,500 will be in the attack carrier air groups, 36o 
in the AfM carrier air groups, about 390 in the AfM patrol squadrons, 
and about 425 in the tactical support squadrons. ~e 3 Marine air 
wings will have about 1, llO aircraft. 

d· Navy and Marine Corps Aircraft Procurement 

To maintain and modernize this inventory, we propose to buy in 
fiscal year 1963 almost 900 aircraft,compared With about &:lo aircraft 
in 1962 and less than 700 aircraft in 1961. Based on our force 
projections we would expect to buy about 950 aircraft a year, in 1964 
through 1967. 

Among the principal models in the procurement list is the F4H. 
We are requesting funds to procure 162 of these aircraft for the 
Navy and Marine Corps in 1963 and under our projected program we 
would continue to buy at about that rate through 1965, tapering off 
to 70 in 1967. ~e 90 F8u•s in the 1963 procurement list are, 
according to our present plans, the final procurement of that model, 
In 1966 we would hope to make the initial procurement of the new TFX, 
with follow-up procurements in succeeding years. 

Two hundred and forty A4D-5's are included in the 1963 
procurement list. We have tentativ-ely programmed the same level of 
procur·ement through 1965. Some time after that date we should be 
able to initiate procurement of the new VAX Tri-Service close 
support aircraft, the development of which is to be started in 19E3. 
Also included in this budget are 4o A3J-3 aircraft configured for 
reconuaissance missions to support Navy and Marine Corps operations. 
Because of the urgent requirement to replace the older aircraft now 
carrying out the reconnaissance mission, we are reprogramming 1962 
:f'JndE to proc·.tre 20 A3J-3's during the current fiscal year. We also 
propos= the procurement of 55 A2F-l's in 1963, with increasing 
quantities in later years, ~is is the nev all-weather close support 
attack and electronics reconnaissance aircraft. 

For the AfM carrier air groups we propose to buy in 1963, 6o 
fixed wing S2F-3 long-range search aircraft and 42 HSS-2 helicopters. 
We plan to continue to procure both of these aircraft during the 
1964-67 period. <:'4 1·.' 'Y·J early warning aircraft are included in 
the 1963 procurement program for the attack carriers. We tentatively 
plan to continue to procure these aircraft through 1967 to replace 
the earlier models. 
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Forty-eight P3V-l are included in the 1963 buy to continue the 
modernization of the land-based patrol squadrons now predominant~ 
equipped with the propeller-driven P2V. This is the Lockheed 
turboprop aircraft which has a much greater speed, flight endurance 
and capacity than the P2V. We plan to continue to buy this airplane 
through the 1964-67 period. 

Other aircraft procurement in 1963 includes 36 HU2K-l utility 
helicopters, 36 HRB-l's, 30 ASH ass'.'.'llt helicopters and 24 T3J 
trainers. Under our projected program we would continue to buy 
additional quantities of all of these aircraft during the 1964-67 
period. 

e. Navy missile procurement 

Our 1963 procurement program also includes substantial 
quantities of air defense missiles. The 1963 procurement of 3,000 
SPARROW III missiles is double the 1961 quantity and about Boo 
less than the 1962 quantity, including the Third. Amendment. 
Completion of the 1963 procurement will give us about 54% of the 
inventory objective for this item. 

In 1963 we plan to procure 2,960 SIDEWINDER lc air-to-air 
missiles. This new missile is superior to its predecessor and we 
hope to increase production when present development problems are 
solved. The Navy will, of course, still have well over 10,000 of 
the earlier SIDEWINDER la missiles available. 

The 1963 procurement of 1,200 TERRIER missiles amounts to 
over twice the 1961 quantity of 48o and slight~ more than the 1962 
quantity of 1,138. Completion of the 1963 procurement will provide 
61% of the inventory objective. The 1963 procurement of 800 TARTAR 
missiles is more than half again as much as the 1961 quantity of 
510 e.nd slight~ less than the 1962 quantity of 1,049. Completion 
of the 1963 procurement will provide about 70% of the inventory 
objective. 

The 1963 procurement of 240 TAII.lS missiles amounts to c.::z,
tr-:!.::(', more than the 1961 procurement of 178 and about half of 
the 1962 procurement of 407. Completion of the 1963 procurement 
will provide about 75% of the inventory objective. · 

The 1963 procurement of 6, 500 tactical BULLPUP missiles 
(including the improved BULLPUP B) is somevhat less than the 1962 
procurement of 7,589 but about twice the 1961 quantity of 3,575. 
Provision is also made for 3,000 training BULLPUP missiles in 
1963, the first time this item bas been scheduled for Navy 
procurement. Completion of the 1963 procurement will provide 
over 65% of the qperational inventory objective. 
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The first buy of 36o SHRIKE antiradar missiles is included in 
the 1963 budget together with another 108 sua~oc antisubmarine 
rockets. Also included in the 1963 budget are about 1,300 target 
drones and 100 antisubmarine drone helicopters, a level substantially 
greater than 1961. 

f· Other Navy procurement 

Navy procurement, other than ships, aircraft, and missiles, 
includes substantial quantities of ZUNI 5" air-to-surface rocketr, 
new tyoe bombs, torpedoes, ASW sonobuoys, electronics and 
communications equipment, training devices, etc. One of the major 
expenditures involves the procurement of 3700 MK44 torpedoes in 1963, 
at a cost of about $72.8 million, which will improve our readiness 
position frnm 16% to 43% of the inventory objective. Delivery of 
this new lig!>weight ASW torpedo will be expedited by the opening 
of a second production source" 

The Navy electronics program for 1963 represents a modest i 
increase of about 19% over the 1961 program, and about 9% over 1 
that for 1962. While these increases are not large, the quantities \ 
recommended are sufficient to support the other Navy programs. 

Our logistics objective for the General Purpose Navy Forces is 
to provide inventories for of combat. For this 
purpose we propose~ fills for the active and selected 
reserve ships pluslllllllllllllllcomsumption for the active fleet 
and high readiness reserve ships, and for one-third of the other 
reserve ships having a wartime mission. For naval aviation support, 
our objective is to provide consumption for 
two-thirds of the force. 

g. Yarine Corps procurement 

fr~r logistics objective for the Marine Corps is to support a 
4-division force for 
inventory to support 

. .. ~ -.. "' .- . ' -:. ., ~-
This will require an 

f com':lat. 

Included in the 1963 procurement program is another increment 
of 63,500 M-14 rifles, the same number procured in 1961 and 1962. 
The 1963 procurement will increase readiness for the rifle to 81% 
of the objective. Here again, as with the Army, we also have a 
large stock of • 30 caliber weapons on hand, 'Which can be used in an 
emergency. Some 226,000 rounds of newly designed l05mm ammunition 
will also be procured, about three times the 1962 level, thus 
increasing the inventory to about 43% of the objective. Production 
of this item is being expedited. The 1963 list includes 59 self- \ 
propelled l55mm howitzers, compared with 30 in 1962 and none in 1961, 
thus providing 100% of the objective for this modern item. \ 
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1963 procurement includes 6,334 of the AN/PRC-38 tactical II 

radio. This will be the initial procurement of this newly-developed 
item and will provide about 50% of the objective. Stocks of older 
radios now on hand are adequate to carry us until the remaining 
quantity of the new model can be delivered. The 1963 budget 
provides $27·5 million for support vehicles, compared with about 
$22 million in 1962 and about $12 million in 1961. A considerable 
portion of the 1963 procurement is for replacement of over-age and 
worn-out vehicles. 197 M-48 tanks will be modernized in 1963 
compared with 200 in 1962 and none in 1961. 156 heavy M-l03A2 
tanks will also be modernized with 1963 funds. No heavy tanks 
were modernized in either 1961 or 1962. The 1963 program will 
complete the Marine Corps modernization program for the.se combat 
tanks. 

h. Navy reserve components 

The Naval Reserve will continue to provide a number of trained 
and ready combat units as well as individual replacements to fill 
out the regular Navy in time of war or periods of heightened 
tension. The forces to be maintained in 1963 include 40 destroyer
type ships and ll mine warfare vessels. The reserve ASW aviation 
forces will be composed of 87 units flying various types of ASW 
patrol and attack aircraft. 

The Marine Reserve is trained and manned to be able to fill 
out the 4th division/air wing in a period of only one month. 

3· Air Force General Purpose Forces 

a. Active forces 

The general purpose forces of the Air Force include the 
tactical fighters, bombers and reconnaissance aircraft and missiles, 
and interceptors deployed overseas. The force projections through 
1967 are shown in Table 14. Through fiscal year 1965 we have also 
included the KB-50 propeller-driven tankers. These will gradually 
be replaced with KC-135 jet tankers which are included in the 
Strategic Retaliatory Forces since they will be managed with SAC 
tankers as part of a single tanker fleet. 

Our principal objective here is to build up the air support for 
the Army forces. There are now about l,8oo tactical fighters and 
bombers in the general purpose forces of the Air Force. This is 
about 600 more than we had before the Berlin crisis and reflects 
the call-up of reserve units. We propose for end 1963 a total of 
about 1,600 tactical fiGhters and bombers, retaining some of the 
aircraft in the reserve units called up for the Berlin crisis. 



By reta:!n1ng these aircraft, we will be able to maintain a force 
of 21 tactical f;l.ghter wings compared. with on:cy 16 wings before 
the beginning of the Berlin buid.up. All of the tactica,J. bombers 

· will have ·been phased. out. by end. fiscal year 1965 and. replaced. with 
'tactical fighters, thus continuing the force at about 1,600 aircraft 
t:tirough fiscal year 1967. The introd.uction of the new fighters will 
provid.e a marked. increase in capability. 

(1) Tactical fighters 

In ord.er to modernize these forces over the next few years we 
will have to buy substantial numbers of new tactical fighters. 
There are two high performance fighters suitable to Air Force needs 
now in production, the F-105 and. the F4H. (The Air Force will 
designate this aircraft the F-llO.) The. latter is a newer design 
and enjoys an over -all performance ad. vantage in most respects. 
Therefore, F-105 prod.uction will be grad.ual:cy tapered off in favor 
of the F4H. Specificalzy, we are proposing the procurement of 30 
F4H' s for the Air Force from fiscal year 1962 monies (using 
reprogrammed fund.s for this purpose), and. 231 F-105's. In 1963, 
we are proposing the procurement of 280 F4H's and 122 F-105's. 
The procurement of ad.ditional F4H' s is planned in 1964 and. 1965. 

In 1964, we expect to begin the procurement of the TFX, the 
follow-on tactical weapon system planned for use by both the Air 
Force and. the NavY• This high performance versatile fighter is 
scheduled to become operational for Air Force use in 1967 and. for 
NavY use in 1969. Utilizing a variable geometry wing and. powered 
by turbofan engines, the TFX should be capable of speeds of Mach 2.4 
at altitude, as well as low-level supersonic bombing operations. 
This fighter should be high:cy efficient in all the tactical and. air 
defense missions for either limited or general war and. because of its 
long ferrying range and refueling capability, it can be rapid:cy 
deployed to all parts of the world. $4o million is being devoted 
to the development of the TFX in the current fiscal year and the 
1963 budget request includes $123 million. Industry proposals were 
recentzy submitted to the Air Force and NavY on the TFX and we hope 
to select a contractor and get the development effort under way 
within the very near future. 

(2) Tactical reconnaissance 

The tactical reconnaissance force now numbers about 325 aircraft, 
about 75 more than the pre-Berlin number. During the coming fiscal 
year the RF-84F' s called up to meet the Berlin crisis will be 
returned to reserve status, reducing the force to about 250 
aircraft. By the end of 1963, the tactical reconnaissance force 
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will consist of about 150 RF-lOl's and 100 RB-66's. Under our 
longer range plans, the latter would be phased out of the force 
by 1966 and replaced with the Air Force reconnaissance 
version of the Navy's F4H. We also plan to develop a reconnaissance 
version of the TFX, to be available in the late 1960's. 

(3) Interceptor aircraft 

The general purpose forces of the Air Force also include 
about 275 interceptors deployed overseas. Except for a few F89-D's, 
all of these aircraft are now F-102' s. We plan to continue this 
force through fiscal year 1963, gradually reducing it to about 150 
aircraft by 1967 as high performance multipurpose fighters are 
phased into the force. 

(4) Tactical missiles 

In Europe, we now have 2 operational MACE-A tactical missile 
squadrons and 1 MACE-B squadron for which hardened facilities are 
under construction. Two MACE-B squadrons are also under construction 
in Okinawa and will be operational by the end of this year. We plan 
to maintain all the MACE squadrons in Europe through fiscal year 1966. 
While these early model air-breathing missiles are vulnerable to the 
large Soviet IRBM forces in Europe, they do provide a potentially 
important nuclear delivery capability and at very little additional 
cost. 

Nevertheless, in view of Soviet developments in mid-range 
ballistic missiles and our own increased requirements in this area, 
we have included funds in the R~ program for the development of 
a new mobile, quick reacting, medium-range ballistic missile to 
meet the requirement for a tactical missile in the NATO area. 
This would fill the "range gap" in our present missile programs 
between the PERSHING, with a rru:ge of 400 miles, and our ICBM' s, 
with ranges in excess of 5,000 miles. Our plans for employment of 
this missile are still highly tentative. 

( 5) Air Force ordnance procuren:€nt 

In context with the over-all buildup of tactical air 
strength, it is also necessary to correct a deficiency in 
procurement of conventional ordnance which has resulted from the 
pressure of higher priority programs in past years. In order 
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to eliminate this deficiency, we a=e planning a closer relationship 
between Air Force conventional ordnance requirements and the logistics 
support requirements of the ground forces with which they will be 
operating. have the Air Force to attain a minimum on-hand 
objective of by the end of fiscal year 1963. 

For fiscal year 1963 we are recommending about one-quarter 
of a billion dollars for Air Force non-nuclear munitions. This 
is about the same level as that programed for the current fiscal 
year 1 which as you know was substantially increased in the fiscal 
year 1962 budget amendments. It is about five times the amount 
programed for this purpose in fiscal year 1961. 

The major increase is for bombs, particularly the new family 
of modern munitions. The 1961 program included only $18 million for 
this category of munitions compared with $1.85 million proposed for 
the coming fiscal year and $137 million in the amended 1962 program. 

Substantial increases have also been made in the BUU.PUP air-to
surface missile program. The 1962 procurement has been increased 
from about 1600 in the original budget to about 101 000. Another 
4400 missiles are proposed for procurement in 1963. These numbers 
compare with about llOO BULLPUP' s procured in 1961. Procurement of 
BULLPUP trainer missiles has also been greatly increased. The 1963 I 
budget includes about 84oo of these missiles, compared with 5000 in . 
the amended 1962 program and about 1250 in the 1961 program. 

b. Air Force reserve components 

An important tactical air capability is incorporated in the 
Air National Guard forces. Before the call-up occasioned by the 
Berlin crisis, the Air National Gne-d had 22 squadrons of tactical 
fighters. Eighteen of these, plus 3 F-104 fighter interceptor 
squadrons are now on active duty. As I pointed out earlier, because 
of the need to augment the close air support capabilities of the 
active Air Force, 12 squadrons of F-84F aircraft will be retained 
in the active forces. The remaining Guard aircraft and all of the 
personnel will be returned to reserve status by the beginning of 
fiscal year 1963. 

The Guard units that were called to active duty will be 
reconstituted in 21 squadrons by redistributing the F-86, F-1001 

and F-104 aircraft currently in the inventory. These units will, 
initially, operate with considerebly reduced U.E. 's. However, 
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the personnel who ret·.1rn to Guard status will have sufficient 
aircraft to maintain their combat readiness. As F-100 1 s, F-104 1 s 
and, starting in 1964, the early models of F-105 1 s are phased 
out of the Air Force, the Guard squadrons will receive additional 
aircraft. The F-84F' s that are to be retained will also be 
returned to the Air Guard starting in 1964, in phase with the 
deli very of th<> F4H' s the !.ir Force is now procuring. 
The 21-squadron force ir;.cluding interceptors will be maintained 
through 1967. 

The Air National Guard also has 5 squadrons of RB57 and 7 
squadrons of RF-84F reconnaissance aircraft. Four of the seven 
RF-84F squadrons are currently on active duty but will be returned 
to reserve status. The 7 squadrons of RF-84F' s and the RB57 1 s will 
be maintained in the Guard through 1967, and 3 KC-97 squadrons will 
be formed by end fiscal year 1963. The 3 KC-97 squadrons will 
ensure that the Air National Guard units are proficient in air 
refueling so they can be quid;.ly deployed overseas, should they 
again be called to active duty at some future time. 

G, GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES - FINAI!CIAL SUMMARY 

' ' ! 

The General Purpose Forces I have outlined will require total 
obligational authority of $18.4 billion for fiscal year 1963, 
compared with $18.2 billion for fiscal year 1962. Tables 16 - 18 
contain a breakdown of total obligational authority for fiscal , 
years 1962 and 1963 bJr program element and by research and development,! 
investment and operating costs. 

As you can see on the bottom of Table 18, page 142, research and 
development and investment for General Purpose Forces will rise in 
fiscal year 1963 reflecting the increased emphasis now being given 
these forces. Operating costs show a small decrease, reflecting 
the anticipated release of reserve component forces now on active 
duty. 

* * * * * 
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V. AIRUFI' AND SEALIFT FORCES 

A. THE PROBLEM 

Our policy of deterring or confining limited wars req_uires not 
only combat ready General Purpose Forces but also the ability to 
move them promptly a.nywhere in the world. Aside from the political 
complexities involved, the sheer logistics task of projecting U. s. 
military power to the far corners of the earth is a staggering one. 

Generally speaking, we have two ways in which to do this: 
we can station large numbers of men and q_uantities of eq_uipment and 
supplies overseas near all potential trouble spots, or we can main
tain a much smaller force in a central reserve in the United States 
and deploy it as necessary to meet situations dangerous to our 
security. 

Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. If 
large forces are deployed in for~<ard areas they can respond q_uickly 
and the need for long-haul transportation is reduced. The drawbacks 
to this approach are that it req_uires very large numbers of men, 
great q_uantities of eq_uipment, long periods of overseas service, 
and involves all of the uncertainties and difficulties associated 
with foreign bases, such as base rights, status of forces, etc. 
It also reduces the flexibility of our military posture and con
siderably increases Defense expenditures abroad, 

On the other hand, a mobile "fire brigade" reserve, centrally 
located in the United States and ready for deployment to a threatened 
spot anywhere in the world, is basically a more economical and flexible 
use of military forces. Fewer men and less eq_uipment can do the job 
and most of the problems involved in stationing large U.S. forces in 
foreign countries in peacetime could be avoided. However, to move 
the forces req_uired with all of their heavy eq_uipment from the con
tinen~al United States and then to support them overseas would 
req_uire an enormous transport capacity. Furthermore movements 

continental United States 

thirty days would have to come 
air. 



l'o move s·:lch a force over in a short period of 
time vould require a fleet of trei<Spo::-t aircraft perhaps three or 
four times greater than the one ve have nov. It vould require a 
vei7 large investment as vell as heav7 operation and mainte~ce 
costs. And to maintain the ability of the for·ce to perform its 
vartime mission ve vould have to operate it at a level vhich vo~ld 
ge~~rste, ev~:1 o~ a. zr.ini.rn't.I!!L tra.i:.,~:g '!Je.s:!.s; pca:.;et.ime pe.sse11ger and 
eargo capabilities so l!l.!'ga that t:Oere ·;.r::.-u.l:l. be roo justification 
for p::-ocm·ing ccmrm.e::"cia.l a.i!'Jif't s:rrlces. TP.is wm.l.ld be an 
ur.desirable consequence as it is in the DeZ'er:.se Depa;,:ot~ent' s ovn 
interest to stimulate the growth of cargo-carry:!.:lg capabilities in 
the ci>~l airlines. 

Thus, there is no simple black or vhite solution to this problem. 
The :;;;rogrsm we have adopted dravs upo;::: elements of both approaches. 
We plc..:c. to increase stibs-t.a.:::otially ou= r·s.?id re;;pcnse ail·lift capability; 
we als0 pla:1 to mai::tain Ot..a" tteat'=r for~ea s.:u.t.i to build up their 
stot.::lc'..s of :p~ep,?sitior_ed eq,:cipzn::J.t. ( T:"lis has a.Jresf!.y been d.o:ce in 
~.rvpe ~d. m.o:::c vi.ll be C. one in. tt= MF>C..:~ "'"'~an=an 
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Uc- m~e :::...:.:·'1'-)!:"::.t.y w~.J.ertaldt1.3 a field tes-c t~ 6.cterr.~ne whether 
ile cc;.:-, Ir ... :·-~ :.r~:~ c~::.:· 1.~:"'4.; ~-=!·.l~~rv:1s s:) as to p~r .. t.::. t ell ·u..."'"l::ts t::l s".J.rge 
tc "t"r..·:: h::s~ 1~~-t-i!!.i ut:..l:i.zc:.t::on ra~es vh::.l~ a(;t·-..!a.lly operating the~:1 
ir~ pea-:--2-:i.:;"!e c.-:. tte l:7wcst ::-a.tes ccr .. sis·~=nt 1.-ritt.. t1""~e r.eq_ui.reJ. G.r:"!O\Ult 

N-:; !T'"'-:::t:t':~l' whs.t this r:::ninr:.r..-:2 fly.i.r..g ho:i.!"· program tt:..rns 
r:.~ .:-:··L'::- :_.;:;.,-.;. s.:ppr.::·::iate- tl"".:.2..~ by t!·.e rJ.iC. 'f..:)t s u..:.r :f·Cace-

t~1:.:: Cd}:··:::·.::.li:!.:5 .. :.:-'::- \:ill ::ee,:::_ t:;, z. ....... :!"~t ::·.:..;:::.i::..:.- a.~ t.l-.. >:.~ :::.e·"'- and m~:-!":; 
e:::'!"ic~cnv e..~:::·:::.:::·-:. ~:::.r..:::r·~·: ~r--:.:: de:li.:;·.:::-·o;:;-1... 1-;c ::..:~-:..:::.r..f_ t:· -~-. .:.--:= ttes-~ 
gai~s prt.:.C.e:-:.t-~y: tc ir.;:rease the n~e:- er..i s~c.~~ ....-.~ ~oint P..rr:ry-Pir 
Fo!"~e- depl·=:-nn·:.~r.at. C):-::::·.::ise.s; to mo·..re ~o~e r_:_gt -.. -al'l..:.e .::argo by air and 
tl:~re'by r:w.·.~e :p:-:Jc-:.:rc-~zn-: a.:1C. ware~c-J..Se cos-r.s ·t.e::a·~~~= cf the smaller 
inver.tcry; anC. to ma...~e a greater pe=t of our -croop movements by air 
rathe:- thac. s·..l!"f'c.c:--thereby saving both dollars and tl.J!>.e. 

He d.o .::: . .")-:. i:.:.t=:~J.~ h~-w·ever, !:or: t!:= ;,:il.-:."'.:r"l.! ... ..Y Air 'Io:·e..'"lSp·.:rt. 
I ' ' Ser·~·.::.t:.:~ ,_r.1ATS~· "to tal':.e :::::t B:::rJ- dorr:.e:::.:.·:: ;~.~s.e!'lb-:::.."' a.irl.::.ft ope:r::!t!o=.s. 

Q-....:i "";f.- t~~ ..:·.:.·:.::tr3.X:/: -~·c !~lly i::.:;c~: -:,c, (..:>!"!t.::.::.~--.-= t:::.c grad:.1£ll 1.;i thdrawal 
of· H/~·s ~--r:;:-:. s.::·-(·.e.::..lo:-:3. t:-2.~--=-:.·, .. lle·:i ;.s..~.=.=:-..::r::::· .s~:··-.. -:..-:e ·:::.1. the ::J~.rerccas i 

i 

At "tl'1e s~'!!e t.irnc y.·.;, 
traf~ic t~ e:ibiblc 
-:i rc:;:..r;;.·~ • .-t.r:.:..r.::.es. Th.:; 

.::.:-.. ce:ro;rstf-:)::. :·:~ ~:~e t:"'0:.:p c .•. .-:~i .:az·go lift rr..ission. 
\.-ill end.eavcr to a..:..:r·ect e.s Z..l(;h :-outine cargo 
c::.v:.l carriers as is practical under the 
D.;::-en.s:e ~pa....--tme:.-.:.t ha.s every !."'ee..son for io.Tishing 

tt:~ se::~ e 1-:.~::a.ltl~,.. ~..::~.:r·::ial car·g.J a.:::r·i..i!":- !::ii·--=..:3t:::v detelc~ i~ this 
ccu::.t:--.f sir:ce. it r~~r-csents, fr..:>m :.he D=Pa.!'tme~t! s view;rpoin::- 1 the 
m·:.st e~o::l--,..~ ·::al f'-:crr. i~ ·wr;-~ ch to ll" .. s.:!.nte.ir. e..:1 erus~e;e:1e:y ca.pa~ili ty • 

.'J.s l=~ tl-";e es.se- of "t-he Ge4:leral ?.u:-?C:s.s Fc.:::·2.s.s, th~ rcy_ui:re-n:ents 
fvr a:!.rli:f.~.:..; !.":~d se-a.l:!..f't, a.!l·-3. partic·u.le..::·ly airli£';:., :J.c not l~nd. 
t.:':".;.:;::.~el.v:;;-s ee.si~:- t·:.) p::ccise: cal~:..1:.a~i-::n.. 

Fi:.:·3~_, -t-~.:.-:::.:·6 .... ~~ -~L::. ~~:;.st lU::iSt.t: -.. /;;.:r·:!.e:t-y vi <.:i~-:::;-_u-:zt~c~s, 

:v:~:!.it.::ea.: a.s -.. r-:?21 e.:; t::::!.li-:.arJ·: wr~:.c:. e:;:;1..L:..5. :::5..1::. fer fc.r·c-c:s of vs.!"io1..:.s 
siz~3 ar:.:i lcir.·5.2 1 x·ar..[·.J..n.g ft·orn a s~.l-: ~-L:)\! ~f i'c.:..~\..:t: t.~ ~..:r·:;~_. ~=a .. rily 
s~·..;.:.:..r.~f:~::i (!CIT!:.~t i'o:-,"!-:-s. 

Sec..:):: .. ..:~ ·\o<·~ J!J.i2J.y ·:: .~ ~~n:: .. I.·~:c.te..:.. l-~~- :n_:;;:-c- the~ c·:-~o:: ~-:zr·,:;;:,z.::·:·r: at the 
:_.·;;.:::.:::. ti.r;£:; a..--;.:;. i:-•. .;.iff~re="t !JS.rts .:..: .~ ..... r~-= i.f.:.::.--:~. 

IJ..1:i"1.!.r·1, we n~f;J' c·:•u=:t 0 .... the ~~: o!· G~ r,. ('V·2;~-s~::;..-:. -~!o,::;·;.:..:: fL·r .StS,f;iDg 

c.:i.:...~· S.:.::l:if"t :·1e~t. Yet, -· ~ for- son:.£= r-e:~or ... wr:; .. ~-~-!'~ -cr..1 b~; de::..-: ed tee 
U!L~ Of f:.:!.;J t::.·.e •::;f tt~ 1:-::y b£.SCS, 

ll~e v:r· G,,7...,. _, c·.::r &.C.~~"t.Y to airlift tr:;o,IJs 
severely c:zt9.l.le3. I~~·.::st of o~ c·J..rre:..tt i'leet co,_;_15. r~ot fly tr..e 
reo_:ci~.::t,; lc:J.ger .iista.!lces 'i-.rith sie,ni:'.i.ce.r..~ J;.·:=ayl•:.~::t.a.c 5-'rli nve:-1 the 
C-142. ·t-T~,_,_ld have it.s p·~ten"tial Jr.S.}.::bu=::.: lc~.d. c·~t rot;.gh1y in ~c..l.f' ~ 
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Nevertheless, the Military Departments have developed a series 
of general objectives for deplqyments to meet limited war contin
gencies. They B.!"e as follows: 
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I have reviewed these objectives and believe they constitute, 
at the present time, a reasonable basis for mid-range planning by 
the Services. 

To determine the lift re~uirements to meet them, we have used 
a "building block" approach. That is, we have asked: What does it 
take to move the men, e~uipment, B..!ri supplies of one division to 
South<=ast Asia in thirty days? With this re~uirements unit or 
b·Jilding block in hand., we can then estimate roughly the re~uirements 
i.!npose·:l by the need. fer more divisions 1 for a faster deplcr.flllent 1 for 
area~ in less ~istant parts of tLe •orlt, and fer multiple crises. 

~ terms of deplqyment area, the reason for choosing Southeast 
Asia is obvious: it is both a likely contingency area and the 
distance is near the maximum. The size, weight, and composition of 
the building block "division" to be deployed, however, present 
problems. 
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These ton.."lBges, of cour;:e, represent just the bare mi!rl.mum for 
the combat elements i:rr.rclv-5d.. Mere ];'ers:Jnne1, e..nd vastly heavier 
weights of eq_u:i.pment and st:.pp H es cf ali k:iuds would be necesS!lr'.f 
to round out and support the di·1isi~;:, force in sustained cpe::ations. 
1~ese greater ~eights, as a practic~l matter, would have to be moved 
by ship and therefore co~stitute a sealift re~uirement. 

C. AIRLIFT A.. I\;) S'EALIF'f FORCES 

Table 19 shows the active airlift and sealift forces projected 
tr.rough fiscal year 1967. 

• ·.' 
'' 

I 

These active forces are su;pple:nented in the case of the airlift i 
by the Air Force Reserve and Air I~ational Guard and the Civi~ Reserve ! 
Air Fleet ( CRAF); and, in the case of sealift, by the very large dry i 
cargo and tanker capabilities of the U. s. civil merchant marine. 
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1. Airlift Forces 

a. Present airlift capabilities 

By e!ld fis::al yes:r 196:2 we vill have 921 airlift aircraft in 
the ac:ti ve fcr,:,es, ir.clud~r,g those cs.ile:'!. up from the Ai.r Force 
reserve conr.Qo!lents ~ However i not a2.l of' these a.i.I·cra...~ would be 
available for the deplcym:rrt of STRIKE Cewt4..'® for-ces in an 
emergency. 

Same of the airlift aircra:ft would have to be withheld for 
the support of SA£, to maintain minim= essential inter- a.ne. intra
theater airlift, to maintain essential training, etc. 

CRAF ca:pabilities vhile nc.•t ez;,licitl;r :!.::.clu-iei b. the calculated 
ton"sge capabilities are, ner\'erthel&o;s, reflected indirectl;r in the 
e:stimates. Most of G?_4F's capal:ility is il! a pa.sse!lger con:figuration 
a.w.c1 what ca.r·go c:apa::ity it does r,ave is pr·etty well limited to small 
high density item.s. Thus the CRAI' c:o:c.tribution to the initial deploy
met!.t e:tf'orl -- '\od.tl. its very hea~ e:.:::.phasis o:t oll.-tsize items such as 
vehicles a!d guns -- -wo'-lld be qcl te small. 

'!!.m:·evcr} C5J...?~ s ;;u.:':-~tsz..tial I-'S.S5eY.!{;er ca;~at::.llty is eounted on 
c:f 't:r·i:ug:.r,g ir.. the foJ.J.O'\o:·~·-::.p 

;;o·..tJii also be expected 
sC!!!lli·~·hat t!!e i'ollow-ol: sit·.ls:tion -wl:ere pao::kaged high 

density ite:i!JE. wo•·1A be a large she=e cf tte loaJ.; :!.t could also fill 
the gap ~ maintai!:i::Jg !'O'.ltir!e over5ed!: lcgistic: S'.lpport in other 
theater·s. 

~-here is pernaps one other my-;rt=t qoe.li:fication to be kept in 
miZld in evaluating to:::mage e;apat.ilitie;; against requirements: a ton 
o~ reg_uir="'nts is not necessarily the sarue e.s a ton of capability. 
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About 70% of the weight of a division force i~ the initial deployment 
phase i,; acC:o=ted :for by vehicles and heavy guns. Because of their 
size e.n:i air·craJt such as the C-118 a.11d C-121 

load of such 

late-r yesz-5 wh·s!l the fo::-ce :i.a composed 
la=gely of , C~l33, a.:;S. C-141 a::.rcr·<L""t v.!>..ich hev-e large efficient 
cargo envelopes, this problem pretty ?ell d...tsap?<:ar='; except for SOllle 

trll.ly outsized pieces of eq·dF-Jlent. 

b. Airlift aircraft procurement 

Oui- s.i::;:·l:i.::t proc:m·cme:.:t t:r.Jg:"&...""! is d.ii-e·~ted. at. thr·ee main 
objc.::ti·~tes: sh:,rt. r·.::~ge sclutio:.:.s, inte:.c:-i:m mo5.e:r·:clza.tio.:1: exi.::l 
long-Ta.:.---€-= :i.:::rprc.vetrto:::Jt t 

The :fi.r·.st st.e1= -t . .) incr·eas:c -:.t:r i::t:r:-=iiate cs.r~abi 1 ·ities was taken 
in the Jcly .A.m.e.ndmant t::> the Fi 1962 h.!:igd. We- prop·:Jse.:l. then to 
c.elay the dee.ctivatio:::;. of certai:::< C-124 a::.:. G-118 sqU8l.'l.!·ons. We now 
propose, as Table 19 shows, to delay t~eir phaseout still further, 
and to retain 5:c the active forces some of the F.eserve' s C-124' s 
brought o~ to active ~~y. Th;s was necessa.ry since the C-124 has 
particularly good \teh::.cle hauling ~!:ara.cteristice and. this need is, 
as I £::x:plai:::.e·1 ea-clie:r·.~ q_"J.it.e '!1rge:;.;.t C.·Ve~ tb.e :tJ.E::xt fe-w yearc. We 
hav.: alsJ sq~.:teczea eY7;r:y P·.Jssi'~lr:: stra:tcg:tc. airlift air~ra_-f't o'l.4-t of 
tl;.:;! z·..rp:Porti:.1g e:omr.1s.:.!:..s a..."'l·i i~to t!l~ stra:t.eg.ic ai:lif•t fleet. 

We got a g~·Yi stax"; on o:u· i~t=r~ m: .. ::-5~:tt.i.zs.t:.~:.:J. :.:eed.s i!l. the 
ame!.Lde3. 1962 b;;~~ig.:;"t.. We co~si~erZ:! I':::·..:,e;uring t:w.J &tiii tion.al squad
rons oi' G-135 1 e i~ th.ie but.get ~ s.b::1~ the 45 a:!.~c:-aft. e.lrea.dy :f"l.l!lded 
and du-5 for- ±'ins.l 1elive::-y 1:-y July 1962) bu-:. Cl.ecideC. that these first 
3 s-~uail::"c'~~ :b_,::;,:J. !fu::t o:!.:" l.'i.:~e 5...::. I~l::.v-==ri.es fr-,:lm 5. 1.963 bey vro.!l.i onJ.y 
b-'=' com·n1"''+~--: ·:l": 1u.:.c: c::.-..~· hy th~+ .;....:~..:. ""e v.-!lli be gett-{...-,0' tn~ f'irst of ~ .;:-,. .•v- .__ _,. ... .,~ ~-- .._, -v.,.• v_,. I'• •- ..- ~--c. ~ -

the C-l4l 1 :::. :r"l:':~tb.t:.1V!~!·c~ wCile t:::.~ c. -135 is a vast ~~o:r'2~ .. \)Yem;:;nt ove!· 
t }•F- p._-,;pf:;., ~J·,..-,.:; "':-1?11.:;: ~·,..+~.....-me' .-,of!·.,_.,..~·,.~,:.. t.."T"I::-.'-ri 07".!\ {)..,...")~.:'~ 1():;.1~ ;t 

........... -..L~· .... .......,.,:. ........... .........,_ ..... ---- '-'-'- ........... _ .... -C-:.-"e;-·J .. .l:o;;:,...,._; ~-~ .... t;::-·--·- -· _._.._;, -
.:-··.tft·E::r-.s f'"!-.:J:t ~OI:J.·:; '".Jf th.::::.:!:· Es.n.:e s!-.:c·r·t:.:;0r.::.i.!:.g~-. T'r~~ C-135 he£ e. rela
tivel;} l.·::~- tel.:·~o~ .. ~ s.::.a. "~en-.iing :..ist~-:·e..~ ~t has tK' s-l,.·~·c.r capability, 
~·:. d.::.e.s nc·t. h:::·t~ tr..:..::l{·::e-5. :r_:dght. l::·z..:it:€:· Mcrcvvt;:-:o:·, i-:.s restricted 
c.e.rg!'..l C.lY.1S~ se:;tio:: 1 .!':'1':-~ts scve:;:·cly t~-:. ~:i.z::- o:f th-e ,~o:li.cles it can 
e:.a:rr.f. =r:.:.ese co!:2!G.•::r.s.tivl:!.s ma::l.: i-t a::p;·~s.x· u.::~·d.5c tc atteu...Tot fUrther 
inter·m m:Xterllizat.io=. ~th the C:-135. 

Th; C-ljOE, on th.-:: oth~r hand: ca;,:: ca..'T;r E.bou.t the same cube
i ;m-:ted payloe:'! as the c-1:~5 ( alt:l:'J'.:gh ovar short.e;r ranges and not 
r:.ear ly e:o s·wifi:ly) 1:;ut v'..:.rt-:!all;y all o:!: tr,e air1:-orne division's 
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vehicles can be accommodated. In additio:-, it hs.s good short field 
characteristics, truck-bed heigh~ loading, B.!li = air drop capability. 
We intend, therefore, to continue the i~terim modernization effort 
based on the C-l30E am will buill the total C-130 for:::e up to 28 
squadrons ( 448 U. E. aircraft) by the end of FY 1964. We Will then 
hold that level throughout the rest of the period. 

To accomplish this we plan to procure 136 C-130E's in the 1963 
budget am will complete the program with a small buy of advance 
attrition aircraft in 1964. 

The long-range improvement of o·~ capa"!:lilities is centered on 
the C-141. This aircra.."t, while conservative from er~ engineering
development point of view, promises to provide a real breakthrough 
in airlift performance compared to anything previously available. 
It should be able to lift up to 45 tons over short distances, am 
ce:rry 20 tons nonstop out to 5, 500 nautical miles. Its cruise 
speed of 440 ~ots coupled with its heav7 cargo capability make 
it more than four times as prod·..1ctive as O'-lr present prop-driven 
cargo pl~es such as the C-ll8 and C-121. It ~~s ex~ellent per
formance off short and lightweight runways -- as good as the C-130E 
in fact -- and has the same cargo compartment cross section. It 
also features truck-bed height loading, 8.!1 airdrop capability, and 
very low direct operating costs. In sho:r·t, this is the airlift 
aircraft we hav·e been waiting fc:~ e.nd we intc;:!.d to stanCI..a.rdize on 
J.t for the heavy lift requireme!lt. 

The present program looks :t:z-,;e:rd to en operational squadron 
( 16 aircraft) by the end of FY 1965, a force of 10 sq_uadrons 
( 160 U. E. air:::::-af't) by the en:J. of 1967, a.n'!. an ultirus.te total of 
13 squadrons (208 U.E. aircraft) by June 19""...8. 

This year we a!·e requesting f;m.ia to pr~=u.re the f!rst 16 
aircraft o.nd to complete developme;:.t, teF.:t, and e-;raluation. 
Additional prvc-..rreme1~ts will be made in .:;Ubr:;.:::;tt::..:=~~ yt=.at"~· .. 

c. ftirlift ~apability at enQ Fl 1967 

By th~ close of 1967, the e.ctive air·}.i:f-: f'c~·~·e~ \-7o1.!l~ consist 
cf 738 s.ircra::t -- 48 C-124's; 448 C'-130'~, h.O C-133'3; 42 C-135's 
a:::d 168 G-141' s. With the~.: fo:::-ces v.e co·..:.l.i e:q:c.d 
light air·:.C"rne d.i·;isi.:)n. force to S:r;.:.::.:t.~s~.t 

mediU!I!-?.eight ai:::bo::-z:." divisio::. f'o:::c'e in 
echelon of e. ROAD infantry d.i..,"iE.io::l force 
would represent a vast improvement over o·..;:;:o preser::.t 
airlift a light airborne Clivisioz:. i!: 



2. Seal~ft Forces 

a. Se:allf't capabiHties 

With respect to sealift it appears that our combined military
civil capabilities are general~ adequate to meet the present 
requirements. AB a matter of policy the Defense Depa...-tment does 
not try to duplicate the general cargo and POL capability availahle 
in commercial bottOil!.S; there is no good reason. to undertake such a 
costly prograE. The ships in our Irllitary sealii't forces are there 
because they provi&e special capabilities not ordinari~ available 
and be~~JSe we need at least a nucleus fleet instant~ and who~ 
responsive to military needs. As a case in point, the tBllkers we 
have in the sealift force are much smaller than the supertBllkers 
now being built for cOill!!lerc:ial operators. Tne FJmalier tBllke::-s, 
however, are very necessary in getting into the restricted, shallow 
ports and approaches that are c~~acteristic ;n the remote areas of 
the world. For example, all ports in Southeast Asia and at the head 
of the Persian Gulf have controlling depths of less than 30 feet. 

Similarly, the cargo ships in the Military Sea Transportation 
Service (MSTS) fleet have special wide hatches and extra heavy cargo 
booms to transfer outsized pieces of mil!ta.-y ecr.J.ipment. Each MSTS 
troop tra:nsp0~·t has a much greater troor capaeoi ty th!O.n any cormnercial 
passenger vessel except tl:e line,r UTfiTED SJ'ATES. 

:!n the ca.se of the MSI·S tr.:Jvpships, hvw~Y:=r, we i"'el that by the 
end of FY 1964 we will have sufficient milita.-y an~ =i>~l air deploy
ment capability for personnel -- both in peac:e e..n.i ;~a:':' -- that the 
MSTS troop trar.~ports can be pla-:ea in some i'•.:.rm of r<d:wed. operating 
status. Air movement of personn~l, of c-:;'..!!'Be, is m~·::!l faster, but 
for the p:'asent, at least, it appears prudent to r·et9.in them in 
servic~. 

b. Sealift shipb"-ild:!.ng program 

The sealift program prescut.s l~s:=; o~ a r·i·.:::t·:.:.:.:..:·e of chtt.:.tge since 
there are DO large unmet need.~. 'l'h·::: or.tly sig::i.:t:i.c~.:c;:; changes in the 
force st1·uc:t•.a·e -- as shmm in Table 19 -- !l.::e ·c:1r" a."lc1:;.tior, of t!:le 
Fvrvra.:-C: _i'lot:~:."':L1L::: Base sr.d:ps a..!J::l t~e p-.:)acibl.5 :~~sce..:r·1."':- eof t!1e 16 MSTS 
troopsr,ips by the en<i of FY 196!;, O'.xc (;Elp::t':::. .,,_ty to deploy perso=el 
by ai:r· a~ that -cime shcru.ld be s·iJi':f'icd.e:::r.tlj e.ss~.::.:£"cd th:..:t w~ can safely 
deactivate th.: tr-o.::>pships. They W·:>Ul.J., il1 =-" event, be maintained 
j_n a cond.itior. so that they could be l:r-.::>·.;,g:at iut:; use relativ-e~ 
quickly if a requirement for heav-,r sustainei mcw::rrent of personnel 
did develop. 
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The balance of the force meets our currant a.M. prospective 
needs fairly well. With but one exception we see no near-term 
need for a replacement shipbuilding effort. Various replacement 
programs have been considered, but their high cost -- shout half 
a billion dollars over the 5-year period -- plus the very limited 
gain in effectiveness have made it clear tha~ they would not be a 
sound use of our resources. To the extent that modernization of 
this fleet does became necessary, ve eA~ect to achieve it by means 
of' major rehabilitations. These would be similar to the FRJ\M 
program for extending the useful life of destroyers. 

The one area in which replace~ent ships will be procured is in 
the general cargo fleet. Here we propose to build a Comet roll-on/ ! 
roll-off vessel each year for the next five years, beginning in 1963. 
When delivered, they will replace a like number of the oldest general 
cargo vessels. 

The roll-cu/roll-off type ship greatly reduces loading and 
unloading times for vehicles. The 5 ne·w ships together with the 
two we already have will giva us a capability to move one whole 
armored division overseas and get it into action considerably 
sooner than if the vehicles had to be hoisted in and out of the 
holds of conventional cargo ships. Furthermore, these ships elimi
nate the need for special boo!llS ana. cranes and enable the heavy 
tanks ar.d other vehicles tc be put a5~ •• n·e <.t rels:tively primitive 
port facilities. 

The ai:r·Hft and sealift f·orces vlll r·e::Ju:ire $1,298 :r!lillion in 
total obligat:icnal authority iL. IT 1963. T!·.-:s cro.}'sree w-.:.th $l,ll7 
million for Yi 1962. 

These figures do not inclu.C.e most. of ·:r.e d::Xe·~t operating costs 
of these forces. Except for the trc:::>:f< ca:c·~·le:· r;.q.ua.drons of the 
Tactical Air Force, the airlift a.ircz·ew."'t i;:, tl,:is ?~·o;,r"·.:.::n are in the 



Military Air Transport Service, e.n1 the ships are managed under the 
Military Sea Transportation Service. Bott of these, as you know, 
are industrially funded organizations. This means that almost all 
of the direct operating costs o~ MATS and MSTS are paid for by the 
mill tary customers who utilize their services. Thus the TOA required 
for airlift and sealift operating costs are included in other programs, 
notably in General Purpose Forces. 

However, if separately identified these so-called funded costs 
for airlift ~~d sealift services would ammL~t to $329 million in 
FY 1963 for MATS and $374 million for MSTS. 

The unfunded costs for which obligational authority must be 
provided directly to the airlift and sealift forces in FY 1963 
are as follows: 

a. Research - $68 million for completing the development, 
test, and evaluation of the C-141. 

b. Investment - $585 million of which $570 million is for 
the C-130E and C-141 aircraft and the COMET cargo ship. 

c. Annual operating - $645 million .• principally for 
military personnel, and for certain spares and replacement equipment. 

* * * * * 
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Vl, IUS:ffiVE A.'W ~'A'l'ICAAL GUARD FORCI'S 

A, GENERAL 

I have already discussed most cf the issues involved in the 
Reserve and National Guard :progr=s, but I think it would be ~se1'ul 
at this point to summsxize the num~ers on pay status and the costs 
of these programs. Table 22 shews the numbers ot: Reserve and National 
Guard personnel engaging in regular paiQ training for the fiscal years 
1961, •62, and •63. Table 23 shows the total costs of these programs 
for fiscal years 1962 and •63, including those portions of the costs 
financed in appropriations for the active duty torces.(e,g. active 
duty military personnel assigned to support the reserve program, and 
procurement for the reserve forces), · 

We have not, in Table 22, :projecte1 the Res-srve and Nat1onal 
Guard programs beyond fiscal year 1963. As I indicated earlier, . 
these programs need a great deal !!lOre study before we will be in a 
position to project them out to fiocal year 1967. Our fiscal year 
1963 budget proposals essentially continue the drill pay strengths 
originally planned for the end of the cUXTent fiscal year, except 
for the Army reserve components ·which I have already discussed in 
considerable detail. 

As shown at the end of Table 22, ve plan a total of 1,044,000 
Reserve and Natior.al Guard perso~el on paid status at the end of 
:fiscal year 1963. This compsres vith 971,000 s.t e!ld fiscal year 1962 
and about l,086,ooo at Cend :fisc9.l Y'='iX 1961. The 1962 figure, of 
course, does not include the. reservists ordere<i to active duty last 
:fall. As I pointed out at the be,;;i.nc..ing, for purposes c:f preparing 
the fiscal year 1963 budget we a:rb:i.trarily assume·i that the Berlin 
crisis would termin.ste by July 1 5 1962, tt.a b.ogir:ning o:f fiscal year 
1963. Therefore,. the 1962 figure~ for Reserve s..nd National Guard 
personnel on paid status do n0t. inchde tm:J of those ordered to active 
duty. If the Berlin crisis should abate to a point where we can 
begin to release reservists from tbeir active duty before the end of 
the current fiscal,. year, we b.sve the funds requir.: . .:i. to reinstate them 
on paid status in their reserve Q~its. 

A total of 973,000 perscm:.e.l would be ·receiving paid drill 
training at the end of f1E.ca.l y.:;u 1963 compar'"d with 901,000 at 
the end of 1962 and 1,005,000 c.t. end 1961. T't:~ reduction from end 
1961 reflects the proposed reorga.~ization of the Army reserve 
COlllJ?Onents during the coming fiscal year, 
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B, ARMY RESERVE Ca.!PONENTS 

Because our plans for the Army reserve components have. not advanced 
to a point where we can. precisely allocate the proposed 670,000 paid 
drill strength between the Army Reserve and Army National Guard, we 
show, in the 1963 column of Table 22, combined figures for both components. 
Of the 670,000 planned for end 1963, !+45,000 would receive 48 regular 

I 
I 
l 

' 
! 

paid drills per year and 15 days of summer training; 138,000-would receive 
24 drills and 15 days summer training; and 87,000 would be receiving 6 
months training with the active Army on June 30. (A total of 172,500 
would receive 6 months training during the year.) We have substantially 
increased the input of 6-month trainees to help rebuild the Army reserve 
components during the coming fiscal year. I might point out that 73,000 
reservists formerly on drill pay status are now on active duty. If we 
would add this 73,000 to the drill pay strength shown for end 1962, the 
total would come very close to the 700,000 figure for which funds were 
appropriated by the Congress last year. This result is not accidental 
since each of the Services has been directed to keep.open, during the 
current fiscal year, the drill pay spaces vacated by the reservists 
ordered to active duty. The figures shown for "other paid status" are, 

' 

for the most part, reservists receiving only 2 weeks annual active duty 
training. 

C. NAVY RESERVE 

The proposed 1963 budget will provide paid drill training for 
125,000 Navy reservists, the same number originally planned for end 
fiscal year 1962. Of these, 121,000 would receive 48 drills per year 
and 15 days summer training; 3,000 would receive 24--drills and 15 days 
summer training; and 1,000 would be undergoing 6 months training at 
the end of the fiscal year. (A total of 1,500 would receive 6 months 
training during the entire year.) In addition, 4,000 reservists would 
receive two weeks annual training. About 7, 900 Navy reservists formerly 
on drill pay status are now on active duty. 

D , MARINE CORPS RESERVE 

The budget provides paid drill training for a total of 45,500 
Marine Corps reservists, the same nunber planned for the end of the 
current fiscal year. No Marine Corps reservists have been ordered 
to active duty involuntarily. Of the 45,500, about 42,000 will receive 
48 drills and 15 days summer training; 400 will receive 24 drills and 
15 days summer training; and 3,000 would be receiving 6 months training 
on June 30, 1962. (A total of 7,320 would receive 6 months training 
during the entire year.) In addition, 3,000 will be provided 2 weeks 
summer camp. 
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E, AIR FORCE RESERVE 

The 1963 budget provides paid drill training to 61,000 Air Force 
reservists comoared With 60,000 planned for the end of the eurrent 
fiscal year. Four thousand reservists formerly on drill pay status 
are now on active duty. Of the 61,000 on paid drill status, 39,000 
will receive 48 drills and 15 days summer training; 21,000 will receive 
24 drills and 15 days summer training; and 1,000 would be receiving 
6 months training at the end of the fiscal year. (A total of 1,969 
would receive 6 months training during the entire year.) In addition, 
11,000 Air Force reservists will receive 2 weeks summer training. 

The technological changes I spoke about earlier have an i~ortant 
i~act on Air Force reserve requirements, particularly for non-flying 
units. In recognition of these cbanges.the Air Force, within the last 
few years, has sought to reorient its individual reserve program into 
base support and recovery unit programs. Under these programs,reserve 
base support units would augment the disaster control capabilities of 
Air Force bases in the event of an enemy attack,wbile recovery units 
would enhance the Air Force capability for aircraft dispersal and 
recovery at non-military airfields. The requirements for this activity 
have not been worked out in sufficient detail to provide a sound basis 
for determining the number of units and personnel needed. Therefore, 
we are recommending that these units be maintained at about their 
current level through the coming fiscal year. 

F. AIR NATIONAL GUARD 

The budget provides 48 drills and 15 days summer training for 
68,000 Air National Guard personnel at the end of ,fiscal year 1963, 
and 4,000 would be receiving 6 months training (a total of 8,500 
would receive 6 months training during the year), for a total of 
721 000 on paid drill status. This compares to a total of 51,000 
planned for the end of the current fiscal year. However, 22,000 
Air National Guard personnel formerly on drill pay status are now on 
active duty. Thus, this particular reserve CO!II.POnent will be maintained 
at about the same strength originally planned for 1962. 

G. RESERVE A1-;:J NATIONAL GUARD FORCE3 - FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

The Reserve and National Guard forces I have outlined will require 
total obligational authority of $1.9 billion for fiscal year 1963, 
co~ared to $1.8 billion for fiscal year 1962. Table 23 shows a 
further breakdown of the total obligational authority for the Reserve 
and National Guard forces into investment costs and operating costs; 
and by individual reserve co~onent. 

* * * * * 
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VII. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

In my discussion of the first three major programs I touched on 
a number of projects which are included in the research and development 
program. This program includes all the research and development effort 
not directly identified with elements of other programs. Table 24 shows 
a breakdown of the fiscal year 1963 research and development program 
compared with fiscal year 1962. 

A. BASIC RESEARCH 

This area includes all exploratory·~type effort in the physical, 
environmental, mathematical, psychological, social, and medical science 
fields. A steadily increasing amount of funds has been devoted to basic 
research over the last several years. For fiscal year 1963 we are 
proposing $191 million for this particular area of research, about $20 
million more than fiscal year 1962. The funds proposed for the coming 
fiscal year will continue approximately the same over-all level of effort 
provided for 1962 since increasing costs for both scientific personnel 
and the more complex and costly research equipment required will tend 
to absorb a substantial portion of the additional funds provided for 
fiscal year 1963. 

B. APPLIED RESEARCH 

Included in this area of research are programs which apply presently 
available scientific knowledge to the solution of military preble~. In 
effect, these programs bridge the gap between basic research and development 
of particular weapon systems. They include research in such fields as 
fuels, explosives, power sources, weather phenomena, communications, 
navigation, and components for aircraft, guided missiles and space systems. 
Amounts for each Service are shown in Table 24. Also included in this 
category is most of the effort of the Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(ARPA). 

1. Project DEFENDER 

AI.'.? A's Project DEFENDER is a program of research aimed at providing 
the basis for future systems of defense against ballistic missiles.. We 
propose to continue the DEFENDER program at $110 million in 1963 ~ about 
the 1962 level. The large initial investment costs associated with the 
measurement of missile phenomena have already been funded, for the roost 
part, but funds will be devoted in 1963 to a continuation of work in this 
field and to the analysis and evaluation of data collected from previous 
experiments. Emphasis will also be placed on the development of measurement 
devices and measurement experiments looking toward the definition of a 
weapons system concept. 



Two new problem areas were also recently added to the DEFENDER 
program: 

1. Research in penetration aids beyond those being developed 
for our present ICBM systems; and 

2. Hard-point defense systems. 

The penetration aid program will be chiefly concerned with the 
study of phenomena associated with the re-entry of missile warheads. 
This data will be of value both for our own ICBM programs and for 
defense against enemy ICBM's. The hard point defense system studies 
I have already discussed in connection with the C.efensive forces. 

2. Project VELA 

Also in ARPA is Project VELA, the national program for developing 
a capability to detect nuclear explosions underground and at high 
altitudes. The major effort to date has been devoted to underground 
test detection techniques. As a part of the seismological research 
program, a world-wide network of standardized seismographs is being 
installed with the cooperation of approximately 140 research stations 
in many countries. In addition, a prototype network of stations 
specifically for detecting, identifying, and locating underground 
nuclear detonations is being constructed and is expected to be fully 
operational in FY 1963. 
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During the current series of nuclear explosions at the Nevada Test I 

Site, sensing equipment is being emplaced at a wide range of distances I 
from the center of the explosions to obtain data to improve techniques \ 
for the detection and identification of nuclear explosions. An underground; 
nuclear explosion in an active seismic area and one or more nuclear 
explosions in large underground cavities will also be required to provide 
additional data for the verification of existing theories. 

The high altitude test detection program consists of ground-based 
instrumentation for detecting light emitted from detonations, changes 
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in the atmosphere induced by the radiation or debris from a detonation, 
and for detecting electromagnetic waves produced by nuclear detonations. 
With regard to space-based detection, instrumented low altitude flights 
of the DISCOVERER satellite series and an environmental test satellite 
program will be essentially completed by the end of fiscal year 1962. 
During fiscal years 1963 and 1964, five fully-instrumented launches 
using the ATLAS booster will be conducted. Existing launch 
facilities and groun support equipment, as well as tracking and data 
acquisition stations will be utilized. $63 million is requested in the 
Defense budget for P eject VELA in fiscal year 1963, compared with $60 
million in 1962. 
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3· Project AGILE 

This project is designed to apply research and development methods-· 
to those problems of counter-guerrilla warfare which indigenous, as well 
as U. S. troops must face in remote areas. The objectives are: to ·
achieve a better understanding of the special conditions prevalent in 
specific areas; to identify the related research requirements; and from 
these to arrange for the research, development, test, and evaluation 
activities necessary to provide appropriate weapons and military material 
to defeat an enemy under such conditions. Projects currently under way 
include work in such fields as mobility, communications, firepower, 
materiel and equipment, logistics, and environmental conditions. 

This research operation is directed by ARPA with the full cpoperation 
and participation of the three Military Departments and the Joint_Chiefs 
of Staff. The establishment, staffing and support of the necessary test 
centers will be a cooperative effort by the United States and the 
participating countries. The increase in funds from $11 million.in 
FY 1962 to $18 million in FY 1963 is due to the planned buildup of the 
effort which was initiated in the current fiscal year, including.~ 
additional development and test center. 

4. Propellant Chemistry 

This project is devoted chiefly to increasing substantially the 
specific impulse of fuels used in missiles. Major emphasis has been 
placed on the laboratory synthesis of new families of chemicals, 
including both solids and liquids, which show potential as propellant 
fuels or oxidizers. A recent specific accomplishment has been the 
use of beryllium in the solid fuel for the fourth stage of the Air 
Force BLUE SCOUT. An increase of almost $5 million to a level of $23 
million is requested for this program in FY 1963. 

5. Other ARPA Projects 

Command and Control Research, Materials Sciences, Weather Physics, 
Energy Conversion, and Technical Studies are other areas in which ARPA 
is doing work in support of its activities and those of the Director 
of Defense Research and Engineering - either because of their interservice 
scope, or to provide centralized direction. 

C. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENTS 

The efforts included in this category are a step closer to the final 
development of usable military end-items and are directed toward the 
solution of specific military problems. 
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l. Army 

The Army's ZMAR and.SPRINT projects, which I discussed earlier, 
are in this category. 

2. Navy 

Navy programs in this area include improvements to the reliability 
and operational performance of existing radar, radio equipment, missiles, 
and aircraft, as well as the development of new components and techniques 
for surveillance, command and control, weapons, aircraft, ships and 
submarines, logistics and other naval applications. 

Forty-five percent of the work being done in the Navy's ASW R&D 
program falls under the heading of Advanced Technology and Exploratory 
Developments. Also included within this field are projects for large 
ocean area surveillance capability; Project TRIDENT; hydrofoil 
applications; nuclear propulsion; radar surveillance techniques; 
communications experi::~~nts such as LOFTI (the VLF satellite); surface, 
subsurface and airborne sonar techniques for the detection, classification 
and localization of submarines; mines; development of an ASW aircraft 
engine; and numerous other programs. 

3. Air Force 

Air Force projects include similar types of items, a number of 
which I would like to discuss more fully. 

The first item on the Air ForGF list is the Very Large Solid Rocket 
Motor for which $50 million was appropriated last year in the RDT&E 
account to initiate work. We are requesting another $40 million for 1963 
to conti.nue this effort. You may recall that this project was designed 
as a backup for the NASA manned lunar landing program as well as to 
develop the capability for large boosters for possible military uses. 
It provides the fundamental technology on which to base the production 
of largeJsolid,first-stage rockets for launch vehicles. The first 
major seep involves the development of a 120-inch diameter, segmented, 
solid fuel, test vehicle motor which in addition may also be adapted 
for use with TITAN III. The 1963 program is also expected to provide a 
feasibility demonstration of a 156-inch diameter rocket-motor technology 
directed toward the possibility of a 240-inch diameter, or even larger, 
motor. 

The next item, Space Booster Building Block, for which a total of 
$174 million is requested in 1963, involves the modification of the TITAN 
II ICBM to a TITAN III in order that it may be used along with 120-inch 
solid fuel boosters as well as a variety of upper stages. We visualize 
this TITAN III standard launch vehicle as a work-horse booster to place 
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in orbit payloads ranging from 5,000 to 25,000 pounds. It could also 
be used to place a communications satellite in a 24-hour synchronous 
orbit,or to launch a DYNASOAR vehicle. 

The next item, Standardized Upper-Stage AGENA, for which we are 
requesting about· $5 million, will provide an upper-stage vehicle 
compatible with the TITAN III configuration, which I just discussed, 
as well as other primary boosters. 

The Aerospace Plane Components project for which we are requesting 
$19 million in 1963, represents a prudent approach to the development of 
an aerospace plane. What we are attempting to do here is to solve the 
basic problems first, including the development of the necessary components, 
before we decide whether to begin the very expensive system development 
phase of this project. The components might be useful in other applications 
as well. 

The $10 million shown for the X-15 is to continue this highly useful 
test project. 

PLUTO, for which we are asking $24.0 million, is a nuclear ramjet 
propulsion system directed toward providing sustained power for a Mach 
3 c~ 4 unmanned vehicle. The military requirement for a system 
incorporating such an engine has not been fully defined and cannot be 
until engine characteristics and performance parameters are better 
determined. Therefore, the PLUTO program is currently being directed 
toward feasibility demonstrations involving ground tests only. This is 
a joint DOD-AEC program and the AEC is programming $26.5 million for it 
in 1963. 

The next item, Stellar Inertial Guidance, for which we are requesting 
$15 million, is designed to increase the accuracy and reduce the reaction 
time of ballistic missiles, particularly mobile systems, by incorporating 
an improved star-scanning capability to augment the inertial guidance 
systems. This project is of critical importance to the mobile medium 
range ballistic missile, which I will discuss a little later, and 
possibly to other advanced missile systems. 

Remote Detection of Missile Launch, for which we are requesting 
$10 million, involves such projects as the over-the-horizon radar project 
which I discussed in connection with the ~efensive forces. 

D. NATIONAL RANGES AND MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT 

The next two categories - National Ranges, and Management and 
Support - include what we call the "in house" effort of the Department 
of Defense. I 



The National Ranges are the White Sande, Pacific, and Atlantic 
Missile Ranges. We are requesting a total of $445 million in 1963 
for these ranges - almost 5~ more than 1962. The principal increase 
is in the Atlantic Missile Range, primarily for increased. ground 
instrumentation and instrumented ships. The increased capability is .. 
needed, in part, to extend the range coverage for the penetration aids 
program. 

The national ranges are important facilities which support the 
DOD guided missile and space programs as well as the national space 
programs. Test and evaluation work related to such systems and their 
major components requires complex, costly and widely dispersed land, 
sea, and air facilities and instrumentation, as well as the work area 
and community accommodations for large numbers of highly skilled 
people. These ranges are admittedly costly to operate and new 
requirements are constantly arising. But they are essential to our 
missile and space programs. 

Management and S.rpport includes the balance of the Department of 
Defense-operated laboratories, testing facilities, ranges, and field 
activities engaged in research, development, test and evaluation 
effort. We are requesting a total of $649 million in fiscal year 1963 -
an increase of about $50 million over 1962. Most of the laboratory and 
test services provided are closely oriented to military requirements 
which cannot be readily met by private industry. Examples include work 
on explosives, engine test facilities, and aircraft ranges. These 
"in-house" facilities also provide a capability for testing and 
evaluating new material to determine its military usefulness. Services 
provided under contract from organizations such as RAND Corporation, 
Aerospace Corporation, and Space Technology Laboratories are included in 
this category. At the direction of the President, the entire subject of 
ncn-profit organizations is now being etudied with a view to establishing 
a government-wide policy. 

E. WEAPON DEVELOPMENTS 

l, Army 

We come now to specific weapon developments. The first item in the 
Army list is NIKE-ZEUS. The $235 millior requested for 1963 is to 
continue the evaluation of the tactical co~figJration of the missile,and 
for the.accelerated development of all the associated ground equipment, 
radars, computers, data links, and display aids required for the complete 
system. The reduction from 1962 to 1963 reflects the fact that funding 
of a substantial part of the test facilitiee and target missile requirements 
was completed in the 1962 budget. Excluding these two items, the amount 
requested for NIKE-ZEUS RDT&E is almost $30 million greater in 1963 than 
in 1962. 
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The sharp increase for MAULER - $50 million in 1963 compared to $28 
million in 1962 - reflects the increased effort needed as the development 
of this missile reaches an advanced stage. This ground-to"air ml~sile· 
will have a range between REDEYE and HAWK and will be a mobile 
self-propelled system capable of engaging targets-' rangic.g from short 
range tactical ballistic missiles and rockets to low flying subsonic 
aircraft. 

MISSILE B1 for which we are asking $8 million, is intended as the 
even~ual replacement for HONEST JOa~ and LACROSSE, the Army's present 
shorter range rockets and missiles. A number of possible approaches 
are. under consideration. 

The Heavy Assault Anti-tank Weapon, for which we are requesting $15 
million, is designed tc provide a significant advance in our capability 
t~ detect and kill all known enemy armor out to battlefield ranges of 
2,000 meters. 

The New Surveillance Aircraft for which we are requesting $8 
~llion is intended as the eventual replacement fo~ the MOHAWK. We 
intend to explore in this project a number of d~fferent configurations, 
including the work the British are doing in this field, before we 
comm t ourselves tc a final design. 

The next item, the Tri-Service VTOL aircraft, is quite significant 
from a management point of view. It represents an attempt to develop 
an aircraft to meet a mission rather than an individual Service 
requirement. The $12 million shewn for the Army in 1963 represents 
just. one-third of the funds we are requesting for this project. The 
same amount is also included in the Navy and Air Force budgets, 
bringi~g the total to $36 million in 1963 compared to $18 millicn in 
1962. The objective of this prcgram iF. to develop tw:> differe:.t types 
cf flya'::le research VTOL aircraft taking adve...'ltege cf all the Va!"ious 
approaches previously made in this aree.. What we hcpe to get out of 
th~~ effort is an aircraft which can take off with a substantial 
paylce.d fron: ur,prepared locaticns having 1:1 ttle or no rur.way 
faeil~ties. 

The next item, UNICOM 1 for which we ar-e requesting $12 million, 
i~ fc:r the development of improved swi t-:b.i!l£ equipme.r.t required for 
the Army's long haul communications netvork. 

!·he next two i terns are related to new developments for Army 
tactical communications. 

$100 million ie re~uested for ADVENT, the Army'~ communications 
satellite program. This is the principal Department of Defense effort 
to achieve an operational communications satellite system at an early 
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date. The ultimate objective of this program is to maintain a 
crnmrr~cations satellite in a 24-hour synchronous orbit; in other 
words, a satellite which can maintain a constant position. relative 
to the surface of the earth. A system of such satellites would 
provide a significant element of a highly flexible and dependable 
world-wide communications network. 

The next three items, for which we are requesting a total of 
$45 million, are all developments involving improvements in our 
battlefield surveillance capabilities. 

The $1 million requested for the main. battle tank is for studies 
to determine the characteristics which should be incorporated in a 
large battle tank of the future. 

A number of other items are listed on Table 24, bringing the 
total requested for Army weapon development to $892 million. 

2. Navy 

The first system on the Navy list is TYPHON for which we are 
requesting about $60 million. This is the new air defense missile 
syst~ being developed for naval ships; it may be the eventual 
successor for TALOS, TARTAR, and TERRIER. However, the TYPHON system 
promises to be very expensive and we will want to know considerabzy 
more about it before we commit it to production. Meanwhile, as I 
pointed out earlier in 1IIif discussion of the Navy shipbuilding program, 
new frigates will be designed to accammodate the TYPHON system without 
BIJy cannnitment at this time actualzy to install the system aboard the 
new ships. 

The next item of $15 million is for the Advanced Sea-based 
Deterrent which I discussed in connection with the strategic 
retaliatory forces. This is not a definitized weapon system but 
rather a program of investigation and applied research focused on 
possible configurations of future sea-based strategic systems from 
which an advanced weapon system may eventualzy evolve. 

$25 million is requested for TRANSIT, the all-weather 
satellite-borne navigation system. This is an extremely accurate 
navigational system and is expected to be of great value to our 
POLARIS force as well as other forces requiring precise navigation 
dat.a. In fact, during fiscal year 1963 the system will be primarizy 
oriented to meet the needs of the POLARIS force. 

About $9 million is being requested to continue the development 
of the Mark 46 Torpedo. This active-passive acoustic homing torpedo 
is specifically designed for use against submarines by surface ships 
and aircraft. It could also serve as a non-nuclear warhead for the 
ASROC weapon system. 



The $12 million shown for the Tri-Service VTOL aircrafi is the 
Navy's share of this joint program. 

The $22 million for Marine Corps R&D covers a vide rallge of 
equipment development such as lightweight long-rallge early warning 
radar, amphibious vehicles, tactical data systems, etc. 

A number of other items are listed on Table 241 bringing the 
total for Navy Weapon Developme~t to $262 million. 

3. Air Force 

The first item on the Air Force list is the B-70 which I have 
discussed in considerable detail in connection vith the strategic 
retaliatory forces. The $171 million requested for 1963 will 
continue that program. Some additional funds will be required in 
subsequent years, but we still plan to keep the total cost of this 
development program to the $1.3 billion I discussed with you last 
year. 

The next item is the Air Force's share of the Tri-Service VTOL 
aircrafi. 

We are requesting $100 million to begin the development of a 
new Mobile Medium-Range Ballistic Missile. This missile, when 
developed, could be deployed on trucks or ships. As·~ pointed out 
earlier, the improved stellar inertial guidance system development 
is of critical importance to this missile system because of the 
essential requirement for quick reaction time and for great 
accuracy without the need for extensive ground support equipment. 

I:- ::. 

The requested for continue this 
program encompasses the testing, launching, 
tracking and control of large satellite vehicles, and the ejection 
and recovery of payload :capsules from orbit. The results of the 

•lp:z:ooe;ram are directly applicable to many of the Air Force 
space programs and contribute also to NASA space programs. 

$100 million is requested for MIDAS. which vas discussed in 
connection with our Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces. 
This is an early warning system of orbiting satellites designed 
to detect hostile ICBM's during the launch phase by means of 
infrared sensors. The results to date have clearly indicated that a 
substantial revision of this program is required. All preproduction 
work has been dropped and most of the effort has been shifted to 
simplifying the design, and increasing emphasis on basic research 
and measurements. Much work h.e.s to be done on the development of 
this system before ve can think about its production and operational 
deployment. 
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$115 million is req_uested for t"iNASOAR in 1963 and $100 million 
has been progrs=ed for this project for fiscal year 1962. You will 
recall that the Co:u.gress last yee:r e.di!.-=·:i $85 million for this project · 
after we alrea.:ly !0-~e.:J. $30 milli;:;n to the o:!:'igi::lal 1962 bu"..get 
req_".lest of' $7C n:illio:l. M"t.er a cat·eful review of this program, we 
believe that the lev-el of effort we are reco=eniiing is all that is 
req_uire:i and all that can be effectiv-i:ly utilizei. As you 'I!'Jey know, 
last month we reoriented the entire prograffi, el~miLeting the 
suborbital fligr.t phase which wo-.J.ld have :!.nvolYe:i the use of a 
modified THAN II booster. This inter::ued::.ate step is no longer 
necessary inasmuch as we are now proposing very substantial investments 
in the TITAN II::.: 'booster program. Thi: new an::! more powerful TITAN, 
when develope.\:, WCI'lld loft the DY!IP.SOli..~ Ci.:!.:r·ect~ into orbit. The 
DYNASOAR prog-.cam1 therefore, e;an r.c;.; go forward. m-..:ch more r!l.I·idly than 
had been origi~lly planr.ecl. The co~.t of the booster development ;.-1.11 
be che:rge:l. to t:!Je TII'A!l III progrs.:n. 

$4o million is :c·eq:.:ested for ths. Satellite );ppedor project and 
$21 million for SPAD.I\1'8. I discussed '::>ct.h of these projects earlier 
in co=e~tiou with the C·~rc~::.~~tal J..:..-:- :;.r.:l. Missile Defense Forces. 

A IlU!cl;er of eothe::- item'> are lists.=: 
total for Air Fol'C.S weapon develcpm.;::rt 
to $1,019 millio:r:. 

F. OTHER Ft&:l S"JPI·ORT 

""' Table 241 br::.ng:tr.g the 
i!.iscucsed in this section 

To r.YE;S: o'.4t the f·.,;ll cost of tte R&D pr-Jgra:c, we ha·re also 
inc l~..:tL=:ci ot!.:.e.r s'l.:.~·:;:.:rt .:;o~ts t:u~h as the pay and. allcr~a:~:~ea of' 
mill ta..ry perso:G:J&J.. ass::g;.e-'! to R&D ~;:::cct::ons, -:oon.str.1c:"ti::;n c,:,sts of 
R&D fa~i 1·1ties: opt:ra4;ic·~ a::Li! ruai:-J.tC!.'i2ZLCC costs a..f5sociated. 'With 
ship$ 9.Dd O.::.r~r~'t lli'":! t.o S""PP:>:-t P2:'l'&E :t=-r,:,g-,c·a=, pz·.:.c-w:·c::;ne;:,t costs 
of a~mi!liEtrat:!..-:re a:1G. s·.rp~ort--typs e.i!~.:;~·af't ·..:oei in conjtU~tion w'"ith 
the test pr·og:."S'Tl"'' an.:. standard typ:s ::;f· electror..i::s and 
tele~::r!lr.n·•··"' cat::or.= eg:dp:I:e!:.t r.;>quir::.~ :tor tne s-:;.ppo:-t of: th,;, research 
and. dev;l .. :•pr!:!.e:-"t :;':';j~~-

$150 m:'.llio:c. ill ap:p!':.p·iatioiiZ a·.-.;~ $150 Irillio::t in transfer 
authority are requeated for the DO~ Em=rge~cy Puna, the same as 
appropr:!.ate:l i~ previo<E years. 
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H. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT - FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

Thus, taking all of these into account, the total cost ·of that 
part of the R&D program not directly identified with elements of 
other programs is estimated at $5,667 million for fiscal year 1963, 
$940 million more than for 1962. 

* * * * 



VIII. GENERAL SUPPORT 

The next major program, which we call "General Support., 11 is in the 
nature of a residual c- "all other" category. It includes all support 
activities of the ~lilitary Services which are not directly allocable 
to the other major programs, and the various Defense agencies which 
serve the entire Department such as the Defense Communications Agency, 
the Defense Supply Agency, and the Defense Atomic Support Agency. Among 
the activities included under this heading are recruit, technical and 
flying training; professional education and the Service academies; the 
operation and maintenance of depots and supply systems; the operation 
and construction of other military installations; communications and 
intelligence activities; medical services; military retired pay; 
contingency funds; claims; Loran stations; command and general support; 
and certain classified projects. 

Total obligational availability allocated to the Support program 
in the fiscal year 1963 budget amounts to $12.8 billion, about $:70 million 
more than fiscal year 1962. The major items of increase are intelligence, 
communications, retired pay, Defense Atomic Support Agency, (for nuclear 
testing), and certain classified projects. 

In developing the fiscal year 1963 budget, we have made a major 
effort to hold to a minimum -- consistent with the proper support of the 
combat forces -- the funds devoted to activities included in the Support 
program. In all, a total of about $700 million was deleted from amounts 
requested by the Services for General Support. Although this reduction 
may not appear large in relation to the total for this program, large 
portions of General Support are pretty much in the nature of fixed 
charges, particularly such items as retired pay, classified projects, 
DASA, etc. In those areas in which some flexibility exists, we have 
borne down hard. Among the budget categories particularly affecting 
General Support, reductions were made in the following: 

A. MILITARY PERSONNEL ACCOUNTS 

Reductions made in the military personnel accounts were, in almost 
all cases, "across-the--board" -- affecting all major programs. The 
following are a few examples: 

1. H:ghway mileage rather than railroad mileage was used in the 
computation of travel pay by all Services -- a reduction of $6 million. 

2. Estimates for ca.:jc pay and quarters allowances for the Navy 
""r"' :;cccor,!put.e-' -- a" redL\Ction ·of $20 oilli0n. 

3. Air Force over all military personnel estimates were recomputed I 
to reflect reduced officer ratios and anticipated personnel savings 
from base closings -· a reduction of $7.3 mtlli">n. 
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There is one item of military personnel costs which we in the 
Department of Defense can do very little about, and that is Retired 
Pay. The number of military personnel on the retired rolls has been 
increasing steadily over the years and is expected to reach 388,000 
by the end of fiscal year 1963, compared with 331,000 now estimated 
for end 1962 and 293,000 at end 1961. The current e stimate for end 
1962 is 15,500 lower than originally estimated in January 1961 -- a 
result of the extension of the terms of service of enlisted personnel 
and the retention of officers who otherwise would have retired during 
fiscal year 1962. 

By the end of fiscal year 1967, the number of retirees is 
expected to reach 572,000 and by 1970 will probably exceed 725,000. 
The 1, 000,000 mark will probably be reached by 1979. 

The 1963 budget request for retired pay totals $1,059 million, 
including $30 million for proposed legislation, which would authorize 
military personnel retired prior to July 1, 1958 to receive benefits 
consistent with higher rates of pay provided by the Military Pay Act 
of 1958. Even without the proposed legislation, retired pay in 1963 
will, for the first time, exceed $1 billion. Barring changes in pay 
scales, retirement laws, retention rates or active duty strength levels, 
the cost of retired pay could rise to nearly $1.5 billion by 1967, and 
to over $2 billion by 1972. 

Another legislative proposal concerning personnel is the proposal 
to amend the Career Compensation Act of 1949 to increase the basic 
allowance for quarters (BAQ) of members of the uniformed Services. No 
adjustment has been made in the basic allowance schedule since 1952. 
A careful study of this problem by a special Advisory Panel indicates 
that a sizable increase is required to compensate for the substantial 
rise in housing costs since 1952. Accordingly, we are proposing 
selective increases in the allowance structure, averaging about 18-l/2%. 
The allowances for each grade are based on current rental costs paid by 
civilians of comparable income levels. Included in the 1963 budget 
for later transmittal, is $150 million for this purpose, based on the 
assumption that the increases would become effective January 1, 1963. 
The first full-year cost is estimated at $300 million. 

B. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE ACCOUNTS 

The largest savings in the General Support program were made in 
the Operation and Maintenance accounts. The following are just some 
examples of the very large number of specific reductions: 

1. A proposed expansion of the Air Force's college training 
program was rejected -- a reduction of $900,000. 

2. Navy and Air Force pilot and navigator training programs were 
reduced to the level deemed to be required-- a reduction of $17-5 
million. 
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3. Army school cost estimates were reduced -- a reduction of 
$5. 5 million. 

4. The Navy's training support program was held to the current 
year's level-- a reduction of $3.6 million. 

5. The Army's cataloging and standardization activities were 
limited to the fiscal year 1961 level -- a reduction of $2.8 million. 

6. The establishment of alternate inventory control points for 
the Army supply system was deferred -- a reduction of $4 million. I 

7. The Army's world-wide logistical services, other than operating I 
depots, were held to levels consistent with our 1961 experience -- a I 
reduction of $7.4 million. 

8. The Air Force's flying hour program for mission support aircraft' 
was held to the level provided by the Congress for the current year -- a I 
reduction of $13.5 million. ' 

9- Estimates for non-scheduled ship repairs were cut -- a 
reduction of ,t5. 2 million. .-

10. Caretaker maintenance at certain Army 
plants was cut to the most f'''.'ltere levels -- a 

industrial reserve 
reduction of $20. 2 million.' 

11. Inspection and preservation of Army materiel in storage was 
reduced to the 1962 level-- a reduction of $19-3 million. 

12. C1 vili!Ul personnel, and· -support costs' for' materiel·lllanagement 
functions at major Air¥orce materiel areas and depots were held to 
fiscal year 1961 levels --a reduction of $24.2 million. 

13. The Navy's non-combatant aircraft inventory was held to the 

! 
' ; 
' I 
' 

end fiscal year 1961 level and fuel and rework estimates cut accordingly 1
-

a reduction of $17 million. 

14. Operation and maintenance funds for departmental headquarters arid 
certain field headc;.•.:-.:·-: =rs vere cut -- a reduction of $31.6 million. 

15. Certain communications circuits in Europe leased by the Army 
and Air Force were eliminated --a reduction of $5.4 million. 

16. The Marine Corps request for major repairs and minor 
construction was held to those projects related to combat capability 
and combat training-- a reduction of $1.3 million. 

17. Civilian staffing at Army hospitals was held to levels 
consistent with 1961 experience -- a reduction of $1.4 million. 
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18. Estimates for the qperation and maintenance of Army and Navy 
hospitals were cut-- a reduction of $5.1 million. 

19. Credit was taken for estimated savings resulting from increased 
use of automatic data processing machines -- a reduction ·of $12.5 million. 

20. Premium jet travel was sharply restricted -- a reduction of $2.3 
million. 

21. The procurement of furniture for military family quarters in the 
United states was deferred -- a reduction of $1.8 million. 

22. Reductions in temporary duty travel costs -- a savings of $23.1 
million. 

C. PROCUREMENT ACCOUNTS 

Most procurement is associated with the other programs, particularly 
the Strategic Retaliatory Forces and General Purpose Forces. Included 
under the General Support program are such items as training and support 
aircraft, materials handling equipment, certain communications and 
intelligence equipment, etc. The following examples will illustrate the 
type of reductions made in this area: 

l. In consonance with the reduction in Navy and Air Force pilot 
training programs, fifty T-37 primary jet trainers and 50 T-39 crew 
readiness trainers were deleted -- a reduction of $50 million. 

2. Sixty-one Air Force and Navy support-type aircraft were deleted 
a reduction of $91.4 million. 

3· Regulations will be revised to direct sale or exchange of old 
vehicles when replacements are purchased -- a savings of $8 million. 

. 
I 

4. The procurement of communications security equipment was reduced \ 
-- a savings of $7.8 million. 

5· The large display boards for the new Air Force intelligence data 
system were eliminated as being of marginal value -- a reduction of 
$4 million. 

D. CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTS 

In terms of dollar value, about one-third of the construction 
projects requested by the Services in the General Support program were 
deleted or deferred. The following are some examples: 

the Army and Air Force Academies was deleted -- a reduction of$8.2 million. 
l. Construction of new administrative and support facilities at ,. 
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2. New school buildings at several Service schools were deleted 
or deferred -- a reduction of $11 million. 

3. New. troop housing -facilities at certain training centers were 
deferred -- a reduction of $17 million. 

4. Additional Army, Navy, and Air Force communications facilities 
were deleted or deferred -- a reduction of about $18.3 million. 

5· The construction of a number of new overseas community type 
facilities was denied -- a reduction of $3.6 million. 

6. A revision was made in the design and standards for bachelor 
officer quarters (BOQ) -- a savings of $4.7 million. 

7. The construction of a number of commissaries in the United 
States was denied -- a reduction of $2.2 million. 

8. A new audiology and speech facility at the Walter Reed Medical 
Center was deleted -- a savings of $1.7 million. 

9· The size of the Navy's new School of Aviation Medicine building 
was reduced -- a savings of $1.4 million. 

10. A number of proposed barracks and personnel support facilities 
in the Washington, D. C. area were deferred-- a reduction of $9 million. 

* * * * * 
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IX. CIVIL DEFENSE 

I believe it is quite clear from what I have said earlier, in my 
discussion of the Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces, that a 
lOO'f, effective system of military def~nse against ICBM's and submarine
launched missiles is tec:lmicali.y impossi'.:>le. At least during the 
period 1963 through 1967 we will have to rely for our survival on a 
combination of military and civil defense measures. last year President 
Kennedy announced a new national program for civil defense and transferred 
primary responsibility for the Federal Government's share of that program 
to the Department of Defense. He pointed out at that time that 
appropriations for civil defense in 1962 would have to triple the level 
of prior years and would increase sharply thereafter. This, indeed, 
has been the c,ase and we are no• askic,g f'.~r this purpose in fiscal year 
1963, a total of almost $700 million. 

We believe that a sound c: ·.! .: ae·:."o.". 0 c· ,;.>rogram for the years ahead 
should provide: 

1. A systen: of shelters, equipped and provisioned to protect 
our population from the fallout effects of a nuclear· attack. 

2. Organize-cion and. planning of emergency actions "':.o carry out 
decontamination, firefighting, rescue and reconstntction necessary to 
restore a functioning society. An essential part of such a program is 
a warning and alerting system to alert the civilian population to 
imminent attack. 

A . FALLOUT SHELTERS 

It is high}y unlikely that we couli ever provide protection against 
all the effects of a nuclear detonat:!.on0 and cert.ainly not in the impact 
arsa. Blast shE:l ter in and. arcund p(•ter~tial ~rget areas :for any 
significant number o! people wou2.d nc·t cniy be extremely expensive but 
would or>~y be effective if peop:i.e ta·j adequa-ce war·ning of the attack. 
But even w:i thou.t ruling out t:na.t possibility, we should first provide 
fallout shelter. That is "ertainj.y -.:Hhin ou.r means and it would 
protect a considerable paz·t- of O\J.!" J.-C,;-.i..::.at:..cm ag&.inst a 1najor danger 
of a nue:leo.r war .. 

Bec·a~.:se rcosi: c::· our -.;orking popula.t.io.n mu.st be provided :;?!'otection 
both at work and at home, it is el3ti..'"'l2.T.ed tlla"C complete protection for 
our entire population of 180 million people would require about 220 
million shelter spaces today, rising with population increases at the 
rate of about 3 million a year. 

The Federal po:rtion of this prcg::r-an. consists of three parts;. 
(l) The Federal Shelter Survey -- th-; i:lentification, marking, and 



provisioning of shelter spaces in existing buildings; (2) the Federal 
Shelter Incentive Program -- the creation through an incentive program 
of additional shelter space by means of new construction and alteration· 
or modification of existing structures; and (3) the stimulation of 
private individual, business, and community shelter construction by 
example and technical assistance 

l. The Federal Shelter Survey 

The first phase of the Federal Shelter Survey is now under way 
and is expected to identify approximately 50 million shelter spaces 
in existing buildings, tunnel9, subways, etc. Identification and 
marking of these shelters should be completed by July of this year, 
six months ahead of schedule. but stocking them with food, water, 
first aid supplies and radiation detection meters will continue into 
fiscal year 1963. 

The sec~n1, or continuing, phase of the program will involve the 
marking and provisioning of shelter spaces in suitable new construction 
over the coming years. Since this is the least expensive way to provide 
fallout protection, we intend to exploit it fully. In addition, we 
intend to make the necessary technical information available to local 
and State civil defense organizations so that they can identify and 
mark smaller structures with a capacity for less than fifty people. 
Most of this space is not expected to be open to the general public 
and we are net planning on Federal stocking and equipping. 

2, The Feder~l Shelter Incentive Program 

To assure the early availability of the greatest number of shelters 
at an early time and at reasonable cost; ... e are proposing a new Federal 
Shelter Ir.·~er.t!ve Pr,;;g:-=. This part of the National Shelter Program 
is intended to obtain a1d~tional fallou~ protection ir schools, hospitals 
and community \o:elfare !'acilities and insti-tutions by adding to or 
mo1ifying existing styuctures and by incorporating shelter into new 
constructior •. 

Accomplista'ler.t of this portion of the program will require financial 
grants from the Federal Gover~nt, We propo:e that these incentives 
take the fc= o:· an allowance, b~sed on the usa::le square footage provided 
for shelter space. In order to get this incentive program und~r way, it 
will be necessary to 9mend the ~ederal Civil Defen&e Act of 1950. The 
proposed legislation is being separately trar,smittei to the Congress. 

As I pointed out ea!'lier, the ehelte!" obta::.ned from the survey 
program is relatively cheap -- ccsti~g less t~~ $4 per spac: including 
stocking ani equipping. Ho-w·ever, we know that the cost of providing 
additional community shelter thrcu~~ ne" constru~tion cr major modification 
will be much more expensive. 
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We estimate that the average incremental cost of such shelter will. 
amount to approximately $40 per individual space of 10 square feet or $4 
per square foot. Of this amount, we propose that the Federal Goverrnnent 
pay as an incentive an amount not to exceed $25 per space, or $2.50 per 
square foot or actual cost, whichever is less. For example, it is 
estimated that modifications in eligible buildings having substantial 
basements would average about $L 75 per square foot or $17.50 per 
shelter space. In this case, the cost would be below the Federal 
maximum of $25 per space and the Federal Government would pay the actual 
cost. 

The total cost of this prograffi over the ne~t four years is estimated 
at about $3.3 bL:.lion, of which the Federal Government's share would be 
about $1~8 bil:!..ion.. For fiscal ye&..r 1.963_, we are req_,.:.esting .$460 million 
as t!!.e f"ir·c1: an.rr:; .. c.~ ineremer.~.t. Fro!L t:t.:.is f':.rst step we hope to obtain 
abou~ 20 ~~:~iou spaces~ 

3. Private Shelter Effort 

Assurring the continued stimulus cf strong Federal leadership and 
example and the impact of a Federal shelter program, we expect a 
sign:;_:·icar.t amount cf the nationsl shelter rec-.uirements to be met by 
families, b:.>siness firms and other pr:.vate orgauizations without cost 
to the Federal Go-,rernmer.t. To this er,.d, the Federal Government has 
prepar-ed IJla!"lE ::·or low-e:ost basemer1t or l:~ae:kyard horr:.e shelters~ In 
addition, techili~~: ass~st&nce and eCvice will be made available to 
private business firms and organizat~ons. As a by-product of the 
ehe:ter· sur,vey_. large n1nbers of· architc.::ts and et:ginf?er::: wil.i receive 
FE:dera::.. -tr&inir~g useful ir!. shapir ... g CcsigiiS f·or r£-w >2'0r.~.strue:tiori towards 

4. Federa: 5ull.aings ar"} Military Fae:ilities I 
Ih.::.r-1:.;.~ ilsc.al yEE.tr l963j it !.~ a::...s-:> I>r0~0s:=:. to con.t:::..r.m~ the ! 

;>r ogr ams r.c-w ·,;_:der •·s:y to provide Ehelcer = i;:: ex:.sting Federal buildings. 
For Lor,-ml.llt<Cry ·::,u~l.1ings, $10 rr:u_:~,c.:: was provide~ :t'ro:n the 1962 Civil 
Defe:;6.;; a:r;.pr::;p·~a<:iorc, and $20 mil::.~cn :.5 r·equeeted for fiscal year 1963. 

!:n a5-: ~ ~ .. i o.r: 7 $~5 :n: liion is ir~.:·:~.ded 1:-..: the f:L.sc&..l year· 1.963 Defense 
tudge:c. t ·) :-:;,gL~·1 a t:·J·vg:r·arr.. to prcvide s!.:~ l:teJ~s i:L existing military 
stri.K:t;;.res E..;c:-; as s.:J:lc.~,::.:s., :O.ospit.al.3 s.n.1 1:-arra;;k.s,. etc~ By undertaking 
thiE ; . .:-ogra:::., t~~ De'f..ar·t!JJ:=rrt of Defe:,.se w!.~l 'te sct'ting an example for 
thG Sh~:t'=r l';.:.cfr~tiYt Progr~ and> at t-he: sarr:.e time:- w'ill be gairl.i~£ 
valua·r...::e ex;.-.:o:-·iE-r .. e:e ir:. the desigL a:4.j cc=": (:-C.:-:.tr··.).!.. of st.elt~r 
modif'icat1 or~ ir. exi st.ing b"J.:!.ldir..gs ~ 
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B. EME:RG-ENC'Y OPERATIONS 

l. Warning 

The presen" Federally-operated warning system carries the signal 
to State warning points, which in turn are responsible for alerting 
local communities and thence the gener-al public through sirens, local 
radio stations, et:;. With the increasing ICBM threat and relatively 
short warning, an improved system is required. 

What is needed is virtually instantaneous warning so that the vast 
majority of o~ people would have the maximum time to seek protection. 
We believe that the Natior~ Emergency Alarm Repeater system offers the 
best means of prcviC!ing such warning, $25 l!lillion is included in the 
1963 budge-:: !·or warning and alert. 

2. Ot;h.or· Emergency Operatio:::>s 

Finally, 1:he Civil Defense program must include the information, 
trair,ing, lea:ie~ship; and equipment necessary to use properly the 
warning a~c ehelter provided by the other elements of the program. To 
thfs endj the err.:ergency operation segment of the Civil Defense program 
provides fc·r: 

a. Ra.d:...ol-:og1cal fallout protection an:i moni tor:ing. 

Thie ir,cludea s•xh :prc~ects as the provision of equipment for 
a'::lout .::.50,000 s•.rr·f"3.~e monitoring stations9 aerial monitoring equipment, 
dosime-o:ers fc-c· ·:·:::vi:;_ d-ofense workers, etc. 

b. C0mr~·J.n::.cat:cr..s and control. 

This in.::::.c.de~ the telephc•ne, te~etype and radio links needed to 
r.·r··:::v-~d.F.. c.on'"r-.:;r_·i ·:-ct!:.:~t:tr!J..(;ationc a:::td "\o_raz-z:.l:..g fer the n:;.,-:io:tc.l ci"•·il 
de:fer1::r: sy.s.o:e.r::... -::t~~=E- ~~ticne.l e:o!rmo..::nie:a.tions networks will, to the 
extc;c:::: r:.~s...-;t.::..cst:ie:,. bt- 1r:-t:-ee;r-at-cd wi"tb ml~te.ry systems and operated. 
"by -t..!l~ :9ei'2'.:-;-:e- ~.:-:-.rt.T!L:!.·i :·st:~ons Age'!l:y. 

~- Educat; or, c.mi f--u.t-lic ir.formation. 

In add; tl.o~' to the noi'!Ila:i. job of k.eeping the public informed, 
this part of the pr·ogo-·am includes the support of a6.ult education, the 
training of civ::.l defense workers, the preparation of instructional 
material= and the provision of technical assistance. 

d. Resear.:-h ar!d. Development. 

This inclu.des research projects in such areas as shelter design, 
support systems and post-attack operations. 
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e. Matching contribution to the states. 

This part of the Civil Defense program provides for the Federal 
Government's part of the cost of (a) certain survival supplies, equipment 
and training; (b) the development of emergency operating centers in 
every State; and (c) the personnel and administrative expenses of 
State and local civil defense organizations. 

C • CIVIL DEFENSE - SUMMARY 

In summary, the Civil Defense program should provide over a 
period of years: fallout shelter space for the entire population, an 
effective and timely warning and alerting system; and a well-intEgrated 
system for post-attack survival action. The fiscal year 1963 increment 
of $695 million is expected to develop about 35 million shelter spaces, 
substantially advance the warning system;and significantly advance our 
capability for emergency action. The details of the 1962 and 1963 
programs are shown in Table 26. 

* * * * * 
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X. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT 

True economy and full operational effectiveness in the Defense 
effort depends not only upon a well-conceived force structure and a 
careful scrutiny of our budget requests but also upon the efficient 
organization and management of the resources placed at our disposal. 
Therefore, no presentation of the Defense program and budget could be 
considered complete without a discussion of the actions taken to improve 
the organization and management of the Defense establishment. 

In my appearances before the Congressional committees last year, 
I stated: 

"The efficient management of so large an organization as the 
Defense establishment is a formidable undertaking. I and my 
associates will need some time to acquaint ourselves with all the 
problems involved. With this experience behind us, we shall then 
be in a better position to determine the changes in organization, 
methods, and procedures which may be desirable to improve the 
unity and efficiency of the Defense effort." 

To this I would now like to add that the efficient organization of 
the Defense establishment is a never-ending task. Defense is a dynamic 
and not a static endeavor. The size and character of the Defense effort 
is subject to constant change with shifts in the international situation 
and progress in military technology. And the way in which the Defense 
establishment is organized to carry out its missions must be constantly 
adjusted to cope with these changes. To assist me in this task, I have 
established a small Organizational and Management Planning group in the 
General Counsel's office to devote full time to the study of such matters. 

In dealing with this problem of organization and management I have 
tried to avoid a doctrinaire approach. I am sure that there are several 
good ways in which to organize the efforts of the Defense establishment, 
each with its own peculiar strengths and weaknesses. What I have tried 
to do during the last year is to deal with this problem on a case-by-case 
basis, correcting organizational arrangements and management methods and 
procedures wherever I was convinced that there was a better way of 
getoing the job done. Each change was considered on its own merits and 
each was adopted only after the most careful analysis and review clearly 
demonstrated that an improvement should and could be made. 

Fortunately the Congress has provided the Secretary of Defense with 
a great deal of flexibility in the exercise of his duties. By utilizing 
the authority vested in the Secretary by the National Security Act of 
1947, as amended, we have made quite a sizeable number of rather 
important organizational changes in the Defense Department during the 
last year, among which are the following: 
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A. MAJOR ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES 

l. Strike Command 

The recently created Strike Command -- composed of units from the 
Strategic Army Corps and the Tactical Air Command -- is intended to 
provide an integrated, mobile, highly combat-ready force which has trained 
as a unit and is instantly available for use as an augmentation to 
existing theater forces under the unified commanders, or as the primary 
force for use in remote areas such as Central Africa or the Middle East. 

2. Organizational Changes in the Air Force 

Within the Military Departments, steps are being taken to bring 
their internal structure into line with present day needs. In the Air 
Force the arbitrary distinction and divided responsibilities in the life 
cycle of a weapon system between development and production have been 
abolished. Weapon systems, from their inception through delivery to 
the using combat organization, are now managed by the new Systems Command. 
This combines the functions of the old Air Research and Development 
Command, the procurement elements of the Air Materiel Command, and the 
Air Force proving grounds. On the other hand, logistical support of the 
combat forces has now been concentrated in the new Air Force Logistics 
Co~~and. This incorporates principally the supply and maintenance 
functions of the old Air Materiel Command. 

3. Organizational Changes in the Army 

A similar reorganization of the ftrmy's Technical Services is 
proposed. While the organization of the Army General Staff in recent 
years has been improved, the Technical Services have largely retained 
their traditional independence. Each has its own R&D, production, 
training, personnel, supply, and other functions, thus compounding the 
possibilities for duplication. What. ever reasons may once have "'~j.6tf'<l 

for the division of responsibilities a~ong them and for their 
~uasi-autonomous status, they no longer correspond with the organizational 
requirerr,ents of a modern Army. 

Under the proposed reorganization, the Department of the Army, other 
than the ft~my forces assigned to unified commands, would consist of three 
major commands and the departmental headquarters. The three major 
commands are the Materiel Development and Logistic Command, the Continental 
Army Co~~and, and the Combat Developments Command. 

The proposed Materiel Developrr;ent and Logistic Command will place 
under a single command the materiel functions currently assigned to the 
Technical Services -- which wi.ll then, in effect, be disestablished. 
(The Surgeon General will, however, retain responsibility for research 
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and development of specialized medical materiel.) The Materiel Development 
and Logistic Command will consist of five subordinate commands responsible 
for the development and production of materiel, a Test and Evaluation. 
Agency, and a Supply and Maintenance Command. The structures of the five 
subordinate development and production commands are subject to modifi·cations 
as those commands are activated and experience is gained. At present it 
is proposed that they include a Missile Command, a Munitions Command, a 
Weapons and Mobility Command, a Communications and Electronics Command, 
and a General Equipment Command. 

The proposed Continental Army Command (CONARC) will be the present 
CONARC with its functions somewhat changed. 

Responsibility for schools, individual training, and unit training 
is at present divided between CONARC, the Technical Services and other. 
Army agencies. Under the proposed organization, CONARC will be assigned 
the entire responsibility for these functions, with minor exceptions. 

CON ARC's present responsibility for service (user) testing of 
materiel developed by the Technical Services, prior to its acceptance by 
the Army as standard, will be transferred to the Materiel Development 
and Logistic Command. 

CONARC now has a part of the responsibility for "combat developments," 
which is the term applied by the Army to the research, development,. and 
early integration into the Army of new doctrine, new organization, and 
new materiel to obtain the greatest combat effectiveness. This function, 
including the responsibility for preparation of field manuals and tables 
of organization and equipment, will be transferred to the new Combat 
Developments Command. 

CONARC now commands the six Zone of the Interior Armies and the Military 
District of Washington, whose areas together encompass all the 48 c.onti.guous 
states. This fQ~ction will be unchanged. 

The proposed Combat Developments Command will consolidate the 
combat development functions now assigned to CONARC, the Technical 
Services, and other agencies. 

Concurrently with the establishment of the new commands, the 
headquarters establishment of the Department of the Army will be 
adjusted to accommodate the new command structure and the changes made in 
the Technical Services. These adjustments will relieve the Army General 
Staff of operating functions and permit greater emphasis on planning, 
programming, policy-making, and general supervision of the over-all effort. 

I am very keenly aware of the extensive scope of this proposed 
reorganization and of the need for an orderly transition which will insure 
that effective support is rendered to the field Army during the transition 
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period. The Army has prepared a phased transition plan and has 
deliberately adopted a ne~ organization ~hich regroups existing field 
activities ~ith, in most cases, no ch~,ge in mission. It should 
therefore be possible to minimize the impact to both troops and 
communities at the local level. We a=e confident that the combat 
effectiveness of the Army ~ill not be impaired during the transition 
period. 

The necessary legislative modifications for the accomplishment 
of certain aspects of the reorganization ~ill be accomplished through 
a Department of Defense Reorganizatio~ Order, which I have issued 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 202 (c) of the National Security 
Act. On January 16, 1962, this order ~as transmitted to the Armed 
Services Committees of the House and Senate in accordance ~ith the 
provisions of Section 202 (c). 

4. Establishment of Ne~ Defense-Wide Agencies 

To insure greater effectiveness and economy, t~o Defense-~ide 

agencies ~ere created during the past year -- the Defense Intelligence 
Agency and the Defense Supply Agency. 

a. Defense Intelligence Agency 

In the intelligence field, a large number of organizations have 
been doing similar or parallel ~ork, ~d unified direction of the j 
Department's total intelligence activities ~as lacking. It was clear i 
that the situation had to be improved. Because of the critical and 
sensitive nature of the ~ork, ho~ever, ~e proceeded very carefully to 
consider the changes ~hich might be made. By last August our studies 
were completed and the ne~ Defense In~elligence Agency (DIA) ~as 
established. 

DIA reports to me through the Joint Chiefs of Staff and is under 
their irr~ediate supervision. It alreaiy is integrating the current 
intelligence activities of the Joint S~aff and the three Military 
Depa.rtments; it has also made possible the elimination of the Office 
of Special Operations on my own staff. 

Ultimately DIA will furnish all DOD cu.rrent operations intelligence., 
assemble, integrate, and validate all DOD intelligence requirements, and 
produce all DOD intelligejl~e estimates. It ~ill also supervise Defense 
noncryptologic intelligence collection activities and will submit a 

all intelligence activities -
In this ~ay, we hope to s~ 

s in this field and at the same time 
efficient use of the intelligence resources at ou.r disposal. 
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One of the most p:coductiv~ fields for the economic application of· 
centruli :;ed :nJ.:1~c;cment is in the pro\·.:. sion of common supplies and. rel~ted 
services -vo ·~11 the Military Dcp.::.~t.-:":"!(!P..i..G. 

l\.ftcr u ::.:r'~h.::r comprehe:1::;i '-'C st.u~:y of this enti:::-c preble..;., \ole ca.ue 
t.o tht: concle.:.~ion the.~. co~::->i.Gc~~::~·.le ('C.JD\i~iY an~1. efficiency could. be 
Gair~~.:J., if :t·~ L i.hc coni.~'nu ~:i..•pply :::.:::::~:l···u~;rt activiti~::; were consolido.teci 
in a :;·in:".l·."' ~:~.C!ICY. l\.Cl'D~·d inc,l.v, :J 1:L·;.,• IJ~fense sUpply A[Sency \o."'3.S 
~r"-1 :l.i..Jl..i.. ~·otn:ll ~; .. ~· t. y .... ~~~· CUJ...i I·. :J..::cJ d.i :--l~.::i..J.y un"-lcr the Si...!Cl"~.:"!t:L~y uf D~f ~nsc. 

'l'hlo..> rH:w ~~eGcy v.•as give:! respun;:;ibility for: 

1. All t.hc ~or:ur.todity Sir.:.c;le :t•:G.nager Operating Agencies -previously 
unC.er the s~c;rctury of the Ar:;1y a'"1.C. the Nc.vy. (These, in E:ff~:~-r;, :.re large 
tuyi.nG ar1d inver:tory management offices, located in various cities 

. around the couctry.) 

2. The Military Traffic V~'!agerr,ent Agency, previously under the 
Secretary of the Army. 

3. The Consolidat.ed Surplus Sales Offices, previously operated 
by the three llili ta;:J Departments. 

4. Tnc Natio'lal Surplus Property Bidders Control Center, previously 
opr:!r::tt.l!d by thE! id.r. l''orcL!. 

:J. 1The l"'.:c;:J ... ?d. Forc.~s S'.l_:Jyly S'...:.f!Il8r"C Ccnt.er (including the Federal 
c.:~:_.;:.;.lo;; :.;.:J.i :Uei'eu:~c Stand.ard.i ~...:...t.i.O!: ,j.~ti vi l:.ies) w~ich previously 
:rcpo.::-....::t.< t.o -;..he St2~l"f;te.!~y of De~~c;~:.:;:·· -',..h:·cnJu;!"l a ,:ouncil of eroeral and 
::l&,n: r;.:..r~k officers of all t..hc Xi:...i t.ary Services. 

:'IS.:;.. -.... i l. :_ ~.L::o 8.dmir1ifite.:: tr.c S . .:.~·:t-~lus P·ro_-perty Disi>Osal Prograrn and 
the~ C\.-~v::-.:.ina1~i.:>1 j+J.r .. :..-:Ld't:;·: ... ~nt Progr:::..--:-, .:.~ld :..s r:o·w activ~Lt.ing a ne·.,; 
~ubo.r .. ~:n::.L,~ ··l·:cr.r.:.y -... o t:...r;.l; over ::-i;J.:,::.(·~•;u,t.:r;-:-_. ~..!.~~ t.h8 whol~.:;ale level of 
c:C.Ji71:::•<l t·;r·c::·,;~);;ir: ..,u~·.:.'l-·1(:~-; :J.t,·.~· ::·:·!.rJ·:i:-,vi H:~•[.:.J.'<~-:.c"':..:t hy e~.ch _of the 
!·~:_J..i t.: :r.Y ~)t: .. :.):.J,,;_·~:-:: •.. ·r~~.:.>. ~k v:i .~...l ::..:.sCJ s tu.ay ~ht:: f easi bili ty o~ integrating 
t.:n.e :r.::.t.:-.;.:..[;l':r...:r.~.T. of." in;·~i~s·tr-i<....l es.·~i_:. :.:::::.t_, cl1err~i.cal .supplies, and 
o.eron3.c.t.ic~l ::;p<:~..rt:: p&.rts -~nC..cr t.he nE.:·,., agency. 

DSA will c.l:~ct. ~-:-~d co:-.·~.-rol ::;.lJ. fur.ctio:1s involving "(.he procurement 
o.nd u..se v.f con;;ru:~r•~iu.l. i"; .. ~i[;{Lt. und .;.:..! •• :::;ent_:;-2~ -:.:ro.nsportation service in 

· :.:-1e Uni tee. Stutes, in(!l·uding er.:·:!!" gency planning, However, o·u.r current 
vie·• is thr...t the• M!litary Air TrE<.:13port Service (!I.ATS) a.r.ci the Military 
Sea Tra.r .. :~;?ortat:.io;. Se!""vice (i"'.Srr;;;), ·r .. cc8.1...We their operatio:-.. s are 
oriente~:. to·~""·ut·rl Oi~1· overi;tus r·..:=q·u.irt:.:r..cntG, should not be included Yi thin 
DSA's responsib~li~ies. 
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The Defense Supply Agenay. will operate prillla.rily as a wholesale 
supp),y management orga:il.ization undar a Revolving. Fund -- beying from 
suppliers and selling to the military con9uming organizations. The 
Military Departments v.fJ.l distribut.e the s\iiiplies acquired from DSA 
to their own using organizations in the United states· and to the 
component forces of unified commands and specified commands, both. 
overseas and in the United states. 

By and large, DSA will use existing facilities and operate them 
under its own directiop. or through the Military Departments. Its 
headqUa.rters will be in Washitlgton, D, c. The Director of DSA has 
.already assumed direction and control of the•Single Manager OPerating 
Agencies for Subsistence, Clothing, and ·Textiles, General Supplies, 
Medical Supplies, Petroleum, Construction Supplies, and Traffic 
Management, the Consolidated Surplus Sales Offices, and the National 
Surplus Property Bidders Control Center. . Funds to cover DSA' s 
operations and maintenance expenses. for fiscal year 1963 have been 
included in this budget. 

This new organization has a big job ahead of it. I am sure that 
it will encounter some difficulties during its first year of operation, 
but I am equally confident that in the long run it will improve supply 
support of the· operating forces while materially reducing the cost to 
the taxpa;yer. · 

5. Military Family Housing 

Another important management innovation which has been recently 
implemented is the establishment of a central Family Housing Office in 
OSD, under a Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense ( I&L). Similar 
centralized offices will also be established within the Military 
Departments. These offices will be responsible for the· effective 
management of all aspects of the military family housip.g program. 

Parallel with this action, we are proposing for inclusion in the 
Military Construction Act, of 1962 new provisions which. would authorize 
the establishment of a "Military Family Housing Fund" to finance new 
construction and improvements in existing housing. This Fund would 
derive its income primarily from forfeitures of the housing allowances 
of all military personnel occupying public quarters. The quarters 
allowances (BAQ) for such military personnel would be included in the 
Military Personnel appropriations and transferred to the Fund. 
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The Fund would pay the cost of all construction of new family 
housing units as specifically authorized by the Military Construction 
Acts, as well as the cost of improvements to existing family housing 
units. The Fund would also pay all acquisition costs of Wherry and 
Capehart housing, reimburse the Commodity Credit Corporation for housing 
financed by the sale of agricultural surpluses, pay any amounts due 
under the rental guarantee program, etc, 

I am sure that the members of this Committee will immediately 
recognize the similarity of our proposals to those which have been 
suggested in the past by various members of the. Congress. Our own 
conclusions are based on a very thorough study by my Advisory Panel 
on Military Housing Policies and Practices, a group of civilian housing 
experts. 

We now have almost 400,000 military family housing units, in 
being or under construction, valued at over $5 billion. Of these, 
over 200,000 units valued at more than $3 billion have been added 
to the Department of Defense inventory during the past 10 years. 
However, there is still a.sizeable world-wide requirement for new 
construction, amounting to over 70,000 additional units over the next 
five years. This continuing deficit is primarily due to the constantly 
increasing percentage of married personnel in the Armed Forces, as well 
as to the increasing size of the average military family. For example, 
in 1954, 37% of our military personnel were married and the average 
number of dependents per military man was .8. In 1961, the latest 
period for which data are available, the percent of married personnel 
had increased to 52% and the average nUmber of dependents per 
military man to 1.5. 

Construction authorization is needed this year at 133 installations 
in the United States and possessions where there are now 72,000 
eligible families who are not adequately housed. Against this need 
we have proposed about 15,000 units for FY 1963 authorization (21%). 
Of these,over 12,000 are for senior enlisted personnel --the most 
critical group; the balance are for officers, with the exception of 
a few units for key civilians. The 15,000 units will be applied to 
cure the following types of probler:1s: reunite separated families; 
replace inadequate on-post housing; provide housing to those who must 
live an excessive distance from the base; provide housing to those 
living in substandard quarters off-post; and provide housing to those 
paying excessive rentals off-post. 

In addition, authorization is being requested for 1352 units at 
8 foreign locations. These units will permit the reunion of many 
separated fa~ilies and assist families now occupying substandard 
housing in the area. 
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I believe that it is generally agreed that military personnel must 
be provided adequate family housing if they are to make the Armed 
Services a career. High turnover of military personnel is very costly, 
not only in lost skills and experience but also in the cost· of training 
new personnel. I know that this Committee is fully aware of the many·· 
techniques that have been employed in the past to provide adequate 
family housing and that none of them have been entirely satisfactory. 
We believe the Military Family Housing Fund proposal will avoid most 
of the shortcomings of existing legislation in this field. 

B, PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT 

The Defense Supply Agency, as I indicated earlier, will manage 
common items of supply on a Department-wide basis. Weapon systems 
and other major items of equipment, on the other hand, are extremely 
diverse in nature and reflect the highly specialized requirements of 
their using Service. They, therefore, are not candidates for 
management by a single Defense agency, but will be developed, procured, 
stored, and distributed by the Military Departments concerned. 
Nevertheless, improved supply procedures for these items -- and most 
particularly their procurement -- are a major challenge to any Secretary 
of Defense. The annual dollar value of this procurement alone would 
give it a top priority for critical attention. 

Yet this area is one of the most difficult to deal with. The 
weapons themselves require lengthy periods of development during 
which many essential, highly specialized skills and knowledge are 
acquired solely by the developing contractor. They are exceedingly 
complex and costly to manufacture, and are subject to endless 
engineering changes. Furthermore, because most of these items 
involve techniques, processes, and materials at the outermost reach of 
current technology, it is frequently difficult for either the Defense 
Department or the producer to estimate even reasonably precisely what 
the costs will be. 

All of these conditions make normal procurement practices very 
difficult to apply. In addition, some of our objectives while 
desirable in themselves may be at odds with each other. In these 
cases compromises must be reached and these typically are not wholly 
satisfactory from the standpoint of any one objective. 

Over the last 14 years the Department has attacked these 
problems and has made steady but relatively slow progress in 
improving its procurement practices. Unfortunately,in some cases 
conditions have changed faster than the improvements and our current 
performance, from some points of view, may look worse than it was some 
years ago. This is true, for example, in the percentage of our total 
contract placements awarded on a formally advertised bid basis. 
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I am thoroughly in agreement with your insistent request for a 
sharp increase in the effectiveness with which we conduct our procurement 
business. I am equally sure, however, that a piecemeal approach, 
confined to nibbling around the edges of the problem, is not going to 
give us the improvements which will produce significant economies. What 
is required is a frontal assault on the procurement problem -- and 
indeed on the whole logistics problem. 

This is a very large assignment: it is a bigger challenge than 
that posed to any other government agency or private corporation. k~d 

it has at least two prerequisites for success: a fresh approach and 
the best application of our management talents. 

The New Approach 

Accordingly, we have established a new comprehensive Logistics 
Management Program under which many of the basic problems of logistics 
which have troubled the Department for so long will be intensively 
S't:·Udied. To assist our own staff in this urgent work,we have 
sponsored the establishment of a non-profit research and fact-finding 
organization known as the Logistics Management Institute. The 
I~stitute is being staffed and administered by leading management 
experts from private industry and universities and has already been 
awarded a contract to undertake the study of some of these basic 
p::-oblems. 

Some examples of the areas which will be studied under this 
program are: 

Requirements planning, where emphasis is being placed on developing 
a system for rapid determination of procurement objectives, analysis 
of assets, ways to reduce the initial procurement of spares and 
repai::- parts, and means of cutting the variety and cost of engineering 
and technical data e.cquired. 

Simplification of specifications, stands.rds, and designs, whe::-e 
••e are developing a program to eliminate unnecessary specifications 
and. excessive quality standards, and improving methods to control. 
engineering and design changes. 

Increasing competition in oefense buying, both in the purchase 
of production quantities of new military equipment and in the 
purchase of components and parts. 

Procurement procedures and practices, where we are seeking to 
improve our performance in selecting and training personnel, 
evaluating contractor qualifications, reducing proposal costs, 
Fricing spare parts, simplifying purchasing procedures, and awarding 
a "fair proportion" of defense contracts to small business. 
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Contract performance, where we are strengthening our controls over 
schedules, costs, and technical performance and making more effective 
use of contract incentives. 

We intend to continue to take every step feasible to simplify, 
unify, and speed up our procurement procedures and to analyze and 
control more rigorously our procurement costs. 

a. Increased use of incentive type contracts 

Increased emphasis will be given to the use of contracts which 
encourage good performance (in terms of better cost control, better 
equipment performance, and earlier deliveries) and which penalize 
substandard performance. It is anticipated this shift in emphasis 
will result in more firm fixed-price type contracts and fewer cost
plus-fixed-fee contracts. 

Realistic cost estimating will be rewarded. Wide profit ranges 
will be possible when related to the contractors' efficiency in 
controlling costs and meeting required standards of performance, 
reliability, quality,and delivery. In research and development 
cost-plus-incentive-fee contracts, fees may go as high as the statutory 
limitation of 15% of estimated costs if performance is outstanding. 
In such cases the contracts will also provide for corresponding 
reductions of fees if performance is substandard or poor. Furthermore, 
past performance will be considered in the award of new contracts. 

I 
; 

Performance incentive provisions in contracts will be encouraged 
as soon as performance goals have been clearly identified in the 
development phase of major weapons and equipment. In such cases J. 

careful analysis will be required of each weapon including the 
weighting of pertinent cost and performance factors. 

{ 

b. Increased competition 

Competition in defense procurement will be incre~sed by: 

(1) Advance planning - Detailed planning ~~ 9~ing initiated 
during the early desi~ and development of an item to assure that 
the prerequisites for competition are anticipated and fully provided 
for. Steps have been taken to prevent noncompetitive procurement 
resulting from failure to contract for the timely delivery of 
technical data, failure to enforce such contract provisions, failure 
to inspect the data furnished and assure that it is of suitable 
quality, or failure to make appropriate use of the data now being 
furnished or which the Government already possesses. 
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(2) Review of contracts and planned procurements - Proposed 
noncompetitive contracts are being subjected to more stringent review 
at higher levels to determine whether the lack of competition is 
justified and, if so, to ascertain whether the factors responsible 
can be eliminated in time to permit corr:peti tion for subsequent orders.·· 

(3) Br~akout - Increased emphasis is being placed on breaki~g 
out from weapon systems those individual components and parts that 
can be bought competitively. 

( 4) Publicity - We have revised our regulations to require all 
procurements over $10,000, with very few exceptions, to be summarized 
in the Commerce Business Daily. This gives interested firms who 
might otherwise not be known to us an opportunity to learn of these 
procurements and to participate. 

(5) Limitation of quantity on initial production - In early 
production contracts in which competition is determined to be 
impracticable, we are stressing the purchase of the minimum quantity 
consistent with economy and military necessity (including test, 
evaluation, and standardization of design) in order to maximize the 
size of subsequent quantities purchased competitively. 

(6) Improved statistical reporting - We have revised our 
statistical reporting system to give more and better data on the 
trends in competitive and noncompetitive procurement. This information 
will help us identify the causes of noncompetitive procurement and 
enable us to take the necessary corrective action. 

(7) Special attention to procurement of repair parts - A special 
effort is being made in the procurement of aeronautical replacement 
spare parts. If our goal of 30% competitive procurement can be 
attained, a savings in the order of $50 million annually is anticipated. 
A test of new procedures is now under way at three of our major 
inventory control points which manage aviation spare parts. After 
adequate testing 'these procedures will be applied throughout the 
Department. 

(8) Competition in subcontracting - Much of industry, perhaps 
to a greater extent than Government, has traditionally relied on 
sole-source rather than competitive subcontract procurement. By 
means of subcontract reviews, approval of make-or-buy programs, and 
surveys of contractors' purchasing systems, we are closely scrutinizing 
industry practices to ensure that competitive subcontracting is 
utilized to the maximum practicable extent. 

Very substantial savings can be achieved by increasing competition 
In addition, more competition will provide small business a greater 
opportunity to obtain defense contracts. It will also broaden the 
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industrial base and make available a larger portion of the nation's 
industrial facilities, experience, and ingenuity to meet the needs 
of the Defense Department. While some noncompetitive procurement is. 
unavoidable in defense purchasing, very large opportunities exist 
for profitable expansion of competitive procurement. We are 
endeavoring to exploit these to the utmost. 

C. OTHER ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES 

In addition to the organization changes and the improvements 
in supply and procurement management I have just discussed, we 
have undertaken a number of other important steps to consolidate 
or harmonize actiVities of the Department in which more than one 
Service is concerned. One such technique is to assign responsibility 
to the Service with the predomina~t interest. Military space projects 
were obviously eligible for this treatment; accordingly, last Spring 
the Air Force was designated to be the Department's primary agent in 
the research and development of space programs and projects -- except 
when special circumstances dictate otherwise. 

In the case of geodesy, mapping, and charting, each of the 
Services have had substantial interests and capabilities in the 
field. While a single Service assignment would have been highly 
impractical, steps could be taken to eliminate unnecessary duplication. 
What we did was to define clearly the tasks to be accomplished and 
assign the appropriate pieces to each of the Services. In this way 
coordinated accomplishment of the total job is assured, b~t 
inefficiency and overlapping efforts are eliminated. 

Within my own staff I have made a large number of less sweeping 
changes all designed to clarify and clearly assign responsibilities, 
to consolidate natural groups of functions, abolish time-consuming 
and outdated procedures and committees, provide personnel and 
increased attention for new functions, and finally, to provide for 
a systematic approach to the continuing problem of adapting the 
organization of the whole Department to changing needs and 
conditions. 

With this in mind, I have taken the following actions, some of 
which have been reported to you before: 

1. Consolidated the offices of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Manpower, Personnel, and Reserve and the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense Health and Medical into a single office, the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense, Manpower. 

2. Consolidated the offic.es of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Supply and Logistics and the Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
Properties and Installations into a single office, the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense, Installations and Logistics. 
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3. Established a new office, the Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
Civil Defense. 

4. Created an Assistant Secretary of Defense to be a deputy to the 
Director of Defense Research and Engineering. 

5. Created within the Comptroller's staff a new office of Programming. 

6. Expanded the Policy Planning Staff of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for International Security Affairs. 

7. Created an office of Economic Adjustment within the staff of the 
Assistant Secretary for Installations and Logistics. 

8. Realigned the responsibilities of the Assistant and Under 
Secretaries in the Military Departments to correspond more closely 
with my own staff. 

9. Provided an additional Deputy for the Director of the Joint Staff1 
and organized a Requirements Division under the Office of Plans and 
Policy, Joint Staff. 

10. Abolished or transferred the functions of over' 500 boards 
and committees. 

As problems in the organization and management of the Department 
continue to emerge, they will be studied and whatever management 
improvements are necessary will be made. If it is found that 
existing statutory limitations on the management and. o:rgenization 
of' the Department inhibit or otherwise encumber the pro:per and. 
e.f:!'ective administration of the Department, the Congress will be 
so notified and :provided with all the facts which justify a 
statutory change. But no such request wi.ll be made unless it is 
absolutely necessary. 

* * * * * 
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XI. FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

The programs proposed for fiscal year 1963 including Military 
Assistance, Military Construction and Civil Defense, aggregate 
$53,876,700,000 in total obligational authority. A summary by major 
programs, for fiscal years 1962 and 1963 is shown in Table 1. 

Of the $53,876,700,000 in obligational authority required to 
finance the 1963 program: 

· $1,440,300,000 would be obtained from prior year tunds 
available for new programs, including balances brought forward 
and recoupments anticipated during the year (assuming that the 
Congress will remove the limitation on the use of the $5141 500,000 
appropriated last year for the procurement of B-52's). 

$445,000,000 would be obtained by transfer from the working 
capital funds of the Department of Defense in lieu of new 
appropriations, and 

$351,400,000 would be obtained from anticipated reimbursements 
which would be available to finance new programs, _leaving 

$51, 640,000, 000 of new obligational authority which is the 
amount requested in the President's fiscal year 1963 budget. A 
detailed tabulation relating the appropriation accounts to the 
major program accounts, and the Total Obligational Authority to 
the New Obligational Authority requested of the Congress in the 
1963 budget is shown on Table 28. (Comparable data for 1962 
~re chown on Table 27: ) 

Of the $51,64o,ooo,ooo of new obligational authority requested: 

$1,500,000,000 is for Military Assistance which will be 
presented separately. 

$1,318,000,000 is for Military Construction which will be 
presented separately. 

$695,000,000 is for Civil Defense which will be presented 
separately, and 

$2201 000,000 is associated with proposed legislation and 
is being transmitted separately. This amount includes $30 
million for Military Retired Pay, $150 million for Basic 
Allo;mnces for Quarters, and $4o million for military personnel 
per diem travel allo;mnces. 



• 

.. ~-.. 

Thus, the bill now before this Camnittee would provide 
$47,9071 000,000 in new obligational authority and $445,000,000 
to be derived by transfer from working capital 1"unds. 

* * * * * 
Mr. Chairman, I realize that this has been an unusualJy long 

statement and I appreciate the patience and courtesy of this Com
mittee in allowing me to present it in :f'ull. I hope it has made 
some contribution to a better understanding of the Defense program 
and budget • 




